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The American Association of Colleges for Teacher Educatio
the Association of Teacher Educators hie pleased to hayê the
opportunity to publish Perspective§ on Organizations: The $ch Of as a
SOcial Organizition, the second of three books in this series on the stedy
of organizations. Our intent in-publishing _this document,in cellaboration_
with Teacher Corps, LLS: Office of Edudation, is to provide ideas and,
informati n for those responsible for preparation of education personnel.

. Whil the:first voliene presented a ,broad framework for analyzing
organizati ns, this publication has a much narrower focus, the. study of'
schools-as organizations. Both pre- and in-service education persohnel
need to knD w more about schools as organizatibns. We feel that this
volume addresses that need. In releasing this document, neither associ-
ation necessarily endorses its eontent. The purpose of our serving as*
publishers is ter stimulate study andimplementation of ideas and informa-
tion as appropriate for local, state, and collegiate education agepcies

-Creating a publication involves many-individuals. We acknowledge
with gratitude the efforts of the following: Ronald G. Corwin and Roy A.

' Edelfelt conceptualzedan wrote much of the do ument. Theodore E.
Andrews and Brenda Br4ht did much sUbstantive diting and priting to
complete the manuscript. Joel L. Burdin and Fiore- cii Jones of AACTE
and Robert J. Stevenson of A-IT carried out discu sions w,hich culrpi-
nated in the final agreement fOr a cooperative pblication vethure.
Technical editing wasdone by Lili.Bermant and Mary aly Gorman. None
of the work could have been done without the en ouragement and

, support of Teacher Corps Director William L. Smith, v41 o over the-years
has done such an effectiVe job in promoting American ed cation. *

_Now, these efforts have reached their culmination in he publidation
of thie volume. We believe the usefpiness of this documen will justify the
efforts which have made it possible.l

Edward C. Pomeroy, Execub Director
American Association ofColie s for

Teacher Education

Robert J. Stevenson, Exeoutive Direc or
Association Of Teacher Educators

June 1977
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The T acher Corps conductents first national training institute in.
the summ of 1975. New project interns andteam leaders, called corps-
-members, were participants in four intense weeks at the University of
RichmonqL &scope and content the institute yeas a unique resbonse.

_ Needs ve it birth; and eValuation studies, project, directors, and
researclton the management of change gave it focus, The eXperience,
known a the Corps Members Training Institute (CMTI), was repeated for
other c psmembers in 1976 at Florida State University in.TallahasSee.

major impetus for the whole idea'must be credited to third-party
progran _valuations. More than one of these pointed up the great.need
for int_ rns to understapd 'the organizational features of schools-:'.The
CorwO.Study in 1973 particularly described hoW crucial it was kir our

- teacning teams, and particularly.the interns, to understaild the implica-
tions of organizational Characteristics and realize:that schools are social
systems:The Marsh Study in i 974 reinforced this point.

Additionally,. project directors were reporting that Teacher Cbrps
interns needed an esprit de corps, a personalp identification with- the
national program effort. It also seemed t6directorsthat a common train-
ing session could be the most realistic and preound cross-curtural
learning and living experience ever provided bY the feacher Corps.

Finally, the research literature on the management of change and
theories on the processes of change have important implidations .for,
teacher education.. The Teacher Corps program is designed to help
schools andsbileges effect -change. 'In the early history of the Corps, a.
basic assumPtion existed that interns, acting as change agents, bould
reform the school merely with their commitment and presence. This
droved to be an unrealistic and unproductive assUmption. We have now
been careful to insist that Teacher Corps interns are not,. and shouldnot
attempt to be, change agents. Our expectation is simply that they will be
the best and most highly qualified teachers available to ihe profession,'
not in the traditional sense as dispensers of knowledge, but as facilitatOrs
of the learning process. This new role requires more and.different theory
.and training than- has been the case typically in teacheG education. It
starts with the assumption that facilitating means managing: Teechers
must manage processes, products, and young people in an organized
manner if they want and expect positive growth and 'change to,4cpur ir _

the learning and behavior of their students. This seems moSt accon-iplish-
able when the school is vieWed as a formal organization, 'as -a( seciaf-
system, and the classrooms in that school as subsys erns: This systemic

vi
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apprpach treats. the classroom as an-,organization within an organize-
tion'---,,the school.

Preyious teacher training protjrams, which focused on the individual'
eacher -learner, tended to provide neW knOwledge or skills to that

teapher learner but did not have impact -for dtionge on the school to
whiCh theleacher returned. In many cases the teacher's new knowledge

..-becatne a threat to teaching opera who- had not themselves benefited
_from such training; Administrators were ofien . threatened-when the
teacher attempted to implement this neW.knowledge and Skill, We now .
know how these problèMs can be avoided.,Many of us have come to be-
Ilevothat tor the institutionalized groWth and development of educatiOnal
personnel, and for impact on the school, the school as an organization is:
the smallest unit of change, Similarly, !or the institutionalized growth and

4 development of children, the classroom is the smallest unit of change..
terns theory and organizational behavior theory have an impor-

tant place -in the conceptualization of preservice and inservice
education. Many -good and talented teachers feel unable to use their
talents effectively because they believe the/hierarchical Structure of
administrators, supervisors, and the environmental field force known

"the community '. have placed linWarranted cons6aints uponUhem 1s
seriSe of alienation and powerlessnesp in the Jinest teachers will
obviously prove contagious. Idealistic beginners will, therefore, hardlY be
ihimune. Teacher Corps is persuaded that if schoolg, as social systems,
are to be changed for the better, everyone with a role or investment in
the education and/or -schooling of children muW- be Collaboratively
invOlved in the change process. If both new-and experienced teachers
were to_neve=an opportunity to study the natureof organizations_ and the
ways members interact: they might find !hot ceflain behavior
characteristics manifested in scyloors are found la most organizations.
Even more important, these behaviors can be understood and dealt with. a

We knovf, of course, that Most of the scientific data on organization
are found in studies of economic and ihdustriai organizations. Over the
past few years, universities r6ve conducted mit' ifwi us 'educational
organization studies in educational 'administration fo iddle managers
and school superintendents, initially supported through ,tne Kellogg
FoUndation Program. No One, it seemed, had begun to develop concepts,
theoretical formulations, arkd case studies for prospective and practicing
teachers to use in studying the school as a fdrmat organization. With the
exception of the initial work on organization study done by Chris Awns
fOr employees, little else hEid been developed for a rolegroup below that
of administrators and m4iagers . Someone somewhere had to begin.

The Corps ,Membej Training Institutes were seen as having three
goals. The first was to eveiop an -esprit de corps among our newest

-members. The second was to provide them vt/ith a rich multicultural
'experienbe. The third.w'as to involme them and their experienced teacher
team leader in an academic experience designed to open their eyes to

vii



theories of organizatiOn, both-sttucture and behavior, and to the many..
styles of learning and teaching there are, The first Institute was orga- _-
nizedinto the two separate graduate-level strands, OrganizationPerspec-.
tives, -and Teaching and Learning Style Analysis. This -volume is the
second pf a series of three deding with Perspectives on Organizations.
We hope to use this series as part of the curriculum of future CMTI's.

The Teacher Corps is pleased to have the American AssociatiBn of
Colleges for Teacher Education and the Association of Teaqe
Edt.tdators serve as joint publishers df this volume. Their constituencies

.erditmportant ones in any effort to implement change in the preparation
-of ectLication personnel. Their effort is to provide practitioners, decision
makers, end researchers with the ideas and information which can0.
become building steps to progress. ".

Thii vOlume like,the preceding one offers those who may share our-
\

concerns about some of the papers, other Materials and procedures
"that were 7used to give.corpsmembers and team leaders 4,new perspec-
tive on organizations particularly, as the subtitle states, on the school as
a sociaforganization.

The contdnts of this volume were selected from materials prepared
for CMTI; 1.975. Jim Steffengen. and Beryl Nelson of my staff are- to be
commended for haVing worked so bosely with the publication's editors
on each of,these volunlas,_

These represent ,beginnings, at Least; of a 'response to .a serious
.need.- The subsequerit yOlurrie of -PerSpeCtives On Orgahizations will
focus on Schools' icilheir social-political contexts. Each of the three
volumes reinforces the single' fact that %/sterns and organization theory
are no luxury iterns in a realistic program of teacher training_

William L. Smith
Director
Teacher Corps

June 1977
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Ihtroduction

COnsider this situation. You have recently changed esidence and
have applied for a telephone. The telephOne company fnforms you by

-mall that a phone will be installed within the next 'three wp king days but It
Is not posaii2le at this time to specify an exact time, Sinc
ftorn- hernia 'during the'clay, and -other members of the f
there, you call the company to request a sPecific app
you will be sure to be there when the installer arrives to
to give instructiOnS-_on where to locate tlie phone. Hp
at_the telephone company in charge of, tills matter inf
only processes the orders and hap no control ov
schedules Yau are adviSed not to contact the insta. _

directly,and in.any event, you are assured,- orders ar
come in and are s- uled for theweek..

yoU work away
mily will not be
ntment sa thef-
t nimiher in and
ver, the woman

rms you that she
the inStallers'

ion department,
illed only-as 'they

Two weeke l tet-j%Ou calf again to report that instllers have corne toelA

your home thre different times-but since they wer not able to ehter,
they'rnerely left notes indicating that fact. It is siiggested that, you leave a
key , for them .somewhere, but you object: You doti't know any of the
neighbars, there have been burglaries in the neig borhood, you would
have to take the trouble to make An extra key, and i any case, you have,

. a fierce dog that would prohibit the.installer from-en ering, v..

What might you dci? How tould you resolve th4 problem? There is no
correct 'answer: none we can guarantee to be effective . Howdver, we
suspect that you have some ideas and that your i eas reveal a theory of
organization that yoU hold in the back pf your min , Each of us has some
such theory about how organizations function. W4 must have a theory in
order to deal with the problems. For examPle, surtpose t t you demand

w to see a supervisor whb is over both departn-Onts. Y are thereby
making an assumption about the locuS.of oower nd author ty, and about
the relaVe vulnerability of different-echelons to he influence of 'An out-.

sider likeYourself.

f
Suppose instead you- choose to register a; personal appeal to the _-

.

employee in this situation whom you originally t ontacted You are then
making assumptions about her ,autonornyher, distretion, or her ability
to get around policies' gver which she has no o l ficial authority. We often

Mundereitime-the ingenuity of low-ranking em- oyeas.,At the.same time,
we should allow that when,an employee appeats to be stuidborn or indif-
ferent, the real source is often the employer's _Xpectations or inflexible



rules that must be 'followed td'hold one'S-job. Even-if your estimation o
the employee.S. discretion proveg Correct, you,.will also haVe to-assess

. what leverage ydu- have aild-what incentives you.can offer:to persuade
him or her- to help you. You must isbes6 your own statusPerhaps you
will decide to call upon a mom influential third partyto intervene on your
behalf. Finaliy, perhaps yOu will choose.to "give up" that Is, stay home
for three days; Then Au have aated'oh still other assumptions about,the.

-power of organizations in this sOcieN,

-04 poi4 I's that it is imperativa for each of us to fOrmulatetome
tentatiye assumptions about organizations in order to wofli with them.
Ticeie assumptions usually gist evolv4 inadverte* ovectinribbt this
need not be the case: Msuming that one doestyt lose patience-and will
operate on reasbned thought, assumptions' tan.. -be forqiulated
aystematically tested with per§onal experiencerend revised .as seems
.necestsary. A person, who-takes the trouble to do -this -cdn usually work-
more effectively in any organization,

Since our discussions here are directed towardcol teadiers, we
have assumed- that even those readers who are already familiar with
particular schools on a pay-to-day basis will wish to give further consider-
ation to hoVv schools are'organiZed and how they funttion.,_

Whereastheappiaach taken in Volume I, PersPectives on Organiza-
tions: Viewpoints fo(Teachers, was general and intended aS an introduc-
tion to gaining greeter sophisticatiOn in -dealing with organizations; the

s. focus in this volume-is more specifically on schools as organizations. Oi
cotirse, we .v:vould not try to treat schools in isolatidn, 'even if thatoovere
possit2le The schobl Mu8t be understobd as part of the context of the
community and society where it exists.

Our intent is 'to contribute to the'lhoughtfulness of teachers not to
.

prescribe ways of dealing with organizations. The paptus chosen for this
volume reflebt some of the different approaches and perspectives that
can ,pe take6 toward tchools. Pie welters do not, alln)aye take the- sanfe
vieWpoint; sometimes: they obviously disagree amongsthemselves. In
addition, we have found that readers soMetime&interpret certain state-

s in different ways, and that any reader can misinterpret what a
er has said, becaCise of diffeiences in assamptioneand purpose.

By dealing With controVersial issues and ineludindWrijers who have
strong conviction% some feathers inevitably will be ruffled. Both the
Stark findinga elf research in the social scienceS -and the candid opinions
of WriteT in thoseences make for lively disCussion and some conflict..
We consider thal a- positive factor necessary to stimulate fhought and
assertive professional action.

Thlt second volume proceeds from the basic orien_tation to
organizations established in, Volume- I The objectives and instructional

14



-in Volume I also- apOy,fo fhis intiterial and apbear, in -the-
Append An extensive Bibliography and Abstracts of Selected 9eadings. .

,

incruded in Volume rare intended to-set-vie allihe volumeS ip.the serieS:
.

,

Ronalii G. corwin,,Coluthbus. Ohio-
Roy 4 Edeffelt, .Washing7on-, D.Q.

June,1'977
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61- Volurne-Werview

This volume inoludes melt and other materials expressing several_
-views "pn organiZational pIbblemS . in schools_ The authors represent _

'different per'suasions about wliat iS problematic and how to attain solu-
tions...Of necessity, all of the authors had to focus' on and thus simplify, ,3
their views sbmewhat: .none is compiele- and none is advocated as the
vieW or approach to take. Rut taken as a set, the paPers here reflect a_
range of thinkingAnd perspectives on Organizatitiheproblems in scheols
which should stret9h the reader's thinking and aid himlher to arrive at an
individual.point of view. .

s'

In this, as in other volumes in this series; we have assumed that
studying available knowledge about schools is not the sOle provihce of

7
dministrators, Teachers also need knowledge about how scrools
perate, and if changes 'are made to improve schools they, along with

parentS, students, and okhers, must be invokidd. Teachers, students, and
parents, are the -central actors in schools, with enough Power to
influence and change trie system in,particular ways7-if -they recognize
thatfact and are equipped to act.

However, teachers Often .get into the profession before they realize
Many of the ramifications of-What it means to be a professional educator.
They may have been attracted to teaching by occupational a'spirations,
such as a personal interest in a particular subject, an interest in working
with young people, or a diStaste for competition in the commercial world.
They probably were riot fully aware of the organizational responsibilities
associated with the occupation, such as.living withth a budget, working in
an organizationAl hierarchy, cooperating with colleagues, working with_
parents and the community and initiating new programs. We hope that
the 4materials in this book will provide another step toward helping
teachers and other citizens to understand and degl mote effectively with
organizational problems,

_-This book is not designed necessarily to be read from beginning to
end. Instructors-and participants will, of course, read the entire book
carefully. As is suggested in Part III, there are a number of strategies that
might be employed to gain a full understanding of the issues raised in
Parts I and II. A review of Part III will help participants and inStructors
decide how to approach the.sWy of schools as organizations and how to
use the materials containedifftlii&volume.

The reader should not asstme that this book or other volumes in this
series will provide specific guidelines for resolving problems in schools

1



or other organizations. We do hope, hgtweve.ri thgt the information and
ideas abgut organizations wilF/help .sdbstantially in the analysis and
underStanding of problems and conflicts, and that each reader wilf
bamore insightful in the Way he or shefunctions in the.organization
whether toinfluence changes or rn o cope with things as thby are. !ts.

1 4



Part)
Schools and:reachin
A Kaleidospopie Vi

Ronald C. corwin, Rpy A Edelfelt*

In Part il _of this volume there are papers in which authors
concentikate:on particular aspects of schools. It i convenient, and often
neceSsary, to airri discOssion to the_ avergge chool and the typical
features of teaching. A. reader could becomX h pelessly confused-, and
this book would be voluminous, if every author t led to take into accOunt
every contingency -that could arise, giventthe ide spectrum of schools
and occupational characteristics. Having said t atabout the discussions
to come, it is helpful initially to address the bi picture, to consider th
diverse arid variegated nature of our g'Oblect e shall proceed thent
address (a) the range of schools, (b) the multif ceted nature of teaching,
and (c) the complications that arise because _chools are part of a larger
sociohistoricaf environment.,

0-

THE RANGE OF SCHOOLS

Schools are rudiMentary bureaucr ies. They have many -of the
features that make up bureaucratic organizations: hierarchies,- rules,
close supervision, specialization, eV cetera However, simply labeling
them as "bureaucracies" obscures the wide differences among them. tv

.Oractice, there is not ju§t One form of ."bureaucracy", it can take-many
forms for different purposes. Some forms prove better than others. In
Volume I, a dislinctien was mad; between a "bureaucracy,- which re-
fers-to a'very specific structurepattern`, arid a -complex" organization,
whicri can assume ,vanety of pattPrns. For example,-even very large
sCt*ool districts can differ in thedegree to which decisions are decentral-
iied, curricula are standar
like. We suggest that scho
tions which\in some instan

Our flarge

city hetto'Ci6flool,
lt

peeling paint:- concrete
delinquency,_ and a big
Contrast such a school

izect, teachers are professionalized, and the
Is should-be regarded as complex organize-

-es, assume bureaucratic prtportions.
hat most schools are not uniform. Think di a

patrolled by police, poorly maintained, with
playground, high rates- of truancy and

bureaucraCy, staffed by callous teachers.
i h a new, modern campus school, set'in a

we (hank each of the author vho have contributed papers to this volume for reading and
mak-igg helpful comments on "S:3hools and reaching A Kaleidoscopic tneki



wooded &ea', carpeted. and painted)ct bright co s, serHcirtg largely
.

middle class, well-dressed studfrpits, with a faculty o nthusiastic.
retponsive people. These are*viously exaggerated and tereotyped

. portrayals, but they help repend us Of the differences tha h be-found
among\Schools.

.StIlk other differ4qces cari be observed between public nd private
schools; and betWeeri elementary, junior high aneL high s hools. The,
objective- of,vbcational schools seern clearer than these o omprehen-
sive 'sche,_ s; compulsory attendance is a serious constrai t in some
SchoolVan almost irrelevant in others: students are regimen ed in some
schobIssand iven a great deal of autonomy in Others, The li ould go on
almost indefii4tely :

Thislang of 'differences is compounded by the comple ity of the
- e atiVe syst M itself. Consider, for example, theanatte of local'
control. Althoug local School "boards do have authbrity over some
iMportant matter state departments Of education retain final authbrity
oVer basic curric_ a, athletic prdgrams, certification,of teachers, school ,

construclion, bondf1g programs, \and a host of other key decisions. Also,
althougt; the federa government provides a relatively small proportion of
the total costs of e ucation, it has -influenced several major curricular
changes and altered social poli ies, including racial integration -and
busing. Teacher orga zations als influence policy and practice through
their many activities a local, state and national levels. Then too, in 'a
mobile society even dcisions rr aide by local school boards will be
strongly influenced by developm nts in the major industrial centers
where-students find job Is education more, or less, locally controlled
than community hospital_ police departments, or libraries'?

iven the existing di ersity among schools, it is necessary to stress
a second point. One shou d be very:cautious in comparing schools with
other organization8 such a 'hospitals, churches or factories. If _there are
more differences thansimi rities between a one-room,school -house and ,
a high schoo h in a ja city, for exaMple, then it may be mOre
appropriate t compare tçie big-city schools to big-city hospitals,
churches or factories than o rural schools. In any case, it is not clear
that there are major di fererices , between schools and other
organizations, or that school are so unique they must be studied in isola-

.. tion from other kinds of organ ations. ,:t

What does it mean to y that schbois are unique anyway? Too
often it depends upon what is being vmpared. For example, some
schobls permit employees rrore autonomy than some hespitals, but
probably less than many unive sities. The cellular classroom structUre of
sc ools notwithstanding, sb --e teachers, in some places are closely .

supervised. A good rule of thu b is to recognize that schools consist of
the same set of variables as a y other organization. What varieh is the
profile Of variables, i.e., the de ee of emphasis, or ranking, of particular

- ' variableS. It is important to I ok at it in this way, because one then ,

16



continues to examine the "same variables for schools as for otVer organi-
, iations, and research on other organizations continues to be/elevant for
understanding schools. $uch an at5proaen precludes the co -clusion that
Schools are so different from other- organizations that gener -I knowledge
about Organizations has no relevance .for understanding schools, That

'premise will only reinforce an already parochial conve tional wisdom
abciutschools.

A good example ot what c- n happen when scho- are treated ast
uniform among themselves and uniquely different frorp other institutions
is illustrated in the accountab: ility mOvement, In cent -years some
critics haVe pressed their demands that schools, an eachers in particu-
lar, should be more accountable to the public. In pr ctice, -accountabil-
ity" has usually been equated with achieving unifon-n outcomes that are

,eunique tO schools, as measured by standardized st scores. In fhis pre-
occupation with test scores: the nature of sc ools as variable an
complex social systems, sharing certain featu es with other organiz
tions, has been grossly oversimplified and dis orted. Because they a ,e
limited 40 results, tests scimes obscdre universal organizational fact
th- t underlie the recn5itment of studenteand t e process of schobling.

A potentially promising alteirnative is t measdre school clime es, .

t/the.Customs, values, norms, and organize Cohal roles and proced fes
that underlie any social syStem, Take-the fp ing for example:

Scope of the Norms and Value's
,

As in any social systern, in a scho rthere is room for individ als to
,

uee their own discretion in some matte s:(alternative
1norms), but th y are

also expectecrto conform to general xpectationS. Which apply ei her to
all members of the organization (universals), or tolitecific positio s and
responsibilities (specific norm's), The amount of consensus on each type
of norm els° can vary. These norms and values pertain to the objectives
of the school, the acceptability of and priority given to various courses of
study (citiz nship and political awareness), the emphasis placed on
student c nduct (diseipline), creativity, extracurricular activities,
scholarship in the fundaMentals, test performance and t e like. These
norrns and values are also reflected in the actual Criteria and sanctions
used to. evaluate and reward members of the orgarizatin. The norms
might be grouped into several road categories, i.e:, rganizatibnal,
political, social psychological, in ectual, etc.

/

Participants
1

Viewed as a social system, a nhool includes everal different
groups, all .of which share 4esponsibility for it:, tea hers, students,
administrators:and community members (school bard members,
informal leaders, and organized groups conce (ned with hools).

5
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Finally, th outcomes of/aKy social system 'can beunerstood as
products of a complex chai f factors, ineluding:

"Inputs,' or the,,a6ility dr motivation of students admitted to the
school, avail e resources, and training of personnel. ThiS
includes tje ax base, typoof students, use of specialists and

s, and the number, experience, and.training of
tea r

rou hput,- or t avàjjabilitr of specialized programs', types
ate kils, and s ion of .techriology and teaching

procedUres used.
"Structure,- or the coordination procedures used to integrate
the system, including type of supervision:.numbers-of rules and

ocedures for enforcing rules, use of standardized procedures,
I cus of debision-meking, and mechanisms for appealing
decision's.

Teaching and learning, in other words, are- shaped by these and
other related characteristics of the school's organization, It is unrealistic
to conaider the outcome without also taking into account the school's
ability to select its students and teachers, and the programs and
resources evadable. Any analysis that concentrates on only a feW jf the
many factors involved can be completely misleading. Focusing on the
total system (instead of test scores) will deepen understanding of the
schooling prOdess. The possibility of scapegoating, i.e.,. blaming
teachers, or students, or parents for organizational inadequacies will be
minimized. Problems (or lack of them) will be correctly seen as functions
of the organilation. Parents, students, teachers, and abolinistrators will
better understand why their school is what it is'and perhaps will see how
they can contribute to its in-provement.

Therefore, while it may often be necessary to gloss -over the
enormous'variability in the characteristics of schools, we Should remain
cognizant of them. They are bound to modify any general concluSiods we
may reach

-THE-NARIEGATED NATURE-AND STATUS OE TEACHING

The:multidimensional status system that underlieeteaching as an
,

occupation also complicates the analysis of schools. The term, status',
refers to the ways in which individuals and aroups 3re ranked Within.a

- society, occbpation, or organization. -Three features 6? status ,systerns
are important-for this discussion.

First, status can be assigned (and perceived) by either the general
society or a subgroup within the society. Teachers, ctr.some other group,
might-rank teaching differently.than is reflected in general public opihion.

Second, the status of an occupation can differ from the status of

18
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individuals in it. One can make an important distinction b tween the
Status attrputes of individual teachersjtheir education and the like
andthe importance of their role in societi. I

Third, status is determined by a-number of factors, including its
importance to the society, power, autonomy, income, prestige., sophisti-
'cation of specialized knowledge, arid technolojy. We will give further
consideration to some qf these dimensions,

Power_and Authority . 44,

,

The authority of teachers, that is their right to prevail by virtue o
their formal rank, is defined by their position in the school diStric
hierarchy. Onthis dimension, teachers,rank relatively low in comparison

, to school administrators. However this auththity rank is only one form of
power, and they do have other sources of power. For example, they, can
claim the right to prevail on the basis of their expertise, i.e., their deMon-
strated excellende.ih a pprtibular field, expertise in pedagogy, and their
detailed information about particular students or about children of a
givon 11ee. Discrepancies between authority from rank and authority =
from exp, rtise often produce conflict in-schools: For example, sopose
that mos of .the'science teachers in a school system object to a textbook
triat ha been required for'all students"by the superintendent's offrce,-or

- by the state board of, education. These teachers will presurz that they
have something to contribute to decisions about te6ching materials, and
chances are, if they are insistent enough and if they flex their collective
muscle, they will at least be given a hearing.

Many readers will probably question the reasonab hess o ust-
ing.decisions'about classroom materials to administrati, e nonsp lists!
who will never use them. Others might feel that it is equally inappropriate.

'to leave such decisions entirely to specialists who are not directly
accountable to the parents. These are the very questions t at underlie
contro.4rsies about the: propriety of sex education, for- e ample. The
reader mi§ht wish to ponder how teachers can be protec d from the
poor judgments of administrators in such matters? and how treasonable
mix can be reached between command, authority and exper se,

Such conflict§ are often resolved through Power stvggles, i.e., one
group imposing its will on,another, it is possible for an individual or group
to seize unauthorized power, and so, we can say that there is a hierarchy,
of power distinct from the authority hierarchies just referred,to. Although-
teachers,rank low in the hierarchical authority system, they can never-
th4less gain power through collective, action. But, the unresolved
question is whether'that power ,d5n be transformed into authority, and
justified by expertise. Might does not always make right. And expertise
does'not always prevail. . .

Teacher organizations provide a power base Jor 4eaphers. Collec-
tive action can help offset the relatively low authority accorded to each
individual teacher.within the school, hierarcny. However, there is a catch,

=

\
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Labor unions and professional associations pre thfrnselves organized as
hierarchies. Therefore: teacher organizations do not necessarily Mini-
mize hierarchy or improve the"- position 'of Most teachers within it. Most
'members will slmply find themgelves at the bottom of another hierarchy,
where they have- little more power as individuals thah they do in' the
school ;district as a whole. ..

,.

In addition to the fact that the leachers unfavorable position in the
hierarchy cam be Compensated for in other ways, the inevitability of
hierarchy iteelf can be questioried. A hierarchy is a way of organizing. It
is a means to an end. A hietarchical deOsion-making'structure can be
very efficient when the organizatiori iS operated on a rational model with
clear goals. Theoretically the person at the top is hela responsible and
makes quick,', informed decisions that are passed a.fong to-specialists to
implement. However, this assumes.that the goals are knoWn and shared.
But, suppose the organization is an organic type in which there is dis-
agreement about which goals to pursue, Le the goals advocated by the
Z dmin.istration are questioned by alordinates. In such a case, efficiency
must be subordinated to the prior task of setting the goals: Hierarchy is
not. necessarily effective for this purpose. what is needed for such situ-
. ions js a form of organization that maximizes partiCipation and negoti-

ion.; one that permits conflict Within bounds: one that provides a way of
....,:,rtgulatirfg conflict and reacning cornpromip.

There are several alternatives Co hierarchy. Decentralization is one
alternative That is often recommended. Of course, evena-it-t, sa decen-
traliKed organization, some decisions remain centralized wtille others
ere delegated; e.g., equipment purchases often are Made at the central

-office whil, e decisions about which textbooks to purchase are made at, .
the building level. Nevertheless, coupled with neighborhood citizens'
acIvisorS, this type of flat hierarchy could ihcrease the responsiveness of
aschool district to the.conditionsof different typespf neighborhooa.

There are also other alternatives. For. example; decisions could be
.made at the top by committees consisting of representatives of. a widet ,

,range of groups; individuals could rotate ipto and out of the.tdp poSition;
or procedures could be developed by which subordinates,-could appeal-
the decisions with which they disagree. Perhaps the reader can think of
still other_atternatives. ,----'

However, it is not clear that organizations would become radically
different even if alternatives to' the hierarchy were found. Does it neces-
sarily follow,that sChools would become more flexible if teachere got
More power? Such an assumption fails to take into consideration the fun-
damerital reasons why conservatism arises in organizations. It is not Just
a crelestion of personality, and conservatism is not Confined to adminis-
trators. While the top officials may be preoccupied with stability,lt is also
evident that teachers at subordinate levels often resist changes that are#
introduced from the toib. Perhaps the underlying consideration is that
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a
conservatism is a way_ of adapting to the job insecurities felt by indk
Viduals who are 'committed to their lobs when they are left with few
employment options and find -themselves faced with uncertainties and

little incentive -to take risks pnless these conditibns are changecf, it is
entirely Rely that conservatism will simply -follow power, and that if
power is decenlralized,.Subordinates might become as conservative as
administrators are often said to be. The implication is clear. If teacher
organizers want change,they will first have to negotiate for alterations in
these conditions. Getting more power tor teachers is not sufficient.

Power, then, is an important dimension of status. Indeed, inc
ingly, the equation that spells status includes both money and po
Teachers have been successful in getting both through collective a
However, they may miss the full equation of statup if these are the ip y

two purposeS of collective action. ThesimaY also destroy their image wi h
the public and become tegarped as self-serving and tinconcerned wi
the welfare of students-..-Teaciier groups in the most advanted stages of

collective bargaining (e.g_, Massachusetts,- New Jersey. Michigan)
recognize, this problem-,and are trying to deal vVith it in their dollectiy6
bargaining practices.

Autonomy
Teachers als6 have great deal of dutonor96, i.e., discretion-,

because they typically work in self-contained,classrooms behind closed
doors and are seldom formally observed or evaluated by their superiors.
They can select Materials; develop thefr own leaching methods, choose
Which' content to stress or te slight, schedule clasSroom activities, and
enforce discipline policies rigidly or loosely.

HoweVer, it is easy- to overestimate the importance of teacher
autonomy. For, no matter how much.autonomy teachers may appear to'
have, particularly over classroom matters, their options are still limited
by their college training, tradition, rule's, standardized-procedures, public
opinion, laws, accrediting agencies, their own peers and professional
associations, and their own lack of initiative. For example, often teach s

Must keep in mind that their students will be,evaluated against standard-
ized tests, and they usually are not permitted to omit material that iss
supposed to be covered at a particular grade level. Classroom methods
that upset some parents, or that subject the school to-public cTiticisrn,
are .likely to bring reprisals from school administrators. Indeed class-
rooms can provide a false sense of security. They can isolate teachers
from the larger context, shield them from understanding the system-wide
problems, and discourage them from becoming involved even in
deciPions that ultimately affect their own classrooms.

We also should be careful not to stereotype schools in this, as in
other respects. If the teacher's autonomy stems from the self-contained ,
classroom, it is instructive that in a recent study of 28 schools, W. W.
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Charters a o his colleagues at the Universtly of Oregon found that- less
than one ha sf the teachers in these schools taught in self-contarned
classrooms. I ct, there were orily a feW schools where all teachers
taught in self-contained classrooMs Equally striking variations were,
found in other characteristics thatpere compared. It should be recog-
nized that the sample Jor the Charters study was not seledted,rarLdornly
and that cooperation (teaming) amobg teachers reported in that study
was largely informal, In any everit coopepation could ide diprUpre? y acP
ministrative decisions, transfers or changes in grade-ieveyassr nm

The extent to which structural loosenesq, and thus the a topomy qf
teachers varies from school to school depends upon the kilict cit coor 1-,
nating mechanisms usedarld whether there are proceditts that pe
join't decision making 'and cbilectivd aclidn:Also, areas iri whith.disdre-
hod (s,permitted. change over.time.,i-or example, althtiugh theoretically
the curriCulum prpbably hap,been.Nstively free'frorn rules, inirecent .

yearsit has come udder- tightep.co4trol with the5levelopment of "dorripe-
tency baSed education] and -management by objectaes.".16deed,
school
The senesS or tightness of control is one element of variation that is

rre probably much more tightly coordinated than universitiect.
seldom emphasized by organizational theorists, but .it is of obyious
importance for understanding schools as organization

Social Importance

''Some sociologists maintain that an occupation's status rewards
can be explained by the occupation's importance, in other wOrds-, its
contribution to the society.- One'sometimes detects this assumption op
the part of 'individuals or groups seeking to justify the demands of-
doctor5, lawyers or teachers for higher income, ' prestige or other
rewards. Perhaps the fttinction performed by members of an occupation
does have something to do with their status, but we are skeptical about
such arguments. In the first place, we doubt that status rewards are dis-
tributed as logically or equitably as this line of reasoning implies. Even if
it wer -greed, for example, that teachers deserve more recognition\ ,

merit is nly one factor in their actual ability to command status rewards.
In the second place, even if if were agrebd that some functions like

protecting health or civil rights or overseeing socialization of thd young
were more important than others (e.g., flying commercOr airligrs), the
fact is that no one occupation can claim major responsibility for such
frinctions. For example, teaching cannot be equated with "education"
nor can education be equated with "socialization.i True, the way people
are socialized shapes society, and formal education (along with family
and peer group, and mass media) is panty responsible for socialization, ,-
but teachers are only a small part of the larger culture,:lherschbol
.system, and the school.district, all of whidh set expectations (and limits)
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for th2- teacher role. It is an exaggeration:en overextension, therefore, tO
say t)at the fOrrnal° teaching role, as it is institutionalized in school
Systems, is primarily respensible for the shape of society.

Income
.,,
In the,.U.S. (and other Western nations) income is an important con-

sideratiOn. If the averagemedical doctor earns a out $200 a day; corn-
pared to about $6("tre teacher (based on a ten-m yth yearthe teacher
obviously has loWe _tatus accordir-fg to this criterion. Although teachers'
'sal ries are faVored over the average of all wage and salary workers, and'
thei -, earnings now compare favorably with those of nUrses, civil servantS
of t- federal government rstitl out-earn teachers; and the starting
Salari s fOr engineers exceed those of teachers by nearly twenly--five
pero i n (based on a tenlzionth year fe-r teachers). .0

Prestige

The prestige of teaching as an occupation has fluctuated only
Slightly in years, and it is till a highly regarded ocarpation. A more than
three-fold increase in the numbers of teachers,since 1940 has perhaps
blurred the -distinctiveness of bring a teacher. Also, occupations in
research, technotogy, communications and other services previously not
available to the workforce now, compete with teaching. Moreover, the
education differential between teachers and tne weral population,
while still -favprable to teachers, has 'declined sliqhtly aS more high

. School graduates enter institutions of higher education. NeVertheless, it
is telling that the prestige Of leaching, as reflected in public opinion
surveys, appears to have incrrased sinceWorld War II.

s

Spefialized Knowledge
Questions also can be raised about w ether the knowledge base of

teaching has impreved. Some sociologists think of teacher general-
rsts, and perfraps they are, especially 4 the,,element sch6b level.
However, teachers are becoming- mere specialized than many people
have recognized,.

-1-6e prevalence Of sp4cialized roles within teaching is reflected in
the pearly 100,000 employed' librarians, guidance personnel, Dsyft
logical personnel and other nonsupervisory instructional personnel
are neither employed in .classroom nor in supervisorY-adminis
positions. Moreover, since the teacher shortage has abated, th; pra,_
of assigning teachers to teach in areas outside of their major
become :less prevalent, and the practice of hiring teachers vA-IVI1 ro
visional ,certificates has almost disappebred, At the same tirriT,' learn7'
teaching and differentiated staffing could force school systems' to use
teachers in more specialized ways, and perhaps multi-uni4 ungraded
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schools and open-concept schools will p rrnit more indivrdliklized, . ,
. I--programs consonant with the application.of spedalized le0hOlogiesvor

different types of clientele,. Also, it might be nbted thal th,gsix Ooriipn of
elementary schools that are departmentalizelhas4petP4s.ar AA-W.1d frt

. the past deeade (from five percent in 1961 to 2 per-q'

As a result of these vacious forms of speializati&the tiaditional
role the line administrator has played as, "'cOrniculum-leader tobabli: .

became unfeisible in many instances yearskago.' Altop-qh4aCtrninfs-,:,
trators are'still responsible for evaluatl,pg the.ctpetence of leadherstn:
different pedagpigical techniques and subject mAlter areas, the time rilaY
be rapidly apprdraching when it will, riot be posshi?le for administratoPg
assume the exclusive responsibility for evaluatinl teachers.

. _1

The grawth of specialized interests within eachirig (which might.,,.
reflect some increase in specialized knowledge as well) is indicated in
the number of journals that deal with special asppcts of teaching, ($be

, the International Periodicals Dictionary.) Since ': 61, 73 new rournie"
have beeh added, 31 of them since 1966. There al.: now nearly 1.50)20.1f1:.
cations dealing with varied aspects of teaching. f those added during ,
the past decade-,Nat least 37 appear to deal witti specialized 'subjeqt

, matter; only seven have general titles, ten are regital, and six di're botri
specialized and regional7 1

!Special interests are also reflected in the ihnumerable teacher
organizations that exist in the country. There are mOre than three dozen
organizations 7for teathers and numerous organizations for- school
administrators, many at one timeaffiliated with theNational EducatiOn
Association (NEAP The Education Directory lists laPProximately two
dozen independent associations an,p councils that explicitly 'deal With
specialized problems in teaching theSe organizatians range,from the
National Council of Teachers of English and an assodation fdr-kindergar-

,ten teachers, to the American Association of SbhooliLibrariahs and the
American Montessori Society. There are several- assoOations cOncerned
with the education of- Varibus kinds ef handicapped;or .gitted children':
with guidance and counseling, and with vocatignalteclinicand adult
education.,There afe also numerous national end regional orgahizations,
for teachers in specialized subject matter areas, including math and
science, English, business, vocal and instrumental iriusic. chemistry and
languages. A Nationalleague pf Teachers' Associations is also listed.. 1

Technology
, By comparison to medicine, perhaps teaching does not seem to

have highly developed, soPhisticated technology, if one .defines
technoldgy as the means of getting a job done.- Technological
competence usually rests on the extent to which the theoretical bases of
technology have been codified, and teaching is still carried on primarily
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accOrOing to uncodified rules, accumulatiVe experience, and lore:
Effective..techniques for mainiaining classrogra dontrol, motivating
children, and conveying information are not well developed or standard-
ized. Flaws and considerable variation, can be cited in micrg-teaching,
teahn .teaching, nongraded.,,Schooling, new math, trkg initial teaching
alphabet, and other technological innovations. There is np eviderice that
any of these innovations are more effectiVe than traditional technologies.

Perhaps such crit6ria are too stringent. A .)few -specialized
lechniqUes and tools are now available for teaching-Subjects like-math,
spelling and reading, for working with handicapped and arademicall
advanced children, and for coping with problems of low-inCome schools.
Performance-based teacher education is a comparatively .unpreven and
controversial attempt to identify competencies and skills needed by
teachers and to require that prospective teachers demonst e that
these skills have beenacquired ae a condition tor certifiiation.

The fact lhat various new technologies a-re available probably has
an important bearing on the progress of the occupation as a whole,
irrespective of their often! indeterminate effectiveness and lack of
widespread use. Moreover, the standard, of reference used in discvs7
sions preoccupied with the question Of whether or not teachik is "really

professibn- in some absolute sense should be the amount and
direction of change that hasoccurred within teaching in recent de6ades,
not the comparison between teaching and other occupations so often
iniplicit in thesediscussions.

Finally, we should note that iome teachers dispute, or at least
equivocate about, the importance of technology for teaching, arguing
that teaching is an art which sfituld be Ludg9d on the basis of the intUitive
abilities and creativity of teaghers in the profession, not On scientific
criteria. There are prorilerns with this argument, too. One is that parents
usually look for results' ie., observable learning outcomes). Unless
the artful teacher can.out-perform others on this measure, he or she will
be downgraded. Also, it seems more difficult to socialize the thousands
of new teachers who enter teaching each year to practice the felative
mysterious art of teaching than it is to train them to use its more straight-
forward (if sometimes complex) technologies. Technology provides an
element of standardization . and hence assurance, that many school
boards demand. Ideally, it wouid be preferable to recognize that teaching
is both a science and an art. However, it is no simple task to strike an
appropriate balance, to employ modern technology without discouraging
the intuitive and creative approaches.

The Quality of Professional Life
For at least some.teachers, undoubtedly the main consideration is

the degree tO whieh their work-is intellectually stimulating and emotion-



- ally rewarding. SOme of these' individuals. seem Willing to accdpt
relatively -lOw- pay -or prestige if they can maintain Satisfying work .

relationships with colleagues, parents and students.
An intellectually stimulating and emotionally rewarding teaching

assignmerif is often difficult to achieve, however. Fora,s---an occupation
gains autonomy, and because Of the verrnatUre of autonorny, the practi-
tiorfrs teed.p become isolated 'frorn- the clientele and.other eutside
groups. Teacher organizations try to protect teachers-froyiparents and
their students in addition to defending thqjr interestS with -adfninistrators'
and sdhool boa-rdt, aid\ in the -process they isolate the teachers from
these outside clients.Ntfrice the-.clients of a pro ession , do not have
enough training -and experience te assess drOf ronal ,performanoe
accurately, their- opinions can be discounted or igboOgy the prefeS-
sionals. Often, achievement standards applicable te allstudents are set
regardlesS of individual circuMstances. ThiS can" seen like indifference,
which can create espeeiatly Severe problems in public organizations 4e
schools where neithertheOloteasional teacher nor the student client has
much choice in- enterinb:telationship (a condition which probably
should be reexaMined by teachers:

-Some critics have asked whether 'teachers pre personally
interested in their students, but in the,final -analysis this is not the only
important question. A more basic consideration is whether teachers are
professionally motivated-to protect students horn the worst features Of
eduaational bureaucracies. For example, they must protect students
frOm pressures in the community that threaten professional norms, that
favor an outmoded curriculum; or that jeopardize the, students'
rigfTts. To the extent .that prvessionalism provides an alternative tb tie
local system of administration, at least there is a possibifity that teachers
will aCt as a doSitive folc_ren behalf of all studen1s, irrespective of
whether they develop desT5nal relationshipswith individual students.

Bureaucratization
It haS.not been easy for teachers to attain professional status within

large scale, bureaucretic organizations, where they are net treated
S 63 I e I y as -professionals," since they are employees, As subordi
employess2 they must learn tOcope with complex end often Inconsist
expectation'*- associated with being nboth a professional and a
employee: To appreciateke dilemmas this can pose, consider how
some of the main featureS- of a bureaucratic organizatión can affect
professionalism. .

As bureaucratic employees; teachers are expected to4bscribe or
-conform to the expectations of the administration anViftd7community:
But, as profestionals, teachers are expected to defend the welfare of
students against organdational practices that, in their professional
judgment, are likely to Pe detrimental. To illustrate, prOfessional teachers
will be disposed toward SuPpoiting school consolidation while opposing
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cltiZens who argue for local control, Also, while some parentsatternpt to
rotect their children from the raw realities depicted by American
thors suCh as Steinbeck or Faulkner, grofessional teachers will defend

.the rights of students tb read such-authors and will adjust their teaching
tO the unique capabilities of their students rather than succumb to the
prerniselbeLailetUdents must cOver the same textbook and be up to
grade level in achievement. Depending on how their choices.are made, it

,Is possible for teaChers tO be.successful as employees while failing taful-
f III professional obligations, or vice versa. In addition consider the situ-
ation irravhich administrators supervise and evaluate professional sUb-
ordinates who are more competent in their work than they. This situation .
in turn, raises such questions as whether the criteria for reward Should
643 loyalty to the organization, or professional skill and competence; the
latter is difficult for nonspecialized administrators to evaluate. Still
another problem is deciding how to deal With loyalty and.competen -e
when the typical criteria for salary are experience and form
education. The problem of evaluation ,is complicated and probably
demands some standardization because, with teachers* reputations at,
,etake, the opinions of colleag6es outside the organization muslob taken

.

-into account.
Then, too, standardization poses problem& While ,it is not

necessarily incompatible with individualism, it can discourage creative
and original thought, which is so necessary if organizatiOns are to,adapt
to .changing environments. But from the short-run perspective in which
administrators and workers see their -daily problems, predictability and
consistency often appear safer and more prudent than change and tiag
risk of applying new ideas.

EFFECT OF THE LARGER ENVIRONMENT
The fact that 'each school system hai' a unique history and social

environment adds still other 'complications that should be-kept in mind
when considering organizati I characteristics.

The Historical Eti,'vironment
The structure of schools evolved during an era when relatively

simple, hierarchical military and industrial organizations served as the
model for most organizations. This pattern, deeply embedded in tradition,
has been slow to change. The tendency has been to add new responslt-
ities to- the traditional duties of teachers without the support of ne.v.
staffing patterns, special training and other structural reforms.
Consequently, school administrators and teacilers are burtlened with
responsibilities they are not prepared to handle. Teachers are supposed
to be prepared in a variety of specialized subjects, as well as: provrde
More personal guidance to students in a society tpiat does not agree on
-basic --ValueS; supervise an expandinb number of extracurrica-

Fr5
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aCtivities; counsel children and arents on diverse problemi (ranging
from child abuse and drugs, to pregnancy and career education); and
assume adnimistrativse chores cohnected With meal service, emergency

Joreparedness, and the like.
The rise of organized teacher militancy makes sense against this

backdrop. It is evident teachers are feeling the pinch not only becausa_of
the low pay, added work, and-the routine of their jobs, but also because,
their authority ties not.kept pace with the responsibilities that have been _

thrust upon them. They have been omitted from the decision-making.
While history is an invaluable tool, social scientists are sometimes

so awed 'by the power of histbry- that they develop a fatalistic attitude
toward what they see as the inevitability and immutability of historical
events. This -historical imperative" often leads to pessimistic
conclusions about schools .and the possibility of changing their worst
features. However, historical ferces seem less awesome if one looks at
units smalle* than school diStrtcts or society as,a whole. It seems more
feasible to improve a particular 'school or school 'district than to try to
deal with all school districts or "society" at large, and it can be hoped
that attention to particular organizations can act as levers- for larger

=changes. Moreover, change does not necessarily take place in' a linear
way. That is, the trend toward large scale, centralized school systems
could level off or even reverse itself under several conditions: if'
technology is developed to permit more efficient operation of smill units;
if management procedures call for more participation in decision
making; or if professionalization reaches the point where there is greater
trust and greater assurance that responsibilities can be delegated.

We should remember how rapidly the school systems of America
have developed in the last 75 years, how rapidly the population has
grown, how many more students there are in schools, how many
teachers have been prepared, how the percentage of adolescents
attending high school has inbreased. Given the dynamic, restless, and
cosmopolitan character this country has assumed in recent decades, the
hiStorical past is probablyless important as a force on education . ln any

ik event, it isziifficult to be pessimistic when one lOokS at that fantastic
w growth 'and still recognizes that schools are better, teachers are better

educated, materials have improved.

. The Larger Society

To the extent that schools are resistant to change in response to
new conditions, the fast pace of change and the heterogeneity of the
society creates problems. Although it shOuld not be assumed that
students are Itomogeneous enough to be treated uniformly, that is
precisely the assumption underlying standardizecliextbooks and curricu-
lum guides, the proscribed length of the schoollyear, basic minimum
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requirements, uniform certification ,requirements for teachers, and other,'
element§ of standardization-in American education.

The complicating factor, it is argued, is that in a mobile natibn, all
students in all parts of the country might'need similar skills to compete
succeSSfully and to permit transfer frOm one school 'district to another.
Thus, the argument goes, schools must be Standardized to some degree,
even- though at the same7time, they must remain responsive to cultural
diversity. In practice,- however, schools_ have not been particularly
Successful in their attempts to force people to fit the same mold or to
progress- at the same piece. Standardized tests demonstrate great
variance in students within grades in the same school. In schools where
students represent a normal distribution of the population, the range of
achievement iS about equal to the number- of the grade in which, the
student ie enrolle0, i.e., a five year:difference in the fifth grade, a nine
year difference in the ninth grade.

Thus, the compelling pressure to standardize notwithstanding,
Schools have found it necessary to adjust to individUal differences and to
remain sensitive to unique local circumstanc4s. Where they have not'
done so, outside groups often called it -to the attention of school
authorities, and if necessary, exerted pressure to bring about the desired
changes. Tbus, there will inevitably be some tension between schools,:
which are charged with protecting standards, and groups of citizens who

-.require special attention.
Many observers have called attention to the fact that parentS and

children do not often see eye to eye. What is probably more important-is
the fact that teachers and parents often do not see eye to eye. Parents
exercise a critical surveillance role on behalf-of their children. The demo-.
cratic issue is how to strengthen participationand iMprove the responsi--
bility of citizens to monitor schools, This in turrisequires finding a better
balanced integration between schools and families that can offset some
of the bureaucratic impersonality, size arld inflexibility of schools.

Many of thesame organizational characteristics we have been con-
Sidering can isolate schools from the wishes of their clientele. For
example, bureaucratization could tend to circumscribe interaction
between teachers and parents, and establish highly impersonal and
routine typel of relationships,. The mere rigid the organizational controls,

. the more lik#I; thateachers will conform to the organizational rules and
authority system, which will reduce their ability to respond to the
demands of parents that run cbunter to those rules, Centralilation can
also isolate.teachers from outside contact, for if there is a problem,
parents will go to the administrator who has the .authOrity. Conversely,
decentralization produces more poiMs of contact and possibly more
latitude to respond to requests On an individual basis. Teaching
experience can have- the same effect.' The longer teachers lie in a
particular commonity,-,the more"social contact they are likely to have
witO parents.
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Professional trainin can also have isolating effects, .Professionali-
zation has often been criticized for this very reason. Socialization into an
occupation which has a distinct culture often promotes "a culture -gap"
between the professionals and their publics. Also, training can have a'
cosmopolitanizing influence; which turns the professional's. loyalties
away_ from the.local community.. The _better trained professionals have:
more- 'opportunities to escape physidally from problem-ridden
commtinities and gravitate to organizations where there is less need tb
interact with the community. Even teacher organizations can be a factor.
With- strong organizations -to back theM up, teachers might be -rewire
inclined to work with powerful commgnity groyps, and as a result
become .less, vulnerable to parents demanding special favors or quick
solutions to problems for which there are no routine Solutions.

We obviously have not considered aft-of the social, occupational
and organizational factors that create varietY in the schools of this
country, but, perhaps enough has been said to illustrate some ways in-
which schools differ in their sensitivity and receptivity to outside
influences. Each of us should be on guard against stereotyping and over-
generalizing about them as we attempt to analyze them, cope with them,
and improve them..
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In -Schdo Is as Organizations: Three DiscuSsions with -Commen-
tary" Den C. Lortie: Melyirijumin, and Girard Hottleman provide the
reader-with various perspeaives on schools. In approach, attltude,-and
substande, the authors challenge teachers to consider and reassess
their individual and collective roles and-behaviors.

In the first diScussion, -Two.Anomalies and Three Perspectives,".
Dan Lortie introduces Part II with a lucid and balanced analysis of some
fundamentals of schocil organization. He describes similarities and differ-
ences between schools and other' orga izationS. The author conveys a
good feel for the complexities, and so e of the issues, underlying orga-
nilations that-make tbis field challenging nd often.controversial.

Lortie displays 'a degree of working f iliarity with 6chool teaching
that is rare among social. scientists. He is nd apologisr nor is he an
advOcate or a reformer. The reader will find.' an outstanding Scholar
taking a dispassionate look at schools. The reader Will also fina a person
who is empathic with teachers and appreciative of their problems:

Whereas Lortie focuses largely ron the internal features of school
organization, Melvin Tumin in -Schools as Social Ordanizations," steps
back to place schools in a broader perspective_ After identifying some of
the proPlems inherent to an organizational,society, he streSses the many
positive contributions. that large-scale organizations have made to
modern societies, concluding that they are an integral feature oL such
societies. He also helps to illuminate the critiCal role that socral conflict
is likely to play if bureaucracies are tO he made responsive to the
democratic political process.

A highly respected sociologist" and educator, Tumin is also a
humanist. His warm compassion for the underdog down-
and-outers, youth, and neophytesis expressed in friendly advice to
new, teachers. The wisdom which he shares on.how to survive the first
years in the profession may provide a sobering, practical antidotefor a
few eager, youthful teachers who might be .impatient for immediate
educational reform.

Girard Hottleman's remarks in "'Hierarchy and ,Egalitarianism,"
stand in stark contrast with the other two discussions. He is neither dis-
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- passiOnate scholar nor disinterested observer, He is' an intensely con:
: .,

Cerned practitioner, a spokesman for many teachers, and an adVocate of.
charigCHe not only offers a theory of ohange, buthe also is prepared to

k - .

deal- with the mechanics of implementing it. He-atteMpts to cut throUgh ,

the complexities 10 expose the simple reality willph' he believes to be, ,

. the fundamental conflict between teacher& and-iheir. superiors in the
hierarchy, His&pproach is proVocative. ,

.,
In Part Ill,- Activity 2, the instructor IS provide4Aithsome suggested

eAercises for introducing the three papers to and ditcussing Mem with
participant's:It is sugqested that the, reader review th6 exercises prier to
reading Part II. ,

Section 1: Two Anomalies and Three Pe pectives:
Some Observations on School Organization

pan c. Lortie

We probably should riot be surprised when teachers show little
interest, in the organizational aspects of teaching, The psychologicati
center of teaching-, after ail, lies in the claisroom 'where 'teachers
encounter their major challenges and reap their most yalued rewards
(Lortie, 1.9,75), Taken seriously, teaphing does not. leave -much extra
energy for what seem to be rerriote questiens of school pperation. Forays
into organizational affairs (for example, committee service) often rein-
fopce teacher doubts about such efforts; it is not uncommon for Neterans
to tell how protracted .ok ssiduously performed, produced no dis-
cernible effect. The inc inatio of rnoSt teachers isto "delegate" organi-
zational Matters to adrn iors or to those few colleagues who obvi-,
ously enjoy them.

However such-indifference may have affected teaching'in the past,
it may be that avoidance of such engagements will prove costly in the
future. That possibility rests on two current trends"----the initiation and ex-
pansion of collective bargaining and the emerging research-and-develop-
ment frame of mind. Because teachers have been'soMewhat insulated
from their settings in the past, they have been able to afford their detach-
ment, Both of the trends mentioned, however, are likely t&-reduce the
JnuIation.

Collective bargaining is, of course, gri important change in teaching
work. Like other important, changes, it brings consequences that few
people expected. Its success has reduced the publicly perceived inno-
cence of teachers and increased public readiness to impose sharper and
higher standards of performa`noe. For to thedegree that teachers collec-
tively participate in the centers of Power and dedisibn making, they share
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-blame as well as credit for the state of education. Furthermore, collec-
tive action produces collective counter-asser-lions, as we see- in wide-
spread demands for teacher accountability. American society seems to
be Saying, "NbwJhat we pay you mpre we expect more," None of this is
to gainsay- the benefits that teachers have obtained through joint asser-

_ .

tilieneSS. HoweVer, this Versi success, as early proponents predicted, has
,i.changed- the status of teachers; the:ritual pity of the past, lamentations

fOr ."our underpaid teachers," has yielded to a more vigorous-image of
teachers as active in the world of political actrOn and tough bargaining .

This image, in assuming that teachers are [coking attec. their. own
-- interests, reduces the obligation felt by others to do it for the

The "researchand-developirent frame of mind" is par4 of a broader
S shift taking place in American education. To quote Bagehot (1948), we
are witnessing cracks in the "cake of 'custom.- Fewey people today be-
lieve that there iaa single best way to design OSchoril building, construct
a curriculum, defint 'teachers tasks-, etc.; there 'are rndre and more
options available for many facets of sbhool life. Nor are these-alternative
ways of doing things purely Utopian, for many have powerful backing by
influintial groups such as buSiness corporations, state-departments of
education, federal agencies, and large universities. Although it is .new on
the educational scene, instructional research and develoOrdent is
already 'producing., new -practices that confront school people with the

_ nbcessity for cholop, Plans have moved into realization as some school
districts offer alternaIive programs, install.computer-assisted instruction,
use program budgfels, Create new arrangements for community partici-
pation, and team and differentiate teachers_ It is important to note that
these are not cOimetic_ alferationsthey reach' into the conduct ocin-
struction (for exali-k5Ier see the May 1975 issue of Phi pelta Kappa4
They not only .enallenge conventional ways of thinking about claSsroom
affairs; they question the historic definition of th teacher's role.
Members of the teaching- profession may see their core activities ,

reshaped by-others_ To ignore that possibility is to increase the risk -that
the reshaping will not be to their liking.

It is tor ;reasons such as these, that the writer beligves teachers
should become more involved in studying, and influencing, the organiza-
tion of sChool work. More than enlightened serf-interest is at stake; edu-

,cational valees are also involved. To the extent the-teachers see them-
selves as particularly concerned with instructional values, to that extent
ought they to contribute to what is happening in the schoOls.

Effective action will requTg.sophistication about how schools work.
I hope that this paper helps in that respect and that it Will stimulate at
least some readers to further study anbanalysis. The organization of the

paper is really self-evident: It is divided into lwo major sections, the first
on anomalies and the second on specific comparisons of schools with
other kinds of organizations. Jt focuses primarily on the position of
teachers in schools.



TWO ANOMALIES

As formal organizations,- schools and- school systems share some
.charayeristics with hospit'als; factories, savings and loan associations;
,hotels, armies, churches, and other institutions. But schools are alp
's ecial, displaying a combinallbn of qualities fouhd ndwhere else,

Schools and school systems fit into an intricate network of educa-
tional. activities in local, state,_ and- federal goVernments institutions of
higher -eductation, testing organizationS, accreditation groups, 4:he courT
systOR taxpayers associations, international unions, and charyibers of

l'aOrnrnerre, ta list only some. This network iS sufficiently complex that we
find..special fields of study devoted to it; it is examined by educational
econdrnisfs, historians, sociologists, political scientists, and anthro-
Pologists. Yet schools, from another vantage point, are -simple" organi-
zations: being essentrally a collect4h of classrooms where individual

-:teadhers-if+idrk-, largely alone and for long stretches of time, with.groups
of students. All else seems superfluous.when compared with the basic
activities of learning rd teaching.

Similar but unique; complex but simple. We turn now to these two
anomalies in the organizational reality of public edutation,

Anomaly Number 1: The Shared and the Unique
frormal organizations are repetitive engagements of persons who

are orgonized to attain specified purposes and who act in formal roles to
do so, Organilational work is dividedand then dderdinatedin the
hope that tasks will be done in regular:predictable, and integrated ways,
In schools, fdr exaepple, different parties make general policy, write cur-
riculum, outlines, jach mathematics, and sit for examination, The basis
fo'r participation an include voluntary effort (board members), payment
(accrninistratori,.:TeaChers custodians), and leVal requirement and
general soeial exiiectations for persons of a certain age (students).

Achieving ,t.t)e coordination of people aaSigrned to different r9les
(particularly whIgn they identify themselves with different odcupations) is
not automatic;itrequires mechanisms to bring it about, One of the major
means used to'ottain functional unity is a system of authority that for-
malizes decis4-making and distribute"s the right to command and the
duty to ObeyArAchool districts, the pattern is a familiar one: A board has
overall jurisdiction, administrators have managerial powers, and
teachers are in charge of students.. Authority follows vertical lines, and
the distribution of roles takes the form of a pyramid.

Although this is not the place for a detailed discussion of the nature
of fornal authority systems, we should note that general statements can
be made about su'ch systems and that such knowledge is useful to per-
sons trying to; understand any particular formal_ organization, The exer-
cise of authority, (Or example, is normally problematic both for those who
exercise it and for those on the °receiving end. Getting Compliances with
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en order is not a surefirething, for there are important conditions to be
met before even the rnot official authoritatiVe order, can or will be
Obeyed (parnard, 1938). The reception of authority has its own complica-
tions.-For example, subordinates in 4 wide variety_of settings are usually
very sensitive to issues of equity and questions of distributive justice. It

-eriattertlittle, in thiS regard, whether they are a group of vice presidents
in a corporation, engineers building a system for space exploration, or
sixth graders reacting to their teacher'S authority (Homans, 1961):
Persons find it difficult to comply with initiatives that they consider unfair. -

Modern organizations normally make a further distinction within the
vertical syStem of authoritythe distinction between -line" and -staff -
authofity. The first is defined as general authority connected with overall
supervision of a speciffc unit, sUch as a school system, a school, a
department, or a classroom. Staff authority, on the other hand, is

segmental and usually ref6rs to some specialized aspect of the whole,'as
in the case of a central<iff ice specialist working with teachers in several
schools. There are strong arguments for creating and maintaining these
two systems, which are found in almost all biganizations above a givk
size. Yet it hag been established that conflict is endemic to attempts to

sustain two kinds Of authority in the same -organization; staff personnel
6omplain, over and 'over again, of the unresponsiveness and limited
knowledge of line iupervisors while the latter charge specialists with
excessive zeal and narrowness of outlook_ Those familiar with sdiools
have probably seen such tensions between elementary principals end
central4Dffice supervisors or high school teachers and counselors. The
central point is that such difficulties are not unique to schools; they flow
from the effa7t to differentiate between the authority of unit responsibility
and the authority of specialized competence_

Students of organizations have learned that formal statements of
authority and official definitions of working relationships (as in organiza-
tion charts) are rarely, if ever, fully adequate descriptions of the day-to-
day reality of organizational life. Departures from the formal are the rule
rather than the exception. One of the early and signal studies of this
matter was done by Roethlisberger' and Dickson (1939), who found that
factory workers had beliefs and ways of acting that differed sharply from
mahagement's; the workers, moreover, paced their production in light of
-their viewpoints. Dalton (1959) later provided us with a superb account of
how formal 'prescription and actual behavior differ among industrial
workers. School researchers, aware of Such studies, looked for similer
phenomena in schools and found them, Both Gordon (1957) and Cusick
(1973) uncovered rich and complicated peer- relationships and special
norms among students that are, in fact, barely visible even to adults who
work- in schools. McPherson (1972) described informal relationships
among teachers.

I hope the point that organizations of different kinds share important
attributes has been sufficiently illustrated; a complete discussion would
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Stake mOre sp a than we have here. It seems clear that given the avail-'
able evldencó it would be unwise for us to argue schools are entirely dif-
lerent from all Other organizations.7the similarities are too evident

Schools, however, are more like some organizatiens than otrfers,
and we can trace similaritiesand differencesby identifying schobl
characteristics that place them in particuar oFganizatiOnal categories.
Thaaimilarity/difference anomaly is highlighted by such classification,.
for although schools share important attributes with some other organi-

R zations,- they are not exactly similar. When we add up the similarities and
differences, moreover, we find that no other organization features quite
the same combination of characteristics.

Although obvioys, it is nonetheless important that schools are public
instiiutions. Financed through taxation, they are supposed to be respon-
sive, to the will )of the electorate, a cbaracteristib that Bailyn (1960)
Showed to have developed early in the history of American schools. In
colonial _NewEngland, the baSic arrangement of having local. SchoolS
supervised by a'g roue of leading citizens had already taken shape and is
a feature that remains today (Cremin, 1970). The sdhool board was com-
posed of leading citizens who were to represent not only householders
using schools, but the community at large, and the system of financial
support that emergedreliance on local property taxestaxed all who
possessed property. (Today we are, of course; moving to greater reliance
on State support and as a consequence, to reliance on sales and income
revenues as well as property taxes.) The public, tax-supported nature.of
schools makes them Similar in important ways to fire and police depart-
ments. municipal and state universijies, ai'ld other public services. It also
differentiates them from most American organiiations.

*The consequences of public support become more apparent when
we compare schools with private ventures. Businesses and private
hospitals, for example, set prices for their goods and services that, given
certain conditions, produce revenues exceeding expenses. Tlte excess
rftakes it possible fon such ventures to accumulate additional resources
and to assign them to whatever purposes the organizational leadership
chooses', including expansion of services-, addition of capital resources,
and in profit-makine enterprises, profits for the owners. Private
ventures have, in essence, a high degree of organizational autonomy, for
they need not -go to the public- tp authorize particular plans or expendi-
tures. School systems, on the other hand, are continuously dependent on
the willingness of citizens to pay taxes and to supporr particular boards
of education in their Stated plans, In some cases, such as a capital
undertaking, special electiOns must be held, Expenditures are sensitive
tosiocal political sentiment; it is a truism that angry citize is are not likely
to support higher levels of expenditure.

Public schools face a further complication that is not found in most
private undertakings. Take, for example, a furniture-manufacturing com-
pany. lt typically must purchase f umber and contract for other costs



before selling its produqt, ruz,EL-nally going to banks and other benefactors
for loans to do so. It sells its furniture to other parties; in short, its -input"
and -otitput" problerns- are -solved- in different locations and with dif-
ferent people. Schools, however, are confronted with Overlap in their
zinput.,_:-and _output processes, in getting funds- and- "selling" their
productsthat is, in gaining aCceptance for their performance. They
must convince the local public, a large proportion of whom they serve
directlyi to support them financially; thus, difficulties 4t one end, so to
speak, may be reflected at the other. Difficulties in school may dampen
community Support while low levels of support may in turn create diffi-
culties in:providing school services. Schools are ',bound in"_ to their
publics in a partieularly intense way.*
. The dependence of schools on- local favor affects their capacity to
set and achieve instructional goals. Their leaders are engaged in
activities that we call "political," for lack of a. more specific term.
Because action taken within schools may influence the system's ability
to develop support, administrators become sensitive to the community
repercussions of school events: Programs may be inaugurated because
they appeal to important subpublics; other actions 1-nay be vetoed lest
they offend powerful groups or individuals who can influence resource
allocation_ Prudence is fufther institutionalized in the standard a4ge-
ment that makes= ttle superintendent "vulnerable": He or she-iS normally
employed-Under a- short-term contract. [It is clear that superintendents
see themselves as vulnerable to community pressures; research by Cal-
lahan (1962) and Gross, Mason, and McEachn (1958)4ocuments the
point.] Conflicts may arise within sáhool systts, then, as teachers
press for action that adrhinistratorssdeem unwise or as administrators
make requests that teachers find unalitabie. Developing and sustaining
clear instructional policies may become very difficult when the political
environment is turbulent.

There is another conseq6ence of the schoo dependence on
public stipport_ Because government budgets ar short:run, usually*
based on an annual cycle; school planning is foresho ned. Long-range
plans 4o raise performance to a given level or to c5ëvelop complex
programs are often ruled out! Plans are also subject to sudden reversal
with changes in board, membershp or the departure.of key administra-
tors_ This may exPlain, in part, why so many schocA innovatjons are
faddish in nature and why we get a rapid succession of novelties and
teacher cynicism -about innovation. (Innovations, in fact, may be
supported by federal agencies and foundationsihat impose short.sched-
ules of their own.) To sum up, the public nature of schooling imposes con-,

Although we cannot delve into it here, there is'another important a4oect of the school's
public nature. Unlike private.venturbs. sschools do not go out of business! Under law,
schools must be available to the relevant population. This assurance of continuity

, undoubtedly has important el feels on the workings of schools. e
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straintS that are not present when Organizations have sufficient financial .
autonomy to select and follOw a steady course of action.

Schools belong to another limited set ef organizations, those that
deal with persons rather than -things. They provide services, but those

-- .-- services areof -especial kind, It is expected that successive-provision of
the services will produce changes in-Viose receiving them. Some soci-
ologists describe such services-as "people work." All service organize.-
tions must be aWere of_theirrelationships with cusMmers or clients, but
in the Case of schools and some others, the relationship is particularly
intense, for it reqeires continuing cooperation and mutual confidence.
This reqpires special efforts to incorporate into the organization the

- persons Whb are served :. students are, in maey ways, as'niuch a part of:
the school as staff meMbers are

' Schools, like other organizations of theiN.kind, face speCial
dilemma this matter ef incorporating those who are served, particu-
larly bZ-Ica "se the huMbers involved arelarge and budgets are-normally
constrlctin . Large_nurnbers require standardized treatment, the devel-
opment an application of rules, and other bureaucratic procedures.
Tension can Ise between- these routines and the preferences of-
students, arld i ension runs high, it may undermine student Confidence

. in the schoot anc its staff. Waller (1932/1965) described the school- as an
'. brganism in ...p rilous equilibrium" -as students and teachers waged a

kind of Unremitting Oat ith eebh oth . Although that description cney .
apply to r schoO1 _ ibility always exists that'orgini2

, ..,.

zational r& Ines di-id-a' ate' students and inhibit etfectiVe ,
. , ,

teaching _any:tear
The etwf

= .has corM
-the client&
in establishi
smeMbers an

Who ar4te lier} of the school? At first glance, they are obviously
i 'the students. Out stud nts- re legal minors whose parents are -usually

concerned wit,h their childref fates-and see themselves as legitimately 4
involved in school events. pa 'en, are also clients, and in some
cases 'they' can be influenti rthering or retarding community,

support for school programs. parents and-their children do not
always see eye to eye On what. lutes good schooling, the school

.. .. ,

May face a divided clientele. S os re iscroreparatory institutions,
shaping the ypung whO will ultim4tyjssi4rne adult responsibilities.
Thus, other inOrests are brought in pl nd other groups see them-
selves as clients of the schoql. E ers'seek suitable employees and
press foGwhat they consider app te eurricula. The federal govern-
ment beComes concerned abotit its needs for human resources, both
military and civilian., and promotes particular programs related to.those
needs. CollegeS set up entr stTdards that shape school activities while

_

chool eal with children and adolescents
:ifie less obvious. One is that the identity of -gt

her is that special problems are introduced
aining productive relationships between staff
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patriotic societieS press to haVe specific values promulgated in the
schools. These are but illustrations.of the complex nature ot the school's
Clientele and the tendency for that . clientele to_ demand diverse, nd ,

_SOmetirnes .,oQrkflicting,_ outcomes. 7ConStructing and carrying 01.1 a

School prograrh f's no simple,matter and may require tracie-Offs of jec-7.

lives te get. acceptance. It .may be difficult to concentrate resources. to
bring about clear-cut, mutually supportive objectives.,

Experienced teachers ard aware of the second conseqbence of'
dealing with children and adolescents; they we not yet ,mature. In some -
respects, teachers are trying to get regular work horn IrregUlar workers
while teaching those who are still learning to-learn. In other words, we
can think of school professionals as making up the "deficit" in self;
cOntrol, work motivation, teaming skills, etc..- among their .students
(Lortie,1p75). Because students are normally irt. groups, the particular
imrriaturities Of-some ,children may force procedures om all that prove
alienating; for example, to rriaintain .order, teachers= may be forced to ..

-" become MOre.austere than they wish to be. This tehsion between ',disci-
Wine" and instilling confidence and enthusiasm among students is one of
the fundamental issues of working with energetic young people. It iS not
faced in many organizations, and it uses up psychological-resources that
in_other settings can be deployed in other ways. =

Schools also belong to another class of organizations, those that
use compulsion- in bringing about participation: The American legal
oystem forces all children of a given age to attend some school; teachers
Eannot assume .that students are there as a consequence of their own
free choice or even the choice of 'their parents, Our systern -of financial
support, moreover, adds an additional element of Compulsion because
the attendance of students must be closely observed and controlled. The
concepts of "average daily attendance- and coMpulsory attendance
lead to an ''elaborate apparatus of registers, hall passes,* medical
excuses, and attendance officers. Teachers and school adriTinistrator8
take on, Willy-nilly, some of the functions :of prison guards, finding that
Much" time is spent on noninstructional activitiep (Cusick, 1973),

Research by Nault (1974) suggests that compulsion dampens involVe-
ment, for students wha were frpe to choose their own schools showed
considerably higher levels of engagement ir! school. One.Should not push
the prison analogy too far: school professionals do considerably .more
than restrain individuals. But it is another facet bf school organization
that differentiates the school from most other formal' organfzations and it
affects aspects of the school's daily life.-

We have found, then, that schools 'are both like and unlike other
formal organizations and that awareness of the similarities can be useful
to our understanding. Ye-t we cannot dpny that schools hale their,special
characteristics, which have important Consequences. We have no alter-
native but to nbte the anomaly of simultaneous similafity and difference
and live with i. To overlook thesirnilaritieakis to, cut ourselves off from a'
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growing body of knowledge about organ'izations in general_ But if-we fail
to take account of the unique properties of achools, we kin the risk not
only of incomplete and inaccurate knowledge, but also of- denying the
particular nature of education and its special mission in out society.

Atiomaly_Nurnber 2: Complex 13t.4 Sim*
Wp can get some help in understanding the anomaly of simultane-

ous complexity and simpltcity by tracing tlie development of American
Schools. For some of the confusion induced by-the juxtaposition of avast
educational system and school§ as oollections of classroOms comes
frOm exaggerating, the similarilles betiveen schools and other_jqmis of
organizations.' We hear schools deScribed as "big business" Eecause
they eMploy over two million persens and spend billions of dollar's an-
nually. SOme writers use the rhetoric of organizational analysis without
even -indicating Mow schools-differ from General Motors, .the Raman
Catholic Church, or_ the United States Marines. OUr school Ilistory will
necessarily be brief and incomplefa, but should be understood as in
tended simply to elicit few special characteristics di WIWI&

Crucial components of ou( modern school system developed ve
early in our history. School boards, teachers, and students were presen
in 18th-century colonial, America. The :,earliest school committees,
(they were originally subcommittees -of local government) raised fund%
built and repaired the.schoolhousl and hired the teacher. One teadher
worked wr-th all childrenof wh,atever age-.1who were sent to.S6lool.'
Localism in school affairs got an early-start end persisted.after the fOrma-
tion Of the Fepublic, tar state governments )4.,. erelbr many decade9 phyS-
catty remote and politically weak.

Althoogh school arrangements varied somewhat trom place 'to
place arith-time to time, -the usual, schbol came ciose-to the early New
England model well into the 19th centu'ry. The first multiple-classroom
school was begun in, Boston early in the 19th century. As cities grew,
such schoolg fldurished. The office of the principal- emerged, and gradu-
ally,- schools became collections of classes graded by age and *dent
knowledge. Additional complexity:soon followed as cities collected these

-schools Into systems and placed a superintendent in scharge of all the
schools. The progression was from a school,run by.a, single leacher to a
school made up of a few classrooms and teachers, to city systems with
perhaps tens of thousands of such classrooms-under a hierarchy headed
by 'a Superintendent. Today we may find]additional intervening layers
associate and assistant- superintendents, assistant principals:depart-

ment heads, etc.), 'but the basic structure that developed- in the second
half of the 19th century remains.

There is an extremely- imPortant feature to notice in this organi-
zatibnal development: The basic building block of schools and school
systems has been the single classroom in whicfr one teacher works with

_a group bf students. Growth has been "cellular- throughthe addition arid
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liMited specialization of such units. The units,have been graded, and in,
secondary schools, they .have been further subdivided by subject, but
throughout the entire period, schools and school systems-have assigned
particular students to particular teachers in the expectation that they
would be together for an academic year at a tirrlie, In elementary schools
today, the teacher normally teaches all major subjects to a given grbuo:
in ssecondary schools, eactf teacher is responsible for teaching a given
subject or subject; to several groups.

y mention such evident qualities of schbols? The answer lies in
observing that their growth has been fundamentally different Warn that of
industry: Technical processes -in schools have not followed the same'
course. There are some similarities, of cOurse; for example, adrliniS-
trative units have become larger, the,amounis of money have grown, and
the administrative hierarchy has lengthened. But if we examine the
development of industry, we find that 'it has'developed through tech-
nology coupled with intense specialization, resulting in ever-increasing
interdependence among those employed. Machine and automated tech--
nologies have produced -smaller-. jobs, an be each job has
involved ,a more limited set -of tasks, the ci tions b ween it and
others have intensified. By comparison, the role of the classroom
teacher today is general rather than specialized, Furthermore, unlike
persons working in industrial settings, teachers perform a layge propor-
tion of their basic tasks without interacting with other adults: the cellular
structure of schools means limited rather than intensive interde-
pendence. And, of course, there has been in education no equivalent to
industrial gains in productivity; teachers must still-spend many hours with
students to Obtain results. Teaching, in the lingo of econoMists, remains
"labor intensive.- '

The enormous apparatus that has developed around education is
certainly important in its own right; teday schooling is considerably less
local in outlook than it dnce was. Social changes account for much of
this; communication, travel, and growing interconnections between
governments and other agencies have moved us toward a national Cul-

ture of education -(Campbell, Cunningham, McPhee & Nystrand, 1970).
But. to describe the vast superstructure otbducation as a single head-
quarters directing a vast, interconnected corporation would be a mistake;
it sits', rather, over an array of school districts and schools still marked by
internal independence rather than close interdependence. Its influence
is undoubtedly genuine, for it generates funds, ideas, and political pres-
sures although some of these efforts, representing divergent points of
view, may cancel each .other out. We need considerable research, in
fact, to understand better how this plethora of organized efforts actually
influences classroom instruction.

We can now restate the anomaly in at least slightly clearer terms.
Education does feature an enormous and complicated array of govern-
mental and nongovernmental groups seeking to shape it. But .the core
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activities Of schoolsday-in, day7out learning--occur in individual class-
rooms monitoaq by individual teachers working for long stretches of
time in isolation ,from each -other -and without' close surveillance by
administrative, superordinates. Schools are still composed of influential,
somewhat isolated subunits called classrOOMsand technical processes
of instruction continue to be dominated by lectures, discuOion, demon-
strations, etc., as they have been for many decades, As yet, technical
changes have not rearranged instruction into anything like the jnterde-
pendence that we find in factories end other work places marked by high
technology. Schools can be seen as federations of effort rather than/s
closely controlled mechanisms responding tO central management and
engineeringlike manipulation. Compared to other systems Of work,
schools still provide considerable occasion for the exercise of personal
discretion by classroom teachers.

, THREE PERSPECTIVES

C9mbarison, as we have seen, helps us to place what we are study-
ing in a broader context, pointing out special Characteristics and drawing
attention to features that we might otherwise Miss. In this section, we will
undertake a focOsed comparison using three aspects of organizations
that have-received considerable attention. The reader will find that these
specifics are less exotic than they may sound at first; they refer to facets
of organizational life with which we are familiar in our everyday lives

a-

Bureaucratization, or, the Prevalence of Rules
.Most of us, from time to time, get the urge to use the term "bureau-

crat- as an expletiie, particularly when we run up against some official
who seems dete(mined to obstruct our needs with some petty rule. How-
ever, the term also has a technical, less-heated meaning, originally
developed by Max Weber, the giant of social science in Germany at the
turn of the century (Gerth & Mills, 1946). Weber was interested in the
sweep of human history and in the kinds of authority revealed there; to
him bureaucratic authority was a distinct and relatively efficient feirm,
observably different from the charisma of outstanding figures or the
traditional authority of kings and others like them. Today, in just about
every, modern organization, we find to some extent the characteristics
that he associated with bureaucracy,* But we also know, on the basis of
everyday experience, that some organizations.are "more bureaucratic"

Weber's concept of bureaucracy included several components. There is a division of
lab-at that permits specialization and expertness. The authority structure is hierarchical.
Official actions and decisions are governed by a system of rules and regulations.
Officialsare expected to be impersonal in their relationships because persbnal feelings
are likely to be the source of irrationality. There is a career system for officials that
features hiring on the basis of attested competence, appointment rathet than election,
and payment by salary.
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than others. For example, we implicitly recognize the difference be-
tween fhe intricate, massive rule system under which the Internal Reve-
nue Service operates and the freewheeling atmosphere of an avant,
garde art school. The latter may be run in ways that meet miniMatcriteria
of bureaucracies, but no one would mistake it for a branch office of the
tax colleeor. We find it useful, in short, to think Of bureaucracy as a
matter of degree,- as a continuum on which we place different kinds of
organizations or different organizations of the same type'. (One army unit,

for example, may be appreciably more bureaucratic than another)
Bidwell, in a much<luoted article on school. organization (1965),

argoed that schools meet the minimal criteria for a bureaucracy, but are

toward the lower end of the bureaucratic spectrum; they are marked, he

said, by "structural looseness." He accounted for this loOseness by
pointing to the tension between bureaucratic behavior as impersonal and

distant, and the reqUirements- in teaching for quite opposite kinds of
behaviorwarmth, empathy, attention to the individual _child, etc. What
is needed in teaching, in snort, is not what is called for when a bOvern-
Ment agency deals with members of the public; the classification of each

event and the application of a preselected rule ate not suited to relation-
ships with students. Too much emphasis on bureaucratic forms would
reduce.the school's capacity to meet its particular goals.

, Lortie (1969) saw schools as applying different kinds of rules tb dif-
ferent aspects of their'Organization, arguing that while some activitidS
are highlY bureaucratized, others are not: For example,Aprocedures for
spending. and accounting for funds are in the zdne where "hard rules-
apply; everyone involved is expe6ted to conlorm to highly specific rules
and can expect literal and forceful supervision in such-matters. in other
-areas, however, there are "soft rules'% and gentle enforcement. The
language related,AoLcurriculum, for example, maybe permissiye, vague,
and suggestive rather than mandatory, specific, and directive; people
may speak of "outlines" and -alternative possibilities" rather than
detailed instructions on how to fill out form 348-B, It is interesting,In fact,
that the central commitment of schoolsthe provision of instructionis
generally less rule bound than more peripheral functions; thus, the same
individual administrator may be directive in some matters, permissive in
otherg. The sensibilities of teachers, moreoyer, seem to coincide with
these zones: the'same teacher who would -resent any "ioterference- in
his or her classroom work may criticrze the principal for being too lax in
making sure that other teachers do their share of hall duty.

Recent work by Hanson (1973) has built on this earlier viewpf par-

tial bi. Vaucratization in Schools. After close-in study of California

schools, Hanson-developed "the interacting spheres model- to account
for relationships between teachers and administrators. Teachers and ad-
ministrators are depicted as occupying different spheres of influence,
with different kinds of decisions delegated to each party. Administr ors

for example, may hold clear title to decisions concerned with secu ty,
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the allocation of resources; boundary matters (such as relationships be-
tween thpschool and the community), and evaluation, but teachers claim
instructional decisions -as their domain. Both parties engage in various
types of maneuvers to defend their terrain and to find resolutions for
issues that have no obvious location. Hanson Oelieves that the bureau-
cratic model is poorly suited to situations where professionals are super-
vised, for it makeS too little provisicin for the judgment and discretion
exercised by persons in professional work.

Muoh research remains to be done on bureaucra ization in schools,
'both in terms of their position relative to other syste and the variations
(and consequences of such variations) between 4erent schools and
school systems. At this point, however, it is possible to say that schools
are riot at the extremes of the continuum. For example, Kaufman (1960)
described how the ranger's work is controlled by hundreds and hundreds
of regulations that are regularly updated. No teacher or principal con-
fronts a rule book of the kind encountered by the forest ranger. But
neither are teachers and principals, completely free of rules and
specifications laid down by the state government, the school board, and
others: their work is considerably more regulated, for example, than that
of physicians in a clinic or professors in a private institution. RuleS play a
large enough part in the daily life -of schools to receive close attention

. from those who would understand them better and f rom those who would
like lo see them operate more effectively. This is particularly important
sincp greater state participation in financial support may lead to greater
bLileaucratization of schools in general (Lortie, 1975).

Professionals in Organizations

The classical model of bureaucracy does not deal with the fact that
in some settings, subordinates who do the core taSks of the organization
define themselves as professionals with special competence and par-
ticular rights to autonomy. Technicaf work may be done by persons with
few skills and little training, a3 in factories hiring unskilled or semiskilled
workers. It may, on the other hand, require special skills and protracted
preparation.. organizations are pressed to adjust to the characteristics of
those performing core -tasks, be they insurance clerks, welders,
surgeons, or salespersons. How do teachers fare in this regard?
Specifically,- how do their prerogatives compare with those at the ex-
tremes of high professionalization and no professionalization at all?

We will compare technical personnel in different settings, using
three sets of criteria found in the literature on organizations. One is the
scope of the discretion allowed to the technical,personover how wide
a range is the person expected to make his or her Own decisions?
Second, how often is the subordinate's work reviewed, and what-are the
consequences of a negative evaluation'? Third, we will inquire into the

- positive powers possessed by the professional group, how much formal
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authority does the-colleague group have inbperating the organization?
-The worker on the assembly line has an extremely low level of

personal discretion. He or she must comply, in great detail, with opera-
tions designed by management, closely supervised by superiors, and
paced by workings of -the machine system. At the other extreme, the
surgeon in a hospital is expected to make decisions about the -wurse of
treatment without direction from administrative superordinates. In the
middle ranges, we find news reporters, beat police officers, and nurSes
making decisions, but doing so within clearly established limits and
under the close supervision of organizational superiors,

The disdetionary scope of the individual teacher varies with ex-
perience (especially -with tenured versus nontenured status), specialty,
and local reputation; persons who have demonstrated cornpetepce
through time or who possess scarce, specialtted knowledge normally
receive less supervision than others,. Teacher discretion in general is a
mixed case, being brOad in some respects and narrow in others.
Teachers usually have considerable autonomy in handling the inter-

.

personal aspects ofleaching Although there is normally a lodal defink
hot, of what constitutes an acceptable level of discipline, teachers handle
specifics 'such as timing, pacing, and the myriad details of classroom
managementareas of autonomy that reteive support because of their
physical isolation-and because of informal norms inhibiting intervention
in classroom affairs by administrators. Yet teachers are normally
expected,to work within the confines of a predesignated curridulum that
places limits on what they will teach; individual teachers in most schools
(with exceptions in eNDerimental settings) have little say on general
content. Mprepver, local situations have their local taboos, which
teachers soon encounter, and it seems that when teachers violate such
taboos, their power to offset recrimination is low. (We bould use research
on how such taboos and their effects are changing under circumstances
of collective bargaining and altered laestyles.)

in contrast to others in the middle ranges, teacher work is reviewed
at relatively infrequent intervals, a fact that points to greater autonomy;
and review' is normally not as threatening to teachers as it 'is to

- those in the other fields. The reporteCs work is visible to superordinates
on a daily basis, and .superordinates may, in fact, alter the reporter's
stories before publication. The police officer works in a military-like
system, clearly under orders and surveillance from superior officers: his

'or her actions can be reviewed at any time. The nurse works prider the
direction of senior nurses'and physicians who feel no compu _tion about
noting mistakes and taking action. Beginning teachers aç reviewed
annually, and decisions about retention or nonretention are m de for that
period of- time, but the most striking difference between teaches and
others lies in the reduction in personal threat associated with tenure
arrangemonts. One must be careful, of course, not to exaggerate the vuk
nerability of othersfor example, police officers are usually protected
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by civil service rules, and informal norms proscribe the arbitrary firing of
neWs reporters or nurses--Tbut teAchers can count on continued
employment to a considerably greater extent than most salaried
employees can. Economic security requcjs the danger posed by
superordinate.review and bolsters autonomy. Also, because the largest-

'single category of teachers working today is constituted of maqied
womern---few of whom aspire to administrative poVtions, superordinate
influence over personal goala is further reduced.

Th* relatively broad scope of-discretion and the comparatively in-
frequent and-lower threat of review are not, however, matched,by CON
responding positive powers for the teacher group. ih this regard,
teachers do not possess the equivalent power, for example, of profes-
sors in major universities or physicians in hospital% nor do they notice-
ably surpass others in the middle ranges. Teachers may, of course,
serve on committees. dealing with wider school matters, but although
their influence may not be negligible under such circumstances, it
remains essentially advisory. In formal terms, teachers .are not part of
the governance structure of the public schools. All such formal powers

A
rest with the school board, and in some jurisdictionsi_specific rights are
also ascribed to the superintendent. Collective bargaining contracts may
put limits on what school administrators may require of teachers in terms
of effprt, time, etc., but they rarely increase the joint capacity of teachers
to initiate activity within the school system (Perry & Wildman, 1970).
Professors, by contrast, not only determine the content of the courses
that they teach, but they collectively (through departments, senates, etc.)
shape their institutions. Professors also play a major part in deciding who
joins the faculty and their subsequent fates. Similar powers are
exerpised by Medical staffs in hospitals. The assertiveness of teachers
has centered on limiting the ability of superordinates to influence their
work and personal interests: it has done relatively little to make teachers
a professional force in the governance of schools and school systems.

Seen as professionals in organizations, then, teachers are
anomalous. They have comparatively high discretion in "matters of
method, high job security, and freedom from incessant review. As a col-
legial 'group, however, they exercise no appreciably greater power than
those in other middle-range occupations such as news reporting,'nurs-
ing, or police work and less than those in academics-and medicine. Al-
though teachers have built certain protections through their assOciations
and uhions, they do not exercise shared authority' over instructional or
personnel matters, and the individual teacher has limited ability' o shape
his or her own daily work, Teachers must practice their craft, in'pt in
settings where others hold general hegemony:they cannot be sur
superordinates will make all possible efforts to facilitate their work a
help them earn their psychic rewards (Lortie, 1975). In many -respects,
teachers remain dependent on the good will of administrative superiors
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and parents; their freedom from intervention exceeds their freedom to
arrange their work as they think best.

On Technology
The word technology conjures up, imag s of interlocking gears,

bubbling beakers; and throbbing motors, but w ean also use it broadly to

refer fo the activities and know-how connected with the basic, tasks of an
organization. The term combines two related ets of ideas: the ways in
which work is processed, and knowledge of 4ause -and-effect relation-

,ships underlying that proceSsing. In the first se se, that of work-flow, we
can r adily identify the technological styles o schools; as far as the
second is concerned, school technological knowledge suffers from
general weaknesses in our knowledge of human behaVior and our lack of

a scientific pedagogy.
Thompson (1967) presents a threefold scheme of technology that

can help us examine the case .of schools, One type is mediating tech-
nology, in which work-flows center on bringing persons together and
satisfying their diverse needs, as in a.bank where borrowers and savers
pool their requirements. The second type' consists of long-linked tech-
nologies, which emphasize the need to perform steps in a particular
order:\ automobile:assembly is an excellent example. Standardization of
procedure plays an important part in both mediating and long-linked
technologies. In Assembly-line production, standardizing the product
maximizes control and permits those managing it to iron out difficulties
with experience; in mediating technologies, the needs of participating
parties 'are processed through a common set of standards, as in a bank
where bookkeeping is routinized and categories are set up for designat-
ing,different types of loans. Thompson's third type, intensive technology,,
does not rely on standardization, for in .this type the emphasis is -on the

individual project or the individual. Work processes are organized around
the particular needs of the individual case, and work is paced by
feedback about it,,A general hospital epitomizes intensive technology;
the treatment of each patient (for example, bringing'specific resources to
bear on his or her illness) is supposed to occur as the condition dictates.

School technology is illuminated by Thompson's categories. School
technology is partly mediating, for it brings teachers and students to-
gether. Even Illich (1 971), who would do- away with schools, found it
necessary to suggest alternative mechanisms for bringing would-be
learners together with those hiving the knowledge to tea'ch them.
Schools are also long linked, for sequence is the essence of grading and
is integral to the progression of learning in some subjects. Schools are
occasionally intensive, as when they or individual teachers can provide
for the .special needs of individual students. Their regylar modes of
operation, however, involve,"batching- students into clOses and mov
ing them through a predesigned set of learning experiences. Perhaps
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because they have stressed rn'5iat and 4ong-lini<ed technologie,
schools have relied heavil!/ on standardization procedures such as
standard grading' -standard curricula, fixed policies for admission,
promotion, and graduation, required subjects, etc.

Current trends and auguries of change seem particularly,relevant in
this matter of school technology: Many of the pressures now,Playing on
schoolsand ideals of --a future desirable state for .themposit,
conseerable shift in regular modes of operation. Cellular structure and
standardization are challenged by innovations that stress greater tearr1-
work among profesSionals and greater individualization in instruction.
Critics who attack schools as "lockstep" or "inhumane" or "nbt diverse
enough" reject past criteria based on the presumed desirability of
uniforMity and standardization. Implicitly or explicitly, they are calling for
schools with more demplex and sensitive repedoires of experiences for
students. We can see a similar shift when those administering readin-g
programs talk of prescribing" particular mixes of teaching content and
methods for individual students or when experimental projects are

,designed to "tailor" programs to th0 needs of students. When public
school's offer alternative programs and, announce that they do .se
because diffd-Fent children benefit from different approaChes, they are
moving toward intensive technology and deSerting earlier ideals of
:standardization. All of this takes place in a time when bicultural
education, special efforts to help minorites play a greater role in schools,
and other programs emplhasizing cultural pluralism further erode the .
notion of the "one best system" (Tyack, 1974),

We must exercise . caution in projecting the future frorn current
emphases: How' does one measure the strength and staying power of
any giVen theme when fads move in and out? Yet those involved in
schools might be advised to watch such movements away from the work
processes and assumptions -of the past; it may hot be long before
teachers and administrators find themselves cOnstructing a new school
technology that is complicated and difficult to operate. Whatever form it
takes, it will in all probability require considerably more. interaction
among professionals and feature considerably more organizational com-
plexity than we have heretofore seen in public schools:

SOME CONCLUDING COMMENTS

The system -3.: schooling that we have examined in the preceding
pages was developed during the 19th century and elaborated in the 20th.
The first tas, one of enormous magnitude, was to treate schools that
would be available to all young Americans. It is one of the achievements
of American society that it constructed the first system of mass, free
schooling. That system was built acOofding to organizational ideas
available at the tim'e and in terms of values that were paramount then:
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Schools were to follow hierarchical principles and stress uniformity in
procedure; equality of treatment would flow from carefully administered,
bureatkratic arrangements. Teachers were subordinated at the end of a
long ladder of authority, but :protections were developed over the years,
such as tenure, payment by seniority and education, and later, collective-/
bargaining agreements. Although informal norms developed to soften the'
impact of hierarchical authorityofficial poWers remained at the apex of
the pyramid, and few explicit 'powers of governance were granted to
teachers. Joining with other pressures' in the same directiOn, the system
encouraged teachers to "privatize' -Jhei,r work (Lortie, 1975). Teachers
came to focus their concerns and eneges on olassroo affairs, leaving*
other matters to administrators and to Others interes in "educational
politics:'

lack of concern about the broader c ntextof schooling
y, howeve be less desirable todaya, possibility that I mentioned at

.the outset of this paper. Shifts in school finance, for example, are placing
increasing pOwers in the hands of state officials who operate at a
distance from local schools. Will they honor informal restraints on

%authority practiced by local school officials? Or will the increase in stite
.participation result in a more Vreaucratic system in which teacherssand
administrators are pressed into a civil servicymold?

The research-and-development frame of mind, coupled with trends
toward more individualization of instruction, may lead to important
changes in instructional programs. Parents, for example, may demand
more Choices for their children: such demands might lead to voucher
systems, more'alternative Schools, or some as-yet-not-visible approach
stressing less standardization and greater-attention to individual needs
and/or preferences. what are currently experiments in technical
iptensity may prove attractive and spread. If so, new structures,
featuring teamwork among professionals, will emerge. The image of
instruction as primarily a.relationship betweert an individual teacher and
a group of students may give way to complex new patterns tharcombine
diverse resourceS of personnel and varieties of new techniqUes.
Teachers who define instruction solely as that which occurs within their
own classrooms may find themselves lords of a shrinking domain.

Teachers who wish to retain and increase their influence 'over
instruction would be wise to increase their awareness of the conlext of
schooling. They should keep abreast of new developments and join with
colleagues in Qxploring, testing, and assessing novel approaches and
claims coMing from various innovators. Collegial action will require
closer working relationships with peers, and effectiveness in joint
activities will be increased to the extent that teachers are familiar with
the intricacies of their work settings.
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Sec on 2: 'Schools aS Social Organiza ions

Melvin M. Turnin.

A distinctive feature of all modern industrial societies,is the fact that
a majority of both .the adult and child populations spend most of their
energetic waking hours inside large scale organizations. For the adults
this means at their places of work; for the children, this means at their
schools, The individual offices, plants or schools where these hours are
spent may be relatively small compared to the 4. (ger organizations of
which they are meMbers, and Some of the im0act of largeness may
thereby be reduced. But there can be little doubt that large overall
organizations a're dominant andinfleential envirorents in the lives of all

who live and work in them. k

It is also characteristic of modern industrial societies that the
influences of these environments of large scale organizational life are
democratically distributed in the sense that they commonly affect thOse

who sit at the top of the _ladder of occupational prestige and income,
(such as professionals, managers and directors of large corporate
enterprises), those in the middle of the ladder (such as teachers), and
those at the bottom rungs of the ladder (such as unskilled manual
laborers). In sum the influences of membership in large organizations
are a common, shared fact of life,

THE CASE AGAINST TECHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY

Yet, the terms in which those democratically spread large
organizations are frequently characterized are such as to make them

appear not only totally undesirable but indeed unnecessary and
avoidable abominations.

Thus, such organizations are commonly described, often with much
adverse feeling, as bureaucratic, impersonal, cold,- heartlesS, inhumane,
machine-like and alienating. Moreover, they are often seen as the
deliberate creations of inhumane and profit-crazy entrepreneurs and

power-hungry bureaucrats, and it is alleged that such people have
deliberately.chosen this monstrous model of organization to inflict on the
pOwerless masses of mankind in preference to a number of alternative
organizational models that would be far more positively resonant with the
best of the human spirit and far_more mindful and conserving of valuable
qualities of mankind.

Similar terms and ideas are commonly used, as well, to denounce
technological industrial society in general. Here the accusation is that
machines have gotten the best of their human creators; that these
machines have acquired an autonomy of their own; that they dominate
humans; and that in the process they deplete the human spirit of its
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richness,' human ife of its vitality, and human society of its humanity.
Here too it is asserted that technolbgical society is not necessary: that it
is an evil of which we can rid ourselves; and that we are afflicted by it
only because enemies-of humanity deliberately employ machines on be-

;half of profits, in utter disregard of all other human values.
This antitechnological, antiorganizational point of view is often most,

'eloquently and heatedly expounded on college campuses. Nor is it
rprising that college youth should adopt this critical.posture.,,!For they

cOnstitute the segment of the population that is perhaps freest of the
eplored influences of modern industrial life. Moreover, they have a

tinuous exposure, in their courses and readings, to a variety of
yleVnt.S, both historical and contemporaneous, from which to criticize
life in rrozidern society: and they haVe the I ure and luxury, more than

most a?ryone else, to read and think about and debate alternative life
styles, ,requently, too, they are-formally rewardedin their courses, and
i3àralIy by:their peers, for imaginative envisioning of such, alternative

-Atyles,,especially those that might reduce the undesirable impacts of
igescale org.anizational environments and that might even conceivably
impleviented.
NI

Doubtless, too, the critical stance oricollege students is partly
ufable to the bitter realization by the college students that amajority

will at some time in the proximate future be required, if they are
therirlivelihoods, to 'join the rest of the adult world in large

a onal environments. That being their preilictable future, it is
surely Of the utmost impOrtance that-they should come to understandthe
structure and,functioning of such organizations, alT the more so if _they .

intend either to try to ward off the feared dehumanizing influences, or,
even more adventurously, to alter those environments so, that their
impacts may be more hurnane. Such 'an understanding can be greatly
useful, of course, to those about to enter the teaching profession. For
school systems are good examples of large scale organizations arid
share many common features with all other such organizations,
however much they may differ in other cegards.

SOME USEFUL POSITIVE PERSPECTIVES ON
TECHNOLOGY, GROWTH AND ORGANIZATION

Some general perspectives about industrial society and ,large scale
organizations may prove useful in coming to terms with the problems in
front us.

They are Impersonal, Natural Developrnents
First, it is crucial that these features of modern life be seen as

impersonal, historical, understandable ocuirrences that arise quite
naturally, and without plotting or conspiracy, in the course of societal
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growth and expansion. This view contrasts sharply of course with that
whIch.holds that industrialization and large scale organization hdve been

maliciously and deliberately foisted on a powerless and gullible
population_ Now, to see these developments as natural, impersonal
Social processes is not to affirm the desirability of growth, but only to
note that the dynamic of growth has been a central feature of
industrialiiation sinde its onset, If theyfore a -no girowth- or -zero
growth- theme:seems now to be cornmending greater_ public attention,
this has to be understood as a reaction to the -growth-fs-gothd- therne
that has dominated modern industrial life for More than 200 years.

They Have Brought:Mariv Benefits-
second; boWever Much certain special small groups of people may

have benefited disproportionately from the growth ¢of societies and of
organizations within tier-0, there can be Wile doubt that many impOrtant
and widely shared_ values have also been served by these. growth
feetures. Health has been improved; longevity increased and more--
"democratically distributed; infant mortality cut down sharply;,real income
significantly improved; desired consumption goods made widely
available; democratic government reinfotced; educational opportunities
extended beyond anyone's earlier iMaginings; immigrant populations, far
more easily incorporated into various societies than would otherwise
ever have been possible; illiteracy virtually exterminated; fast arid cheap
communication and transportatien, and entertainment and diversign
the greatest variety made available to masses of people.

I need not recite the counterbalancing negative values of pollution,
and crowding, and mass wars of great destructive powers, and new
forms of exploitation. Those are the well-known particulars of the bill of
indictment against moderirindustrial society_ Rather I list in some-detail
the gains that such growth has made possible so that it can be seen that
growth and industrialization have not had unilaterally negative effects,
but that, to the contrary, there has been a signifiant value tradeoff. The
balance of desirable and undesirable outcomes of growth and large size
has to be judged. But such judgment, will be neither well informed nor
helpful if the mixed value outcomes in thertradeoff are not recognized.

These Benefits Could Not:Otherwise Have Been Realled
Third, it can be shown that tne valued outcomes recited above are in

large part due to efficient Organization of human and machine labor in
large organizational networka. That is, the valued outcomes are not
simply accidental or incidental to the industrial growfh process. Rather,
many if not most of, them simply could not have been achieved without
large scale industrialization and organization. Thus, without being able to
specify exactly what are the sizes of critical masses of people that are



,needed, one cansay eenfidentq that substantial agg f people,
liVing in fairlY densely populated placeS which: we call ,cities, are
indispensable if one is- to have museums, libraries, theatres, opera
,pouses, concert halls, variegated shops and department stores,
fiespitals, universities, and well-equippectscheols.-

Above all, if large numbera of people are to be employed at decent
wages they musf be aggregated into common places of work; and if their
productivity is .tahchicwike, so ttkat there can be genuine increases in,
their real StandardS of living then machine energy must increasinglx Pe
substituted for-Human energy, Someone has recently calculated that The
amount'Of machine energy.per capita in the United States today is equal
to what 'could be supplied if eisch person had between' 100 and 200
slaves. SoMe may think that a more desirable state of affairs. Needless
to say, one would have to wonder what the slave population would
consider desirable

Given Today's Populations', There Are No Alternatives
,Nor is it realistic to talk of numereus alternative trade-offs available., ,

to most °Lt.'s, Unless one.wants te talk of triage, i.e, ehoesing who is to
live-and who is to die, or, on a mdre modest scale,'wheis to enjoy life and
who not,We'hevefew if any alternatives to efficient large scale organize-
tion. One Can teSt this out easily by asking oneself what one would de if .-

one were in a city whose population included one million children of,
school age: 6-18: with:perhaps 300,000 of them or mere wanting to go on
peyond a 12th year -to some advanced education. How would one go
about; providing anything resembling education for those nembers?
Idy'lliCdreams of small numbers of students engaged in tinwalled educa-
tienal exchanges with kindly proctors and mentors may be fine and even-
realizable for small numbers, but what do we do with a millioR, young

. people all of whom, by-any just theory of entitlement, are equally entitled
. to What our communities have to offer? 2 `ow could we deschool them? Or
train them .butside the walls? How _uld we 'even achieve the bare .

k ..ifterac that deplorably is the most t at a nUmber ot such children ever
'aehieve', exCeot in organized schools?

One might argue that one doesn't' need high schools that 'contain
two thousand students-in one massive bornblex that one could have,
much smaller Units: perhaps like residential colleges, and perhaps that
would, be possible IF one could secure consent and support from
taxpayers for the doubling,-tripling, and quadrupling of school costs that
such new ventures would unadVoidably entail. But that !'if" ra a very
large "if," and only the richest school districts in the coOntry have
managed to approximate any version, of such decentrall -tion., Gym-
nasiums, libraries, laboratories, playgrounds, auditorium's _eating and
cooling plants, all of vvhich are indlsoensable features 'any geed
school, require large sums of money and any effort to providelhem for
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nOrnerous, smatl, decentralized, aggregates of students involves
horrendous costs that most taxpayers pre -simply unwilling to bear-It is
-no accident, of course, that numbers of small school districts` that
commonly desire -to provide their student residents with decent
educratiOkal facilities have had to aggregate through regionalization to
collecthigy afford that which none of them could afford on their own.

Without now pursuing other alternative schemes for the decen-
tralizatiOn of educational organizations,- I believe it can be firmly and
correctly blaimed that relatively large-size school organizations are the
predictable enVironment of education in which most students and most
teachers in this" societY .will study . anb play and work in the future,
as§uming, that is, that we continue to value educatitin for all, and

-continue to believe that all are equally entttled to as good schooling as is
possible, and for as long as possible.

THREE MAJOR CHARACTERISTICS
OF SCHOOL ORGANIZATION

We may now ask what are the characteristics of school organi-
zations with Which new teachers must learn to deal'? .

First we may speci& three features which_ school systems share
with all other large-scale formal organizations. There are:. (1)
bureaucratic organization; (2) hierarchical distribution of power and t
responsibility; (3) varied constituent memberships and formal structure.

Some of the implications of each of these three are worthy of -being
drawn out.

Bureaucratic Structure
While bureaucracy is often used as a dirty word, it is an

indispensable term to characterize the structure that any organization of
large numbers of people is virtualiy forced to assume if it is to operate
with any degree of efficiency at all. The many tasks the organization has
to perform have to be,divided up an, assigned to 'various bureaus and
functionaries, with spetific and explicit gets of responsibilities, and the
correlative powers and rights they need to carry out their functions. Such
organization of functions into bureaus, with delegated rights and
responsibilities, provides orderliness, predictability and accountability.
At least it makes those things far more possible than would otherwise be
the case. It enables people to "count on- others; to know where to turn
for help with various kinds of problems; to know with reasonable
certainty that people will be at specified places at specified times, doing
what they are supposed to be doing. Such organization makes it possible
to deterinine the source of difficulties when things are not going well.
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Whenever bureaudracies fail to function well, therefore, the failt,
lies not in the fact of a bureaucratic structure as Such, but in the failUre of \
its'humanblembers to perforM actording to prescription,'schedule and
eipectation, Since human beings frequently do not perform according to
expectations, the Structures:in which these expectationg are embedded
frequently da not function well.

When this is the case, then one must ask what is at fault: Are the
expectatiOns i too nigh? Are the resoUrces required for adequate job
function adequate? Are the incentives and motivations for cOnscientious
work- -sufficiently well developed? Are the functionaries adequately
trained far their tasks? Have they been socialized into the ethic of con-

.-Scienticius work? Do they have adequate identification with the .require-
ments and goals of ihe organization, Or do they`seek tot maximize their

, individual advantagar within the organization? Are Superiors inflexible
and lacking in- under§tanding? Dd the fines of communication function
adequately? Do people know what they are supposed to do and why? And
when? Alf of these are possible sources of the malfunctioning of .

buieaucratic structures.
Lest this inventory of possible- malfunctions be seen as peculiar to

bureaucracies, it should be noted that without such a formal structure of
status, or positions, and roles,,or sets of rights and responsibilities,
Matters would . almost surely be intolerably worse. For the real
breakdown of collective human effort occurs when the division of labor is
unclear, when powers and rights,are unspecified, when expectations are
not set, and when there is no formaistructure of accountability.

There is not adequate time herelo go into the, numerous studies of
bureaucracies and their functioning to reveal the major types of
understandings that have been de'Veloped. Suffice it to say that however
much we may rebel against such formalized structures of collective
work, no adequate substitute has ever been discovered. The model of
communal, equal, spontaneous cooperation that so many romantically
advOcate can be thought of as-a substitute only under three conditions,
none of which can be said to be the least bit attainable in large-scale
School systems. One condition is smallness of numbers of people
involved so that everyopo actions are highly visible to everYone else. A,
second cOndition is the.l.dregence of a commonly shared deep concern of
everyone involved forthe-well being of eVeryone else, and a common and
equal sense of responsibility to the 'collective well being. The third
condition is that everithing that hapOens to the .collettive enterprise
hurts or benefits all participants alike a -d is so perceived.

These Conditions are realized, it/at all, in small families-, and then
only after many years of happy, produ tive, satisfying collective life have
been experienced, and during the c urse of which the major problems
involved in group life have been wor ed out to the mutual satisfaction of
everyone concerned. Needless to pay, such happy, productive long-
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lasting':.small family groups 'are not very COmmon,: not even in the
universe et families. So for better Or Yor wqrse, Whenever we attempt to

'-educate- large numbers of children_ tinder one common roof, or within_

-the framework of one-= organizational structure, some bureaucratic
f organization of the schoorq:functions is unavoidable_

. _

No generalized prescription- can be written to insure that-such
bureaucracies Will work well or,that tMey will betnore humane,warm and
personal than their'structure suggests. But some key terms in this vein of
thought, .that is, of huManizing bureauctacies, are flexibility, patience,
conscientiousness, allowance for human shortcoming S, rotating :turns at -
doing mote than one's.formal share of the burden and reciprecity. These
attributes cannot be formally built into an organization; but the leadership
of the bureaucracy can Oet a tone that makes it more or less likely that
.these attributes will Joe manifested throughout the organization. Above
all,_constant reiteration of the fact that the schools are for the education
of children,- and cOnStant -checking of prograrfis and plans for their
probable contribution to that education, may serve as salu

'correctives-on tendencies for the bureaucracies to act as if they were
- their own reason for being,

Hierarchy

Like bureaucracy, the term "hierarchy" i.s laderi with negative
cOnnotations. Ah image is- quickly evoked of pyramidal inequality and
autocracy. Ordering; commanding, forbidding, prescribing: these are the
modalities that are often associated With the term. But in fact theterm in
principle is neutral, All it literally implies is that there is inequality in
power and indecision making. And such inequality is clearly neither good
nor bad per se. It all depends, as always, on how the power is authorized

_.and exercised_
The necessity of hierarchy is =created by the presence of

bureaucracy. There is no way for large numbers of peeple to be coor-
.. dinated into an efficient organization without some, 'approved
mechanijiis for deciding between-competing ideas, conflicting interestt
and contrary values, Sqmeone has to be given the responsibility;- and
hen held accountable, far- the efficient -functioning of the overall-

'zation. Someone has to have the power to reward for a
conscientious performance and to punish or otherwise restrain
unwanted and disfunctional deviations from expectations_ In sum, the
need to decide. 3 n d often to decide quickly;_among competing ideas:and
the need-lot have the power to get people to conform to their. role
responsibilities demands a hierarchical Structure of power,

This is not to say that all decisienS always have to be referred to the\j,. op Of the pyramid of power, for decision.. Tc the contrary: Some of the
est functioning hierarchies are those in which significant percentages

of decisions are delegated ,to autonomous or quasi-autonomous units
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-lower down In the hierarchy in schools this means department _arid:,
division heads, curriculum coordinators, assistant principals, and
teacher -and student groups. So there are many possible shapes to. '

hierarchies, and many possible different modes of functioning.But some
hierarchy laindispensable for the coordination of the efforts Of the Many
people involved In the bureaucratic structures.-

Hierarchies, then, can and do vary on the tightness of their controls;
the rigidity of role enforcement; the amount of scrutiny of performance;
the competence of functionaries for their specialized positions; the
fairness of the rewards .and punishments; the amount Of power that is
delegated; the kinds and amounts of decisions in which people at all
levels .are allowed or encouraged to participate; the frequency_with
which decisionhre reviewed and revised where heed be; the openness
ot. leaders or suggestiohs for change; the d-etree of consideration and
understanding "extended for human shortcomings. All those pessible
variations in hierarchical structures become key points to consider when
one is asking now one can make the formal structure of work more

:agreeable, more Oroductive, mere invigorating, more humanly satisfying.

Multiple C9nstituents
Here we refer to the fact . that the memberships of almost all

organizations': end particularly school systems, are made up of
.numerous sets -of actors or functionaries, eacil of which iS certain to
nave rather-different views as to what is important and what trivial, what
is urgent and what can wait; what is worth lets of time and energy and
what'should command few scarce resburces. Moreover because these

different cohortsstudents, leachers, administrators, service people
and the likecome to the School systerri with different eXpectations and
anticipations, they are also likely to disagree on ,what constitutes a
successful day, week, or year in the life of the enterprise.

That amount of variability would .be 'sufficiently perplexing and
complex by itself. But one must add to that the further variability that one
finds among teachers themselves, and students themselves,,and-ambng
administrators and service people and members of boards of edueation.
Only for some limited purposes can one deal with these major categorrei
of organizational membership as uniform or homogeneous.

IMPLICATIONS: THE NATURALNESS OF' CONFLICT. The implica-
tions here are numerous and important. First is the inevitability of conflict
between the categories of members and within each of their own ranks.

Conflict,,,, like bureaucracy and hierarchy, sounds menacing and

undesirable. But once again we use it as a neutral term to characterize
the situation where values, goals, interests, and ideologies are in
disagreement and where they come intá confrontation with each other
and herrce must somehow be compromised or otherwise resolved.
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'Wei are Saying the conflict is natural to school organizations,
espiciany those in democratic'societies; and moat particularly in those
democratic 'societies, such as Ours, 'in which everyone involved feels
-expertly equipped to prescribe how education ought to be run, not
excluding parents and students. If everyone involved has some entitle-
Ment to speak upas they dpand if everyone feels fairly well versed in
SChool theory and practiceas they doand if everyone can exercise
some influence on the decisions that are made-2as they canthen .we
must expect schools to be natural combat zones. Nor is this to- be
deplored, at least not until one measures the educational outcomes of
such conflictful educational environments against more monolithic,
authoritarian structures of decision making and conflidt-resolution.

This is again not to say that conflict,per se iq good; but nor is it bad
Oer ie. It all depends on what is in conflict, what mechanisms are avail-
able for conflict resolution, and how much concern is commonly held by
,conflicting-parties for certain common values and goals.

MODES OF DEMOCRATIC CONFLICT RESOLUTION. The general rule
for decision making in a demperacy is- that everyone who will be affected
by a decision should participate at his or her relevant level .of compe-
tence. The key terms, of course, are '!televant leVel of competence". We
may confidently expect much change in the years to come with regard to
what is considered the releVant level of competence of students and
teachers on various issues of school structure and functioning, because
in the past these two groups have been ttaditionally excluded from partic-
ipation in important Vecisions affecting their well being and that of the
school in general. But new themes of democratic participation have
come into vogue and these are not likely easily-to vanish or die, however
much they may modestly retreat from some recent excesses.

THE GROVVTH OF COUNTERVAILING POWER BLOCS. In past years,
conflicts were resolved by fiat from above and most often without any
real contribution or participation by people at lower levels of the hierar-
chies of power. Now however, teacharis have come increasingly to
realize that thil-only possible way to muster power countervailing to that
of the administrators and boards of education is to organize into power
blocs. The single perhaps most significant cnange in school structure
and functioning in the last several decades has been the adoption of the
blue-collar model of trade union organization by the teachers. Formerly
decried es unprofessional, such trade unions have come-increasingly to
.the fore in recent years, and the traditionally softer local, state and
national educational associations have had to become more militant,
more willing to strike, more demanding rather than pleading to retain -the
loyalties and paid dues Of their members. It can hardly be doubted that in
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the very proximate future there will be some effective merging of the_

AFL-CIO teachers" unions and the various branches of the-NBA.
_ # ,

. One may .discover many negative features in school conduct that
ave emerged in-the course of the growth of the trade union model. But if

one does so, one must balance these:againet what the negatives were in`
the school situation and the condition of teachers before fney became,

. organized, and what their situations would be like today if they did not
have collective power,- through their organizations, to defend what they
Consider their legitimate rights and intereste...

-' Predictably, we shall go through a rather messy and nasty decade
or two of increasingly acerbic confrontation politics in scnool systems. . . _ ,

as teachers' organizations seek to overcome what they 'consider the .

unjustified deficiencies in the teachers'Isituation, Moreover,,tone can
corifidently expect that school administriktors will themselves' become
more organized and more militant.

Once again it is important to see these developments as natural
occurrences, given the generaj ambience of tke national culture and the
special situations of the schoolS, Such teachers and administrators as
unions are no more the maliciouS product of ahtieducational forces than
were the traditional models of school governance that are now changing
everywhere. We are simply moving from one model of school govern,
ance to another. Whether the net effect on the.education.oi children in
the schools is positive or negative is impossible to say. So many van,
able§ have to be Considered when trying to account for what children
leirn or do not learn that one cannot with ally good sense at-all say that
organized teacher power is responsible either for the gains or losses in
the educatiqnal outcomes.

TO e re is little doubt, for example, that lifetfme tenure can easily lead
to irresponsibility, laziness and sloth on the ,part of teachers, There is
equally little doubt that being continuously subject to the arbitrary
whimsical authority of administrators can _ easily lead to' -servile, =

. deferential antieducational behavior on the part ofteachers as well: So,
the evil, if there is evil, lies not in tenure as such, but in its abuses. Since
all such mechanis4i&are subject to dbuse, the fact of abuse is not proof
of the undesirability of the mechanism not unless one can show that
some mechanisms are inherently more abusable than others. .

So we identify the democratized school 'organization as one in
which continuous conflict is a natural and unayoidable feature-of daily
conduct. Each of the member-eiements has its own views of what consti-
tutes an adequate school experienceend each will naturally press to
have its view of m rs taken imost nto consideration. Knowing this,e...kW
teachers comi into the school situation will know to expect that their
views of what should be done, by whom, ancrwhen, where, and why, are
likely to be different from those of their student/clientg and their adminis-
trator/superiors, and all of those will differ from the parental and general
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community viewpoints. Dut that -is thenature of life in a multiconstituent
forMal organization, and especially in one where democratic- participa-
tion in decieion making is getting to be more accepted.

THE CRUCIAL IMPORTANCE OF DEMOCRATIC PROCESS. -The saving
grace in Such situations lies, if anywhere,-in the full implementation of

,one other democratic principle, namely, that there shall be agreed-upon
Orocedures by which conflicts are to be resolved, and that one Must be-
careful above all _to preserve those modes of conflict resolution. That
means that one does not seek to destroy the opposing parties in a con-

-flict, and one is honor bound to-accept defeat in a conflict of 'views so
loriclas one has had a chance fo persuade others to adopt one's point of
view. At the same- time, one- must be permitted to strive to change the
minds of other§ so that one's views may sometime prevail;.That is, one
abides by majority rule, -but does not therefore cease efforts to

_convert the present minority into a future majority. And the triumphant
majority is honor bound not to interfere with or punish the minoritarians
for their continuing efforts to change people's minds, so long as they
conform to the majority decision while it is in effect, and so long as they
use democratic means of persuasion in efforts to become a majority.

Some may read these- remarks as suggesting that all matters in dis-
pute in schools should be decided by democratic voting. But that is not
the intention here. For the participation in the decisions is to be articu-
lated, as noted_ earlier, in accordance with relevant levels of dompe-
tenee. Who is relevant for what kind oLdecision .is, of course itself a
matter that has to be resolved -thripOgkpOlitical struggle. But one can
fairly' hope that over time some modest consensus may be reached
among the various parties. Thus, in choosing a new principal, students
may be considered relevant to the extent they can help determine
whether the candidate is one to whom they feel they can relate meaning-
fully. Teachers are reievant since they can and must judge the likelihood
of adequate rapport With and guidance from their potential chief
educational officer. Superintendents are relevant in assessing the forthal
credentials and administrative experience of the aspirant. ,'Boards of
education are relevant insofar as they must make some estimate of the
extent to which the aspirant principal has managed to satisfy the three
major constituent publics (students, teachers, administrators) that in
most regards he or-she is reasonably qualified_

BLit if the law finally calls for the board of education to approve a
superintendent's recommendation in such matters, then there can be no
democratic voting by everyone concerned. Yet, the process of donsulta-
tion' with students, teachers and other administrators must .surely be
such that each of those constituent unith feels its relevant judgment has
been fairly and fully, taken into account. Failing that, one can hardly
expect them to have much initial confidence either in the candidate or in
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the claims by the board of education that they have taken all relevant
factorsinto abcount in making a decisien.

Similarly, in deciding what Is to be taught in a.given classroom on.a
given day, one can ordinarily assume that maximum weight will be given
to teachers:guided on, the bne hand by certain system-wide curricular
requirements, and, on the other, by the identified needs, interests and
readiness of their students. So, once again, while there is no structure of
democratic voting about curriculum and procedures in the ,classroom,
there is democratic participation in the mechanisms of consultation with
all relevant participants. .

Se, too, students may be expected to want and be entitled to
exercise maximum weight for their wishes And their judgMents when it
comes to deciding how well they are being taught; or how considerate
and concerned a teacher is, how adequate are the facilities,- schedules,
and programs provided thert,or what their extracurricular involvernentt
should be like; or how they should dress and wear their hair; or whether
there is enough fl&ibility in school rules to accommodate ditferencesor
whether teachers and other supervisory personnel are sufficiently and
sympatheticallY availableto them. .

In short, one can specify at feast in general terms those areas of
school conduct and those aspects of school issiies in which the various
publics who make up the school rightly enjoy varying amounts of
relevance, weight and priority in decision making. One of the mcist
frequent sources of real problems encountered in schools is the attempt
by school officials to .reserve for themselves -exclusiVely the right to .

decide issues in which they may have little relevance, less expertise and
even less understanding of what is needed. Fleasonably fleidble codes
which allocate significant roles to students, teachers and administrators
in various problem contexts help reduce the likelihood of unnecessary
and destruc.tive confliets (as against necessary and constructive con-
flict). It may take a lot of pushing and shoving in a school system to get
one's legitimate.areas of quasi-sovereignty established. But it has been
done in various plates, anq it can be done :in others.

HOW SCHOOLS DIFFER'FROM OTHER ORGANIZATIONS
We have now drawn out some of the major implications of the three

major structural features otschool systems, considered as large scale
orbanizations: the fact that they are unavoidably bureaucratic, and
hierarchical, aod that they are made up of divergent interest groups. It
remains to be noted that schools differ from almost all other formal
organizations in several important regards that may prove fretful or reas-
suring to new teachers.

,

High Publie Visibility and COntrol
First, the public school system is perhaps more publicly controlled

and financed than.arj other major social institution, and its actions are
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often more highly visible and sUbject to public scrutiny. That means that
one is literally living in a fishbowl part of the time when one is teaching.

One compensation for that is that one can always close the door to
one's classroom and teach one's best without very much interference at
fall from anyone. A second compensation is that (for better or for worse,
depending on one's values) there is community control and governance
of such public inStitutions and that is as it should be in a democracy.
When one considers how much we could all benefit from more openness

, in government, and in the management of other public institutions such
aS hospitals, libraries, museums, prisons, and police departments, one
-can appreciate, even It only as the lesser of two evils, the openness of
schools to public view, criticism and ultimate control.

Vagueness of Criteria of Success

A second regard in which schools differ from other organizat ons is
in the utter vagueness of what constitutes success and failure in the
opieration of a school. Corporations are judged by-how Tnuch profit they
make :. prisons by how few escapes are effected; museums and libraries
by how many people use their facilities; hospitals by how many sick
people are_processed. But no one yet Can claim to have widespread
agreement about what constitutes a successful education.

On one hand, that is a distressing matter. Many things would be
easier if the criteria of iuccess were the case. ,

On the other hand, it is a very encouraging matter, for it means, in
effect, that the goals of education are always in constant and often
tumultuous debate, and that is- perhaps as it should be in a democratic
society.-for our basic nOtiOns ,of what we want Our society to do and
become are always changing, and it is altogether proper that our ideas
about our schools, the most important single instrument for shaping
society, shouldalso undergo constant change. MOreover, the vagueness
of the criteria of educational success and failure permits greater partici-
pation by every concerned individual, including the lay public, in attempt-
ing to shape these goals. And that too is a healthy part of democratic life.

In the face of the vague criteria of success, one can only do one's
best to achieve what one thinks is important in the education venture:-
One also is free to advocate strongly what one believes tobbe important,
and one_must reasonably expect to win a few and lose a few during the
course of such debates over the years of school experiences.

HOW TO-SURVIVE IN ORCAf:41ZATIONAL LIFE:
A DOZEN RULES

, With IT,ese unique features of the school as an organization now
specified, we can turn to a concluding set of recommendations to the
new teacher aspirants who are entering educational organization life.
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'. They can bp used in any organization in which you take\ up a formal
stattis and accompanying role. But they will serve reason b ly well in
school systems too, They may be thought of as Some maxi s extracted ..
from a primer on how to survive in an organization without re0y trying,
For, most of them,,as you will see, are things not to do, or things teavoid,
rather than pesitive guides to poperful 'teaching, That is because this
paper is intended as a consideration of some aspects of sChools as
organized systems. So,loo, these injunctions I am about to issue may
remind you unbear'ably of Polonius speech to Laertes. That speech has
traditionally been decried as insufferably Philistine. But if you are not a
brave shepherd with a-magic slingshot, you are best off behaving like a
Philistine when in their land.

First, don't make big_fights ever little matters. Save your ammuni-
tion and clout, such as it may be, for things that are really worth theio
while. Above all, don't have an opinion on everything, even if you. do. For
then you will come to be known as John-who-alWays-argues-about-
everything, or Mary-who-never-agrees-with-anything. At that point, you
have lost all your possible influence_

Second, until you get tentlre, let others take the formal, open lead in
organizing and Presenting divergent viewpoints to administrative
superiors. Your viewpoints may be just, wise and important. But if you
make trouble for your administrators, you are likely to be remembered,
when it comes to deciding your fate, more for the trouble you make than
the wisdom and Sagacity-and perceptiveness of your notions.

Third, you will btten be judged by administrative superiors first by
the extent to which you feel loyal to them, and second, and correlatively,
by the extent to which you contribute to their success, when they are
judged by their superiors. Most administrators feel Wholly unappreciated
by ,their staffs because they haye the utterly unreasonable expectation
that their staff members should take the -larger yiew" of organization
needs. They seem rarely capable of understanding that they are getting
paid to take that larger view but that teacher§ are paid for quite some-
thing else. So, the younger teachers are wise to behave in such a way as
to allow their superiors to perceive them as people who do take the larger
view, and do care about the orgyizational sucoess, as that is judged by
administrative criteria.

Fourth, most administrators prefer to have their teaching staffs
usolve their_ own problems." Mostly that means not burdening them with
problems they can't solve either, such as wildly disruptive behavior by
certain students in the classroom_ So if you can avoid it, don't bring or
send your problem children to the office, because you will be considered
incapable of adequate classroom management if you do that often.
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Fifth, while everydne talks nicely about the importance of openness,
creativity, imagination, discovery and the like, 'few administrators apple-,
ciate classroom conduct that is apparently disorderly, 'however creative'
you May think it is. You may reasonably expect that more administrators
will.resemble Captain Queeg than Pablo Picasso. They like neat, orderly,
tight; Well-run ships more often than cr'azy yellow submarines. So, at the
outSet, doril be a real swinging type whose classroom is full of gaiety,
shouts, laughter, movement and creative disorder.

Sixth, don't give other's grqunds for negative judgments about you
on,trivial.matters, including dress Style, hairstyle; promptness, and other
personal styles of conduct that are likely to be Wad offensive. While
atmospheres in schools are geneially much looser today than ever
before, few sohobls have yet come to be as free and easy as college
campuses, You simply can't do your own thing in schools to the same
extent you did in college. For one thing, you are now considered to be
serving as a modei to younger children. For another, you have,iMportant
and powerful colleagues and supervisors whose life styles may be .---

signifibantly different and who are likely to confuse your manners with
your morals: Even more important, they are likely to judge yolk educa-
tional. desirability by your apparent moral standards, So keep your
personal expressiveness to a minimum inside the schools, saving it for
the privacy of your own hoMe. Local community standards of acceptable
behavior vary widely_ But a good deal of what is acceptable on many
college campuses will be-found unacceptable by many school communi.
ties, And there are few principals or supervisory teachers whom you can
expect to go to bat for you beyond a limited amount, if they come under
adverse pressure from their superiors because of your publicly visible
departures from community norms,

Seventh, don't assume that everyone over -25 is an irredeemable
idiot or square, and that anyone in power is a knave, and that your less
well-trained peers are insufferable fools. There are an incredible number
of dedicated teachers in the schools throughout the country. Soi-ne of '
them may have styles of teachingyou don't relish, BUt that hr nothing to .

do with their abilities, or their co'hcern or their effectiveness. Some of
them may dress right out of the fifties, because that's where they learned
their basic styles. But, again, you know how wrong it is to judge pbople by
their appearance, and that principle holds for people whose dress styles
you can't stand as well as for your own. And if you find many of them hard
to take, consider every once in a while how hard it must be tv them- to
take you. So, be generous in your acceptance of different stles of
speech, conduct dress and interpersonal relations, which means
simply let others be as different, without being sneered at, ag you would
want them to let you be. You above all have a strong veSted interest in
supporting the notion of the acceptability of awide range of variation in
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per'sonal styles, including teaching styles._ Fo
youngest entries Into the fieldi you are likely to b

Eighth. don't 'expect _most of . your- collea
attuned to the newest findings in your subject ma
don't flaunt your fresh learning at them.. For in de

being the newest and
!le most variant of all?
ues to be as freshlje

r field as you are and
nse, they will counter

With their "wisdom" gained through "long experi ce" about how best
to teach things., They may often invoke that experience anyway. And they
may often be right. For many people do learn.lots of things Of value from
long ydars of experience,even if many others learn little of value except
how to be rigid about their preconceptions. BUt don't assume you have
nOthing to learn froth experienced teachers. They may.haVe alreat deal
to teach you, if you are open to learn from them: So, don't hesitate to go
to older teachers for help with problems. You will probably need such
help oftea. Others will be pleased and flattered you came to them, and
you will probably find you cab get some real help.

The same considerations apply to your relationships to adminis-
trators. Don't assume they are simply political hacks who -have gotten
where they are for no good reasons. There are lots of foolish things pone
in choosing peal:3w for educational leadership, but the screening and
selection process probably operates as well and as soundly in schools as
in any other organization. Arid while administrators do want you to be
loyal and be a good team member, according tip their own rights,d4ny Of
them also want to do a good job.of education. They take pride in quality
education. Assume that pride to be present and go to them for help, with-

. out being a burden. You will learn over time how to need and secu're the
assistance Of others without their feelihg burdened by you or without
their thinking you incoMpetent. It's much better, both for your own
learning and for your organizational survival, to be seen, and correctly
so, as someone who's eager to learn and who asks for help, rather than
to be seen as a know-it-all.

Ninth, you will find plenty of teachers and administrators who simply
don't pull their own weight in the school. They goof off. They,teach the
same foolish things in the same foolish ways year in and out. These are
the tired ones; the ones who are worn out; the disillusioned ones; the
apathetic ones. They are to be found in every school, in every profession,
in every organization. (Tenure makes it possible for schools to pave a
higher percentage of such people than do most other organizations,
where people can be fired quietly for incompetence. But tenure also
protecta competent teachers from being fired for arbitrary reasons of
administrative displeasure.) So don't imitate the worst members of the
staff because you will quickly get tO hate teaching.

Remember, too, that in any organizalion of humans, the least moral
member of the organization will drag the general level of conduci down
to the lOwest common denominator, unless he is otherwise restrained.
The same, principle applies to levels of competence and
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cOnscientlOusns. So, Vou can be as gung-ho as You want tObe, oen:
though some of The older, disillusioned time servers will sneer at you.

Tenth,- work as hard as you can to- make .effective- contlact: with
students, but never choose a course &action simply because it may
please them any more than you would choose one simply becaOse it will
displease them.t-You.can properly.care a grealcie-all about being liked by

:your.students. But if you have tip choose-between being liked, as a9aillret
being admired, respected, and valued for how and what you teach, by'all
means'choose the admiration, respect and value of things.. One of the
very best.evaluations you pan get from students is thejudgment that you
are tough and fair and a good teacher, even though that exclUdes the
pOssibility that they will look on yOu as a friend and as someone they can
invite to their parties and have a good time with. You can properly be

friendly ana warm with students. But you can't properly be friends with'
them, not in the same sense that people of the same age can be friends.
Don't try to swing with the kids. You Will-look damn foolishl

Eleventh,- donit take on roles you haio no experience with. That
means don't play at counselor, psychoanst, love adviser, If studente
feel free to come to you tOr personal help, don't get toknow too much
about their pprSonal lives.'Do refer them to others who are more skilled.
That means,' too, don't encourage rebellion against parents, police, or
other authority figures. You never know what the psychic balance of a
young person is at any given' time, and giving wise advice to young,
troubled people requires extraordinary seriousness, good training and
deep wisdom. The best help you can give to young ptudents is to refer
them to the proper person or agency, and to encourage _them sympa-
thetically to go get help if they seem to need it. You may be flattered into
thinking you really know what the kids need. But that would be a very
Serious mistake on your part in 99_ out of 100 cases.

Twelfth, if you find many practices you would like to change, you Will
be effective in proportion to the extent you keep these things in mind.

Be sure to distinguish between your private passions; that is,
what would please you personally, and good public policy, that
is, the generaligood for-most other people, especially students.
No democratic society can survive very long or very well if every-
one tries to have public policy reflect the fullness of his or her
private preferenceS, tastes and passions.
Don:t go overboard for educational fads in the name of being .
innovative. Anyone can be innovativejt is as easy as doing the
same old thing/Change is no mare virtuous than,stability. New

- things are not inherently better than old thipgs, or vice versa. The
schools have been plagued as much with so-calied.innovations,
announced and touted in apocalyptic termS, as with traditional
rigidities, Almost all of the innovations have proven to be duds:
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No siegle change in a school's organiZation isjikely to be able to
rn2ke very Much of a difference. But little differences may never-
theless be very important to try to make.-8o, ddn't start out_by
claimihg too much ftir your prOPoged change and you wbn't be
too disillusionectWhen th4 actual site of difference proves to tpe
rattier modestif you are-very likI0j. So, too, every change is
-sure to have some negative conseqUenees for some,people and
some yalues, in addition to whateverpositiveconsequences it-
has for others. Sensible innovation-t4es account of both posi-
tive andgiegative consequenpes ,. inSbfar as.they ean,be fore7
Seen, an hdoses on the basis Of wiAly weighed balances of
net gain,

_Everytirne you try to change somethin'g in the sqhools, you are
sure to'be challenging and diSturbing Some well-established
hablts, including attitudes, practices ale! schedules. Such habits
are rather difficult to change, If you don.t believe that, take sOme
of your =most favored habitq'and ask hOw easy tt Would.be for ydu
to change them. Then you Will understan.d.more fully whyyou will
sikely encounter resistance whenever yoy try to shake up other .

people's habits. .

Older people don't like to be told how to live and behave by
Younger people any more than youngeripeople like to be told_
those things by older people. If you are going to be effeclive in

k introducing changes, you had better get yourself some allies
from the other side of the age lineS, so that you don't polarize the.
Older vs the younger members of the staff,
A lot of people have a lot of ego invested in ,the ways they have
become accuStomed to doing things. If you can't understand
that, a little intrbspection will once again reveal to you how much
ego you have invested in your ideas about how things ought to be
done.So, count on at least as much irrational, ego-laden .

resistance to pr,oposals for-change as you woufd probably your-
self offer if someone came vigorouslycharging after Your own
favorite habits. And you had better figure out some ways in which
you can gave the faces and egosbf potential opponeatt so that
they can consider your proposals without fear of degradation
and hUrniliation.

Thirteenth, as Polonius said, -This above all, to thine own self be
true," But, jf you believe that to be a proper imperative for your own con-
duct, you Would be wise tO assume that most other people-believe -they
are operating in accordance with the same perspective
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FINALE: WHY IT MAY ALL BE WORTH THE WHILE

You may resent all these little pieces of guidance. But you may find

them a little more acceptable if you remember that most public school

systems have the Oeposterous rule that tenure is to be decided at the

beginning of the third or fourth year of teaching. I believe it a prepos-

terous rule because no sound judgment can be made in sch a short
time. But the rule is there. And once you survive the tenure jffgment, you

can move more yesolutely and boldly to make a real -difference in the life

of the school and in the general educational policies of your community.

'So, being on your best behavior for a few years may seem worth the
while, when you consider what is at stake, end when you further take into

account that the classroom teacher is the single most important social

multiplier agent in the whole society. Who else can seriously affect the
minds and hearts of literally tens of thousands of people during a lifetime

career? Your salary may be abominably low; your community prestige
not much higher; and interference by others in your conduct may be

sometimes at an intolerable level. But in the long run, it is what you do in

the classroom that matters. And if you do it welI, it can matter a great

deal to thousands of young people.



Section H ieraimhy and Egalitarianism:
-The Case'for the Study of Organizations in

the. Education. of Teachers: 'An Organizer's View

Girard 0. Hottleman

THE NEEE;

That teachers do not studl organizations is in itself a lesson in the
worth and function of organizations. Organizations exist for two pur-
poses: to oppose an adversary create: than an individual or to permit the
individual to achieve objectives that require the use of resources exceed-
ing the limits of an individual. If there were no adversaries or no Objec-
tives that required greater-than-personal resources to achieve, tIlere
would be no organizations.

It can be assOmed that curricula for students in preparation fbr
entry into the teaching profession are designed to meet needs based on
an analysis of whalt teachers do in their practice. Because the study of
organizations is not usually included in teacher preparation programs, it
must be assumed that those who analyze teacher needs do not consider
that teachers, in the ordinary practjce of the profession, oppose
adversaries greater than themselves or set objectives the achievement
of which requires the use of resources exceeding The limits of an indi-
vidual. The _same observation can be made about inservice education,
which is generally controlled by school administrations. In fact, this may
be even more worth noting in light of observailons that will be made later
in this discussibh.

It is well .known, however both through expehence and analysis,
Nthat teachers teach as compon_ nts of a learning system that is in itself

an organization. It is also well Iown that the resources for the survival
and proper functioning of th - I arning systems (organizations) that we'
call schools derive from interaction with communities, which also are
organizations. Further, learning objectives for children are organized
system wide and are obtainable only through relationships between indi-
vidual teachers and other components of the system. This is additional
evidence of the organizational nature of schools. The evidence that
teaching is a by-product of organization is so clear and so overWhelming
that it becomes 'impossible to attribute the neglect of organizational
study to .an oversight on the part of thoSe who plan the education of
teachers. The neglect ot organizational study in teacher preparation pro-
grams, then, must be seen as purposeful rather than accidental.

If knowledge of organizational, functioning is an essential skill for
successfulteaching, why would it be almost universally omitted from
teacher preparation programs? Perhaps the best way to answer this
question is to consider the consequences if such were not the case, to
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consider. what would occtir if teachers were as well trained in organlia-
tional-expertiSe aS in their subject specialties or learning methods,

In organizational terms teachers currently are loosely connected
elements of a system/organization (school or school district) that is in
turn a componentof a larger organization (the community). The hierarchy
of control is downward from the community, to the elected community
representatives-, to administrators, to the school, to the teacher.
Teachers, in thiS perspective, are the end product of the bolitical process
rather than the shapers of the political process. '

-In order to fully understand the implications of this, it is necessary to
look not only at- the teacherS' function as components of the system, but
more importantly at their role independent of system relationship. It is
unfortunate-from the perspective of the teachers consciousness that in
the drive toward professionalization of teachers, the debate over
whether teachers are professional or not has centered on achieved per-
sonal attributesAutonomy, education required, certification, etc.
rather than the role. If the lengthy debate had instead occurred on role, it
would now be very well known that teachers are probably the prime pro-
fession rather a secondary one. If one were to argue the value of a pro-
fession by the breadth and depth of its social impact, physicians and
attorneys, now considered of sur2erior significance relativerto teachers in
the social hierarchy, would come off second best. Physicians come in
contact with members of society only periodically and for limited
reasons, usually a malfunction of the organism. Similarly, attorneys have
relatively infrequent contact with members of society. They enter into a
client relationship only when there is a social malfunction.

Further, physicians practice their art within the framework of exist-
ing societal conditionsit is no more difficult to heal a fascist than it is to
heal an egalitarian. The practice of law is also the exercise of the status

quo_ In their professional lives, even ihe most strident libertarian
attorneys do not often argue the merits of a law, but rather give their
attention to the interpretation and application of law. ,

On the other hand, consider the teacher. Teachers don't deal with
isolated members of society on Tare occasions, All of society flows into
'contact with the teaching profession for enormous periods of time and
around the most crucial events, The crystallization of values: the shaping
of attitudes: the development of perception, creativity, and inteiligence:
all are functions of the educational process. Medicine determines who
shall live and who shall die: law determines who shall pay and who shall
be paid; but education, determines the very nature of society and in so

doing creates the framework within which all occupations and
professions can function. In light of all this; it is not mysterious that uni-
versities and schools become the first targets of oppression or the van-
guard of revolution during periods of social instability. It is also not
difficult to understand the enormous energies that Nazi Germany
deployed into the Hitler Youtn Movement, the missionary and parochial
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sc -1 movements characteristic of large religions, or as a matter of
fact, the pervasive government interest in American public education. In
all of these instances and in others that could be cited, there is a recog-
nition by those in established power that the values that created their
poWer must be cOntinued if their power is to be maintainecL Those who
finclp difficult to believe this assumption need only look at the nature of
'the education that established governments (organizations) support. The
Hitler Youth Moverrant did not include deep indoctrination in the princi-
ples of constitutionff democracy; the Catholic missionary and parochial
school movements did not include heavy doses of comparative religion;
those who fund the American 'public schools do not encourage programs
on Communism, revolutionary tactics, or atheism; and if we can focus for
a moment on other educational movements within our culture, large
established American youth movements such as the Scouts, DeMolay
and Rainbow, various Cadet programs: etc., foster order, hierarchy,
obedience, and the like, not individual rights, personal ethics, and

-creative consciences. When the day arrives that public schools offer
courses in lesbian liberation, alternatives to the Chi-istian ethic, open
marriage, civil disobedience, etc., tax support will dry up; and when the
Boy Scouts of America organize their members not in antilitter cam-
paigns, but 'into political cells that sponsor Sit-ins and demonstrations in
federal buildings against whatever war we are engaged in at any given
time, it is a certainty that they will lose their "respect," their nonprofit,tax
status, and their free advertising on television.

These somewhat diverting comments are 'made only in the interest
of demonstrating the significance of mass youth education movements
such as the American public schools, and hence the significance of the
American school teacher. In the teachers hands are entrusted not the
physical health of the culture, nor the policing of the system of justice of
the culture, but the entire shape and future of the culture. The culture
will be, if:1 large measure, what teachers determine. This is the great-
est responsibility. that a culture can delegate, and this is why I assert
that teaching is probabiy a more significant profession than is usually
recognized.

This is also why, to return to our original thesis, the study of organi-
zation is excluded from would be teachers' established training pro-
grams. Those who know too much about organization cannot be trusted
to hold the society still. Let us look at organization to see why.

THE THEORY
1

Knowledge of organizatiOns is important to the extent that one
wishes to invest one's life either in the concentration or the distribution of
poyver. I define power as the ability to reach self-selected goale. With
power, more goals or broader goals can be achieved. As power is
reduced, goals become reduced or limited. Freedom, then, becomes a

'function et power, and restriction a function of lack Of power, These
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principles hold true whether one's selfselected goals are for oneself

alone or forothers. The capacity to dO good is also a function of power.

With power, one can do good; without power, one can only wish good.

.
Strangely enough,..even in a democratic society 'such as ours, in

Social institutions/organizations power is narroW at the base and wide at

the top. Most of our social institutions are structured into a vertical
hierarchy in layera like a pyramid Of people, The more populated tr4e

layer, the less powerit has, the converse also holds. For example, there

are more teachers than principals, yet principals have more power than

teachers; there are more principals than superintendents of schools, 'yet

superintendents have more power,than principals. This principlepower
in social institutions resides in inverse proportion to population layers
is widespread. Only my cautious instincts: resident from my formai logic

days, prevent me from declaring it' Universal. It even carries into the

political arena where, in theory, checks and balances exist to equalize

power. rine fact is, however, that the veto power of presidents and

governors compels the mobilization of enormouS energy by lower-level

power figures to overcome the power of the uppermost figure. The theory

is to balance. power. The practice is that it is not balanced: the will of one

person overcomes.the will of many.
Without too much :fear of refutation, then, it can be asserted that

social Institutions/organizations in .AMerica are not egalitarian models.

Egalitarianism fsi a social system in which- power and resources are
equally distributed and the ability to realize goals is identical for all mem-

bers of the system. This certainly is not ,the American way. Th:ose who

wish to realize goals within American institutions.have three alternatives:
climb to thetop, gain favor with the top, or compel the top to cooperate.

The to'p of the people pyramid is. precarious, but pleasant. To have

power is tb be able to make the rules, dispense the resources, promul-

gate sanctions, act without explanation, and satisfy oneself more rapidly

and more fully than anyone else in the system. In Amerita it means.more

money, -more statuS, more freedom, more accoutrements, etc. It also

means more competition, more antagonism, more visibility, and more

interest on the pprt of others: all combined, more-paranoia. It would be

fair tO assert that as one rises in power within a social System, both one's

freedom and one's vulnerability increase. Increased freedom is a direct

function of increased power. intreased vulnerability is nOt a 'direct func-

tioh of increased power, but of increased desire. Those af the lop have

.much to lose, and there are many who would help them lose 'it AS a

consequence, the more there is at stake, the more 'vulnerability exists

because with power comes the knowledge that there are detractors ,and

attackers and if they Succeed, the pain ot reduced freedom and satisfac-

tion must be endured.
A look at the bottom of the pyramid gives a different view. Those

with`less power have fewer benefits, there is nothing to lobe. In warfare,

even in social warfare, which is an apt description of life within organiza-
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tions, this is an advantagedefeat means nothing more than to maintain
the paucity of established benefits, ThLs is quite another perspective than
the view from the top. Those without power value those who can get
them power; those with power value those who can help them maintain
power, What is appealing to one level of power, thenHs repugnant to
another.,The value contrasts that exist within organizations give someclues to ways in which organizations can be made to function in more
egalitarian ways. The ordinary pattern of behavior in organizations is that
those at the top desire stabilization of things as_they are; -those at the'
bottom desire change. Change that promises to distribute power
threatens those at the top; it gives hope to those at the bottom.

Because of the survival needs of power figures, proposed changes
that threaten to diminish their power are rejected. Changes that increaseA

their power are admitted into the system, In light of this, the tools of
abstract reason ,. logic, evidence, etc are often impotent, and it isbecause of this that organizations often become insensitive and irra-
tio al. Further, to argue for changes in system behavior based on client
ii7provement is also often fruitless, On the other hand, to advocate
hanges based on the improvement of the status of peower figures -is

en productive. The, real question becomes, then, what to do whenchanges needed in the system to benefit clients or lower-level power
figure: ome into conflict with the survival needs of power figures.-

We now come, I think, to the reason for the neglect of organizational
study in the normal education of a teacher (or a social service worker or
a nurse, etc.). To understand organization is to understand conflict.'And
to understand conflict is to understand how to diminish the power of
power figures. In a word, it theory and application of conflict were widejy
taught and understood, society and its institutions would mpve much
more steadily toward, the egalitarian means than they now do on the-
other hand, if in place of hard conflict theory, we substitute the values
inherent in respect for authority, channels of command, titles, rank,
respec(for institutions, hierarchy, emblems, badges, medals, and stripes
social stratification, "acceptable" manners, dress, gestures, and
languages, etc., egalitarianism becomes more of a distant abstraction
than a present reality. An examination of most of our education reveals
that the result, if not the object of education, is social stratificationthe
prese,rvation of the established order rather than the wholesale encour-
agement of changing established conditions.

The question Of this paperWhy study organization?really gets
down to: Why study coilflict? The answer is that only through conflict can
power concentrations be broken up and distributed more evenly. Only
through conflict can teachers gain power far themselves or their clients.
Hence, the realization of the goals of teachers and students lies in the
study of, organizations, the study of conflict. Lefus turn now to an exami-
nation of conflict in order to understand why knowledge of conflict is so.,
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dangerous to established authority and power in our society that it h
been almost universally purged from the consciousness of the culture.

THE PRAcTICE,
Relationships between individuals and groups within organizations

can, be characterized as harmonious; competitive, or conflictual.
Harmony exists when there is aareement on both ends and means.
Compelition exists when there is agreement on ends, but hot means.,
Conflict exists when there is dis reement about ends. When conflict
arises, unless power balancin forces emerge, it will ordinarily be
resolved by fiat of the most powrful figure in the conflict, especially if the
approved resolution is of significant to the survival of the most powerful
figure. This means that in Conflict relationships it is important either to be

the mpst powerful figure or to reduce the power of the most powerful
figure in order to resolve the conflict in one!s favor. Our training suggests
that conflict can be resolved through dialogue, consensus, accommoda-
tion, or compromise. These processes are sometimes effective in

harmonious or competitive relationships or when functioning with peers.
They are not, however, generally effective in conflio% relationships
between figures of varying power.

Within our society, nonconfRct relationships are generally held to be

superior to conflict relationships. Before we examine the tactical
principles of conflict, it is important to understand some of the roots of
the intense and pervasive negative social attitude that exists about the
nature of conflict. Keep in mind that because power and authority
generate downward within our social institutions: conflict must be
viewed as a challenge to accepted social order. Those who are dissatis-

fied with established order the disaffected, the disenfranchised, the
victims of the system, etc.are those who benefit least by it. Those who

are content are those who benefit most. When conflict erupts, then, if it is
not resolved in favor of those whom the system benefits, a shift in power
or benefits results. The result of such a shift is always :detrimental to
those al the uppermost levels of the institutional pyramid and always
beneficial to those at the lower levels. Those with power stand to losain
conflict: those without power stand to gain.

We have seen that in the context of organizations at least, freedom,
access to benefits, and self-realization are functions of riower and that
the opposite conditions are functions of powerlessness. Power, there-
fore, is a good. We have also seen that power is obtained through con-

flict. If conflict is the route to power and power is good, why, then, is
conflict so universally held as destructive and repugnant, even by those

whom it benefits?
The answer to this puzzling question is complex 'and deserves a

Separate study all to itself. Without diffu-sing the focus of this discussion,
let me suggest a few of the possible major origins of this prevailing para-
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doxical attitude. A generous (if nOt somewhat depressing) interpretation
would be that our society so values social order (or needs it for survival)
-that it inculcateS a deep anticonflict attitude in order to preserve or at
least stabilize institutions, even if this means significant and perManent
deprivation of members of society. Another possible interpretation is that
although the results of conflict benefit some memt3ers of society, other
members are harrried in the pro6ess, and the Chrisijeft-Judaic ethic so
prohibits the harming of others that it is thought-robe superior virtue to

-endure 'suffering rather than to induce suffering. Without presenting
supporting evidence, however, I will advance the hypothesis that the pre-
vailing attitude that conflict is a destructive mode of numan relationships
is a natural and logical result of hierarchical societies and the h'erarchi-
cal institutions that mirror the society at large. We cannot dis ard tne
impact of the long history of hUmans and their governments an institu
lions. From the knowledge we have, stretching from our begin ings to
t4 present, we know of no instance of an egalitarian society. All
societies have had stratified power. Forms and philosophies have varied,
but the essential structure has always been that there are a few who.
have much and many who have little. Primitive tribes helped rewards
and honer on their chiefs and shamans. Monarchies, republics,
democracies, 'dictatorships, socialist and communist societies in every
place at every time, from the Greek Republic with its slave labor, to the

. Roman Empire, to the Egyptian and Babylonian Empires, to Eurcipean
aristocracies, to the South American republics, Russian communism,
and the American democracyall have been characterized, by the
layers of the elite superimposed on and supported by large layers of the
deprived. Our history is so universal on this point that we could be led to
consider that it is the natural human condition. I assert that it is not. What
has happenad, if we can return from a quick glance at history to .the
American public schools, is that those in power are the shapers of
society and much of the shaping 'is done by the institutions over which
they have power. The shaping is done by making certain that the
products of institutions, in the example of schools, children, manifest
support for prevailing (establishment) needs and attitudes. Those -who
achieve authority in social institutions (Schools) are selected on the basis
of their commitment to directing the institution toward that end, and are
rewarded with higher salaries, prestige, and power for their efforts.
Success, then, becomes a function of mirroring the values and attitudes
of those with power. In this way those who ate established in power
become not only the shapers of society and its institutions, but also the
gatekeepers of sociar mobility. From those out of power, those with
power select for advancement or elevatipn only the people who have
.learned the values of the' powerful and accepted the mission of pre-
serving the status quo.

The system into which teachers enter, then, is quite different than
what they have been led to believe. They themselves, and the teachers
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and professors who have produced them, have_been trained in a system

fr-v which conflict is seen as destructive, ,indiQidualistic behaviar aS-

suspect, and conformity to reigning hierarchiCal values as a virtue, They
have been rewarded for conformity, punished for nonconformity. They
have seen success for students, for teachers, for workers, for their
parents; for practically everyone, occur as a result of sublimating
personal impulses to the benefit of the objectives 'of controlling
authorities. But somehow, even with massive experience to the contrary,

some teachers enter teaching with the belief that the purpose of the
schools is to answer the intellectUal, physical, and emotional needs of,
children. If is at the point of discove4pg that this is not trUe that school
conflict begins, and it is also at thig' point that teachers discover hoW
inadequately their conditioning and their education (more accurately,
their lack of education) have prepared them for the battle, The initial
awakening is often produced when the teacher becomes aware of the
contradiction between the expressed rhetoric about schools and the

_ schools' behavior.
TeacherS new to teaching find inadequate preventive, diagnostic, or'

remedial programs and facilities available to meet the needs of their
children. They find infleXible policips that inhibit individualization, and
they find, that exceptions to rules exist for the privileged. They find
prejudicial tracking, punitive grading and discipline systems, and
demands made on children that do not relate to their physical, mature-
tional.-or motivational readiness. They find that the value system of the
schools derives from institutional needs rather than the needs of
children, The learning experience is often made secondary to adminis-
trative needs. When they attempt to correct such contradictions through
reques4s through dialogue, through reason, through evidence, through
channels, they are repulsed and defeated. When they attack frontally,
they are censured and condemned. When they organize for an attack,
they are generally trounced in the attempt. Eventually, after a sufficient
number of experiences ending in frustration and failure, those who began

their careers as sensitive advocates for the rights and needs of children
fall back exhausted and routinely perform the sanctioned tasks of the
system. This state of passiVe acceptance is the inevitable result of the
destructive erosion of repeated failure. Better knowledge of conflict .
dynamics would reduce the frequency of failure and the number of
idealist casualties, and it would enable teachers who come into conflict
Over worthy objectives to prevail More frequently _than they nOw do.let
us examine, then, the rules for success through conflict.

Consider first the power structure of a typical hierarchically-

structured organization/institution/school system.

Figure 1 Hierarchically structured organization

Legend S8 = School Poard: = Superintendent,

P Principals, T = Teachers
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As cited earlier, the flow of power in institutions such as that illus-
trated in,Figure 1 IS from the top down even though population decreases
from bottom to top. Decision Makers at any level of the pyramid have
power ever those affected below, but not those above, se that the impact
of decisions ripples downward in institutions, not upward. Because of
this, one of the first principles of organizational conflict is to attack
problems at a power level above the cause of the conflict. For example, if
a principal institutes a repressive policy, demands from below do not
have the capacity to modify his or her behavior. The principal's interest
lies in gaining approval from those who have power over him or her not
in gaining approval from those under whom he or she has power. If on the
Other hand, someone above directs the principal to modify his or her
behavior, he or she must do so. The key to the principal's behavior, then,
is the superintendent, and the key to the superintendent's behavior if the
school board, etc, .

The question then comes, how to motivate a power-figure to direct a
Subordinate to act. If the analysis so far is correctthat power figures
act, especially on significant issues, according to their personal sT1val
needs and that the benefit of their actions to loWer-level power figu es is
accidental to their behaviorthen arguments to tpper-tevel power
figures based on the needs of the lower elements of the system are not
effective. If what is needed is a reduction in a power figure's strength or
resources, then that power figure must be made to understand that the
decision to erode his or her power is the only means by which he or she
can survive at all. This concept expresses itself in the principle that
power shifts in conflict relationships occur when the pain (darnage, loss,
etc.) of holding power is greater than the pain of letting it go. Clearly,
then, what is needed in a battle with a power figure is the capacity to

, bring harm or do damage, Harm is always subjectively perceived; what iS
harmful to one power figure may not be harmful to another. However, the

, abstract principle is that behavior by an antaeonist is seen as harmful
when it is perceived as a possible threat to survival. One component that
is-universal in the formula is that to fall out of favor with One's superiors is
threatening to survival, The remainder of the formula is derived from an
analysis of the antagonist's ambitions and fears. Once these are
detected, they become the basis for creating the direction of the tactical
assault. If a power figure values money, then one threatens his or her
purse; if a power figure is ambitious, one threatens to reduce his or her -(2-

- capacity to achieve those ambitions, etc. In all events, h wever, all
power figuces are sustained by higher figures, they do not stand alone. To
cut off that sustenance is the primary tactical objective in social warfare.

How do those with less power establish a position strong enough to
provide a real threat to those with more power? Knowledge of
organizations and organizing provides the answer. In the context of thiS
discussion I define an organizer as one who first congeals powerless
figures with diffused strength into a mass in which the diffused strength
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becomes concentrated and who then directs the newly congealed Mass
tOward the vulnerable points of the power figure adversary in such a way
as to achieve the desired objective_

The use asernantics borrowed from the science of physical proper-
ties is not accidental_ There is a physiCs that operates in social institu-
tions that is as Sure as the physics of mechanics.

THE PHYSICS OF ORGANIZING
No matter how powerful or wealthy ahy one person or any group Of

persons becomes in any form of society, neither power nor wealth cart
ever be greater than the sum of the pOwer and wealth of the whole
society. The organizer (read: social reformer) must learn to view any
'society or s.ubset of society (institution/organizatjen) as an imbalanced
seesaw with pewer and wealth on one end and deprivation on the other.
The key question in organizational work is: What force must be exerted
on the disadvantaged side of the seesaw in order to cause the nepessary
downward shift in power and money to the deprived? The- primary
method is unity of the organized. Success consists in mobilizing the di-
advantaged to the degree necessary to ,counter their disadvantage. To
state the principle at its extreme: If the entire American population Of 210
million were marshalled against the President of the United States, the
President would fall. The pressure, of 210 million people with all of their
'resources marshalled against a single official would be sufficient to up-
set the most powerful figure in history. But in a system such as the
United States, must all 210 million be organized? No? Well, if not all 210
million, how many and with what force and over what period of time and
,to what end? Would 200 millien do? Or 100 million or 60 million or 10,000
of the right people or the right forces? These are the questions the organ-

izer must deal with.
,Consider the condition at the beginning of a campaign as stasis.

Regardless of the level or _extent of power at either end of the social
spectrum, no matter how many are advantag6d or disadvantaged or to
what degree, prior to the entrance of the organizer, all societies 'must for
the organizpr's purpose be considered imbalanced. This applies to
Devil's Island as well as the most peaceful Trappist Monastery. It applies

to a traditional ladies club as much as- it does to a fascist army
completely geared up for war. And from the perspective of this discus-
sion, it applies to the public schools,

The campaign begins with an assesSment of the objective.
Generically, all objectives require a shift of power from one side of the
seesaw to the other. All objectives can be defined as realistic, pro\Aded
that they do not demand more in their attainment than is present in the
total system. Their achievement, however, is a direct function of two
factorshow much power is at stake in the desired shift and how much
energy must be exerted to shift the desired power the desired distance. A
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CoMplete_shift7or reversal in power requires maximum-energy; a partiar
or minor shift requires less energy; stasis requires no ener'gy. All social
systeMs have built-in resistors to sustain impulse variables: the greater
the desirability or necessity of the element of power, the greater the
sustaining ability of the resistors, In the organizer's terms, this means
that the energy he or she must produce to achieve an objective will be a
direct function of the resistance capacity attached to the element under
attack. Usually, resistance capacity attached tO a systems element
varies directly with the perceived importance of the systems element to
the survival of the system. The more-important something is to the estab-
lishment, the more difficult it is to take away, the less important it is, the
easier it is to take away, For example, in a factory campaign the workers
have three objectives: (a) to change the colors of their prons from blue
to orange; (b) fo increase their wages; and (c) to require that .the factory
owner step down and permit joint and equal ownership by all the 67Itorkers
in the factory. Given the ordinary course of events, the energy necessary
to achieve the first objective is less than needed for the remaining two.
The energy required to achieve the third objective would be enormous
because it offers the maximum threat to the survival of the locus of
power and would be Met with the greatest resistance.

The effective organizer recognizes distinctions between objectives,
assesses the resistance capacity, and galvanizes: energy above the
resistance point in order to achieve the objective. It is important
remember that how importani an element is to the survival of an esta
lishment force is a matter'of the perception of the Ostablishmentnot t
perception of the disestablished.

A paradox exists in the principles of analysis of human systems
is not necessarily paralleled in physical systems; whatever i

desired or needed by those in power, although the need for
continuance will cause them to mobilize the greatest resistance, it ne
theless becomes their most vulnerable point. In simpler terms, whate
people want makes them vulnerable, and whatever, they want m
makes them most vulnerable. This statement is true because grea
compromise tesults from the threat of total destruction than from the
threat of parjial destruction. The truth of the statement can probably best
be understood by stating its negative: Whatever people want least makes
them least vulnerablebecause all exchanges in a power system come
through bargaining and if nothing-is valued; no exchange can be offered.
Safety ultimately rests in having nothing or wanting nothing, Vulnerability
exists in having something or wanting something, and the degree of
possession or desire determines the degree of vulnerability. For this
reason David Rockefeller is more vulnerable than the welfare recipient;
likewise, the ascetic is more secure and untouchable than the committed
and successful hedonist.

Reality might seem to contradict this principle because the Rocke-
fellers have survived admirably for tour generations, but their survival is
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less evidence of their invulnerability than it is evidence of the ineffectiire-
ness. of organizers' to expleit their vulnerability. The enormously
.advantaged position of the Rockefellers has accrued f rom the relatively
uninhibited manipulation and exploitation of huge holdings of wealth
through such instruments as the Chase Manhattan Bank and Standard
Oil. But neither Chase Manhattan nor Standard Oil can survive without
the willing compliance oi thousands of employees who produce the Sur-
pluses of wealth through these instruments and place them at the
disposal of the Rockefellers. To state the point simply:-If all (or most) of
the employees of Chase Manhattan refused to work or refused to work
under conditions that created a surplus, the advantaged position of, the
Rockefellers would be diminished. This event has not occurred either
because no organizer has desired it or because none was capable of
pulling it off. Because it has not happened, however, is not proof that it
cannot happen. In terms of this essay, continued, success of the Rocke-
feller fan-lily in sustaining a position of relative advantage is proof only
that they are superior organizers to those who would see it otherwise.

It might be well at this point while we are examining the principles of
organizational,physics to follow the progress of an imbalanced system as
it moves from-stasis td turmoil and from there attains either a new stasis
or returns to the old stasis under the response of the system to turmoil.
The following diagrams 'are offered as helpful analogies,

Consider a large system in stasis (Diagram '1), imbalanced by the
compaaed weight of those who have accumulated power and wealth on
One side (A) and thp dispersed and diffuse weight of those who are
unrelated, powerless, and poor. on the other side (B). In the case of
schoOls, A represents the school board or the superintendent, and B'
represents the teachers or the studenis or interested community figures.

Diagram 1.

Cent ronted with such an imbalanced system, the organizer has two
alternatives (or combinations of both). On the one hand, the organizer
can diffuse the compacted power (Diagram 2), thus effecting balance.
This rs done by breaking up relationships between power =figures or by

separating them from resources. authority, or money.
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Djagram 2.

Or thcjoiganizer, can bnng about a compactness to the diffuse side
(Diagrarn,3). This is done by solidifying the disaffected behind an issuel

Diagram3.

A rnix Diagram 4) will cause the sar e reeult.

Diagram 4.

A

Any attempt by the organj.zer to bring balance into an rmbalanced
-sobial system will be ,countered by attempts of- the 'cOmpacted bowor
elemi:IAT-ii; to mairitain C)ne method (Diagram 5) is to attemp1.16
counter consolidation riloye, by adding on additional resources.

-9 Diagram _

Reserves are broughl in: new Coali ions are formed, resources from
other Unbalanced systems are borThwed. Tne establishment reaches out
into the 'community to joln forces with sympathetic groups. Thus, for
exampre: in a labor mode( it we were lr_Lattempt to crippl4 the beef

industry by closing down the feed market, industry response might be to
import feed. If labor counters by cipsing down7 the ports, industry might
counter by flytno in the teed
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If all counters can be countered or if the establishment efforts :to:
counter becoMes unprofitable, then a second move can be brought ihto
play. Established power, when threatened, -can 'attract key elements of
the opposition-to its side, thus maintaining iMbalance (Diagram 6). This-is .

done commonly by recruiting persons of talent or intelligence or leader-
sr-tip out of the opposition,

Diagram 6_

Another technique is to st any attempts at compactness (Diagram
7), thus _recreating the oeiginal diffusion and preventing countervailing
Ihrusts..This is done through a variety of divide-and-conquer strategies
and through the use of threat, selective advantage, propaganda, etc.

Diagram 7.

The principles; then, are relitively simple: it is the complexity and
variety bf the teehniques for applying the principles that make the ,

achievement of- organizational change so difficult. 'the essential
piinciple, above all else, is that those who wish to do goad through the
power -of organizations must learn to solidify the disaffected elernents
within the institution into a countervailing force in order to achieve parity
of power. Further, they must learn to sustain the fOrce-of solidaritY and to
direct it in a tactical way. Mtlioutmotknowledge_theibrz_ezt- good car__,
only be rhetoric, and in hierarchical institutions rhetoric is.musie to the
ears of the establishment. Clearly, there is a case for the intense study pf
organizational behavior in the education of teachers, and perhaps para-
doxically, such. a program of study will never become a rea until
teachers OrganizQ to make sure it happkns.
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Section 4: Commentary:
Sonie Reflections on issues Raised

in the three Discussions

Roy A. Ede Ifelt Ronald G. Corwin

Each authar has chasen to concentrate on a few features of schools
as organizations and. does so from his particular perspective. The
themes developed are so fundamental that it is-Worthwhile tc reflect fur,
ther upon the,similarities ahd differences expressed by the authors. Fur-
ther discussioti alsO seems necessary in view of the fact that this is still a
'controversial field. EVen theorists who agree on the basics will differ on
specific points.. People looking for quick and simple answers may find
this state of the:art unsatisfying. But on the positive side, it means that
each of us, as sfudents of organization, may have something worthwhile
to say. Indeed, the purpose of this volOme is to present alternative
perspectives, and to raise issues that will Challenge each pf us to-think
further about organizations. With this in mind, it may now be useful to
c6mpare some major ideas and themes developed by the thr-ee writers.

APPROACHES

The first point of comparison is tha various Ways the authors ap-
proach the subject.- Lortie and Tumin are sociologists and students df
organizations. They describe -eduoational organizations. In .addition,
Tumin offers some advice designed to help individuals achieve success
in organizations. As we interpret his comments, he is not defending ,the
requirements for surviyal. He is realistic alsout how most 'people do, and
often must, act to' prosper or be promoted in the ayeragebrganization.

By taking a descriptiVe approach, these authors have been ableqd
Identify several key features of schools, such as their -cellUlar bureau-

_

cratid structure, CompulSory aliendanoe-,-tpcar fihancing,-wrarchitai
structure, stress on maintaining-discipline, their multiple constituencies
and.the reasons for theitiarge,size.

Hottleman takes another tabk. His discussiqn will appeates ciaily
to people who are tired. Oficonforming and 'impatient for Change, A$ an
advocate of change, he wants organizational reform through the $trategy
of collective teacher actron. This prescriptive approach _has some disad-,
vantageS in that it presents only a particular fpcus and, gives a partial
view of schools. Power and conflict are very important, buLthey are not
the onty characteristics of schools. However, the approach, has fund:a,'
mental adYantages as well. It illuminates the process of conflict:in a way
that is not possible in a pitrely desCriptive treatment. It can help us under-



-stand schools bet er and suggest ways to improve them Thus, Hottle-
man's discussion is stimulating and thought provoking.

IMAGE OF ORGANIZATIONS
The th-ree authors take different perspectives'which lead them to

adopt -slightly different images of organization. Tumin starts with the
larger picture, the macrocosm: and calls attention to the large scale,.bu-
reaucratic nature of school districts, stressing their, structural features
and the forces favoring large scale systems, Lorne starts from another
vantage point. His view or schools is comprehensive, but his focus is on
claSsrooms, which he sees as the basic part from which the larger sys-
tern of schools and school districts emerge. Thinking of schools as col-
lections of classrooms, he observes that authority follows vertical lines
only within managerial spheres. This lea'es teacherein charge of the
educational process within classrooms.

Hottleman is concerned about change and how it can be achieved
through collective action. He chooses to concentrate on the locus of
p'ower and the managerial hierarchy. His position.is that this hierarchy,.

, as presently arranged, is detrimental to teachers unless they organize to
:protect themselves. He is concerned about power but gives less atten-
tion than Lortie to the teachers authority over the classroom.

THE USEFULNESS OE ORGANIZATIONS

To Tumin, nizations are the end products of the impersonal'
forces of evolutiOrt. t4 contends that bureaucratic`structure and hier-,
archy have proven to be necessary and useful, their ,utility' often Out-
weighing the problems they create. By'contrast, Hottleman zeros in on
their negative qualities. He seems to have in mind the "monstrous model
of organization" tO which Tumin refers. Hierarchy is seen,as opressivc
and conspiratorial. Thus, he accuses teacher educators of deliberately
depriving teachers of organizational theory to- keep teachers in' their'
place. Lortie appreciates the utility of organizations, but also makes ob-

7eetwatioas thaffnighthe ccastrueO as_a_measpred_andyeasonahle argu-
ment for change. The, difference in berreptiori between the scholar and
tthe user of knowledge in these papers in instructive:4 We leave the irn-

portant ,ynthesizing task to, you as you attempt to apply theoretical corr-
cepts in action settings.

SOURCES OF PROBLEMS

Because bureaucracy is a relatively efficient forr'ri of organization,
Turnin concrudes that wheneVer bureaucracies fail to function well, it is

.probably due to the failure of their members,to_perforrn as prescribed
and expected.,He-sees many sources of malfunction: unrealistic exoec4



tations, inadequate resources, poorly developed incentives, inadequate'
training and socialization, inflexible supervision, and confusion of roles
and lines of communication_

All three authors ad- preciate the structural problems that can arise
in bureaucracies_ Hottleman wants to change the balance of power and
authority as a way of alleviating some of the problems of teachere Lortie

-,.takes an even more global position- when he suggests that many of,the
problems in schools can be traced to their cellular structure and poorly
developed technology, as well as to the hierarchy_ What seems ironic is
that the leaders of teacher, organizationS who are responsible for bar-
gaining contracts do net seem inclined to bargain collectively for struc-
tural reform olschools. Even Hottleman makes no mention of such an
approach deSpite his strong pbsition on action for change.

THE DEGREE OF iWTONOMY :AND
STRUCTU,RAL LOOSENESS

Theoretically, complex oiganizations are made up of distinct parts,
or groupings of people and tasks that constitute the division of labor,
"Slippage" tends to take place as policies are implemented at succes-
sive levels of authority and in different zones of the organization, Lortie

'-,stresses this feature when he refers tO schools as "cellular" structures
that give teachers a great deal of discretion, particuiarly over classroom-
matters, It is important for teachers to fully understand this cellular char-
acteriStic, because it representS a tradeoff, a sacrifice of power at
higher levels, and is one key to the amount of -discretion, or options, avail-
able to them.

Lortie makes a) explicit value judgment about str.uctural loose-
. nes& It might produce inefficiency in some types of organizations, in

which the production process is linear, programmed and predictable.
However, it can be uSeful, even-, essential, in human service
organizatiOns with less precise teChnblogieS and less . predictable
outcomes. Given that learning is an imprecise process, structural
looseness may help to assUre that individual differences will be handled.

---- TWIT( s -condi-Oslo?) ab-auttheaMoUntordiScreTidn'thatT6eChers,d0
have may seem to differ from Hottlernan's views, but their differences
cartbe easily explained. Lortie is talking about the amount of discretion
Mat indiVidual teacriers have within their classrooms. He coneludes that
they do have a great deal of discretion_ In contrast, Hottleman
earned about the collective power ot teachers to influence 'larger issueS
extending beyond individuat classroOms. He ,contends that individual
teachers do's haye much power at that level: These two conclusions
are tonsistewith our discussion of power and autonomy in Volume I
and, in Part .1 of thiS volume: Autonomy-does not beStow power. Indeed,
often employees are-permitted to exercise discretion over minor matter
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only because they do not have the, power to effect thp important out-
comes. Por this reason,"it is always important before taking action to con-
sider the degree to-which larger issues influence the smaller context,

. .

4COPING STRATEGIES
_Given.these differences in approaches to and views of organize-

tionS, it is understandable that the authors propose different strategies
for coping with organitations.-The term "coping strategies" refers here
to' the individual or collective means that people use to achieve their per-
sonal goals, whether-the goal is to survive, to succeed, to exercise influ-
ence, 'or whatever.

Tumin, suggests some very specific coping stfktegies individuals
may use...His rules, aimed primarily at new teachers, indicate how
"ritualistic conformity," as it was referred -to in Volume I can be adopted
to advantage, The purpose of rules is to help the individual succeed in
schools as they currently operate. Individuals, of course, Can choose not
Ici,follow rules, but at great risk to their prospects for-achieving success
within the organization.

Turnin's discuSsion serves a useful purpose beyond providing
guidance to those who choose to follow it. For the ruleS, almost cynically,
clarify what it can cost an individual to "survive" in terms of his or her
self-concept, integrity, initiative and esteem. Put in these stark terms,
some readers may decide that survival is not enough.

Hottleman proposes activism as a different cdping strategy (We re-

ferred to- this as the "rebellious- strategy in Volume I.) His advice is di-
rected to individuals as a collective response, It is possible for teachers
to follow Tumin's rules when responding individually and Hottleman's ad-
vice when responding collectively. What Hottleman proposes has in fact
been a prevalent response of both the NEA and the AFT in recent years.
However, as Lortie suggests, effective use of this strategy requires more
sophisticated knowledge about organization than many teachers can

now claim.
A_somewhat_mgre ahalicalsapproach is inLortiesdis

cussion. He does not prescribe specific coping strategies.----He prognos-

ticates. He predicts some future developments, based on projections of
current trends and his obvious familiarity with teaching. He invites the
reader to anaiyze the conditions and circumstances and to reach his or
her own conclusions. However, his remarks suggest that improved tech-
nology, and research and development can help individuals ,better deal
with organizations, and can help teachers deal with the future by antic-
ipating the trends and understanding the reasons for them. He seems to

be saying that one can cope better with an organization if one pauses to
analyze it. This step introduces the notion of an organizational ecology
and is advisablp before one adopts any mode of.coping.
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In view of the interdependence of organizational characteristics it
can be expected that if power changes, other things will change as well.
Recognizing this, Lortie suggests at least one important change to ac-
company increased teacher power. Power has a price: teachers will be
held more accountable tor the failures and the successes of schools as
they enter more fully into decision making.

The fact that each author seems to be thiN<ing Of the different costs
and rewards for teachers helps explain why 'Hey cl-itise to concentrate
on different coping.strategies. Tumin is being realistic and careful about
the risks involved for new teachers who ignore the power structure of
education. Hottleman, on the other hand, stresses the need for change
and the possible gains that c(Suld occur from collective action, not only
because there are fewer risks in collective action, but also because he is
beirig more visionary about how teaching should be. But we suspect all of
the writers would agree that no one coping strategy is sufficient. A
variety of coping strategies is useful, depending upon the circum-
stances. Tlliiing is especially important. For example, Tumin's reccim-
mendalions are aimed at new teachers before they have expeeience and
tenure. Both experience and tenure can reduce the risk or provVe some
of the wisdom-and job security 'a person needs to act in innovative ways.
Under a , me conditions, rebellion can be seen as a prelude to innovation
or an: ternative to it or perhaps comPlementary to it. Finally, we should
note t at the-effectiveness of a strategy depends in part upon the era and
social reward. Rebellion, innovation, and retreat seem to have been
more characteristic of some decades than of others in recent times.

THE ROLE OF CONFLICT

. -All three authors believe that organizational conflict is normal and
often 'useful. For Lortie, it is inherent in the fact that authority is prob-
lematic, For Tumin, it is promoted by vague or inconsistent goals and
success criteria, and the heterogeneity 'Of the clientele. Hottleman evalu-
ales confliet to the, status of- one of his two major purposes of
organization. It is particularly interesting that from very divergent evolu-
tionamgrag_metit_aed sacivocacypositions,Itimin, tort i e, a nd-Hattl eman
all reach the same conclusion: that collective bargaining potentially can
Make a positive contribution to.education.

As the three authors suggest, conflict 4 probably produced by the
division of labor, and also by the fact that employees hhve different goals
and allegt to a variety of people outside of the organization. We
might all add ployees who hfle direct contact with the clientele
outside the orga ation (who are unlikely to be canrnitted to orga-
nizatio al norms) will be under special pressure to deviate. Conflict
betwe hese individuals and employees who do not have to cope with
these c flicting press es is probably as important as the line and staff .
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One value Hottleman's discussion is that it.highlights the positive
contribution that conflict can m4,11e to improving organizations, both as a
means of forcing change and of compromise. Conflict serves to chal-
lenge assumptions and stretch thinkind, to create discomfort witrf exist-
ing practicet, and even to threaten the parties involved, thus prompting
them tp entertain Changes. Once these functions of conflict have been
recognized, it is important lo begin to synthesize the conflict perspective
with other organization perspectives.

People come4 yery different conclusions about how useful, or
"functional" conflict is, depending upon (a) whether their purpose is to
improve coordination or to permit wider participation in setting goals, (b)
the type of organization they have in mind, and'(c) the degree of -Jonflict
they are considering_ On the first point, while conflict is probably neces-
sary for the process of goal setting, continuing, major conflicts can
hinder coordination_ It is the price of a participatory democracy, and part
of the trade-off between the effectiveness and efficiency of organiza-
tions. On the second point, conflict is more central to some organizations
than tcipthers and so can be more easily accom dated in some tharri
others. Labor unions, perhaps, are formed cifically to carry on
conflict, but many organizations exist for purer ocial reasons, Finally;
we should remember that while power can be used for good, like any
other tool it can also be destructive unless effective conflict resolution
mechanisms are available. But if conflict can be resolved, even partially,
it can be a vital stimulus for improvernent.

PARTICIPATION IN DECISIONS

All of the authors believe that hierarchy is a central -feature of
schools, but they differ on.-whether it is inevitable and on who can par-
ticipate in the key decisions. One of the central issues concerns the ex-
tent to which people in the hierarchy talce into account various constit-
uencies and, more important, the opportunities for these constituencies
to share in the decisions. Lortie pd Tumin seern to see far more groups
participating -than does Hottleman. The same rationale and strategies
that- kottleman-advocate's cduidea-Kily-be-oxtendetyl-mstudentST-TeatIT---- ---
ers pitted against their students is an eventuality that he does not, nor
was he asked to, consider.

COMPARI'SO'NSETWEEN SCHOOLS AND
OTHER ORGANIZATIONS

There are many reasonable ways in which organizatiOns can be
compared, for example: the control employees have over their daily
schedules; the criteria usecl-to determine the client's eligibility to receive
services offered by the organization: the amount of incentive for em-
ployees to be responsive to the needs and desires of different categories
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of clients; and the extent to which employees and laymen participate in
the control of the organizatipn, The, reader probably can think _of still
other salient dimensions.

Botfi Lortie and Tumin identify a few of these ways in which schools
differ frOm other types of organizations. They recognize that schools ren-
der a service to the public, are publicly and.locally controlled; operate on
conflicting _criteria of success, rely on compulsory attendance and on
standardized technOlogy. The fact that schools are the only major social
service on which 6itizens vote directly and frequently is another impor-
tant difference, which seriously interferes with continuity and- planning
but which also gives the public some voice in educational policy.,

It Ilk important to consider such differences, as well as the similar-
ities, because teachers could get a jaundiced, parochial view of their
world if not exposed to other modes of work. Unless teachers make a de-
liberate effort to maintain_perspective, they can become molded simply
by the pressures of being treated in certain ways for long periods,of time,
and thus come to think of themselves in an isolated role. Persons could
become different from what theyoould have been because the organiza-
tion was allowed to shape the individual_ Some influence, l.e,, -being
socialized '. is inevitable, but the teacher' who maintains Some perspec-
tive on the larger world of-Organizations can remain a broader person,

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF ORGANIZATIONAL THEORY
All three Writers are convinced tat organizational theory can be

Useful to teachers and, other citizens. If Tumin is correct in his claim that
large schoolorgarrization is here to stay, all of usyvill either have to learn
to live more effectively with it or discover more than is now known 'about
how to decentralize more effectively and organize in other ways. Hottle-
man sees knowledge about organizationqand organizing as an effective
approach for individuals who do hot have much power, And Lortie is
persuasive whep he predicts that organizations will become more tech.-
nolo6ically complex. If Lortie's predictions about the new school
technology prOve true, teachers will no longer be able to isolate them-
salyeSir_ern tt-te_wntsof the larger school_and.school district._ They will
have to develop a much larger perspective, become prepared for an in-
creasing scope of responsibilities, and gain-lhe skills to interact Ath
many more colleagues in a more complex environment.

CONCLUSION
While the authors leprelsent different' persuasions that for- argu-

ment's sake provide valid-contrasts, one shonld be .careful net to oVer-
generalize about an author's position.. Due to Space limitations, each
author h`as been able to present only a partial treatment. What is_ in-Tor-.
tent for our purposes is that there-are many valid apprpaches to the study 7
of organizations which, though at times oOntroversial or confusing', can-in
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combination help an interested perwson arrive at a more comprehen i e
view of the organizations to which he or she belongs.

,SOME QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

Before turning to some additional considerations not yet fully
dealt with, we want to urge each reader to reflect further on these
papert. They are fich in insight, but we have only begun to touch-upon
their full implications. _Bather than try to summarize at this point, we
would rather conclude our discussion with a series of questions:

1. Contrast Hottleman's discussion of hierarchy with that of Tyrnin
and Lortie. Is there an absolute need for hierarchy in the
organization of the schoor? If so, how can it be justified? What
should its function be? HQW can teachers exert influence to assure
that the negative aspects of hierarchy are minimized or reduced?
Are there alternatives to hierarchy? What might they be?

2. Can a person at the top of the hierarchy long continue to wield
power unfairly, indiscriminately, against the will of the majority in a
school organization? How can teachers check the misuse of power?

3..Compare Hottleman's and Lortie's points of view on conflict
Which seems more valid to you? Are there other views on conflict
that should be considered?

4. Is there any position between Tumin (in his rules) and Hottleman,
as an activist, that more appropriately serves yourpurpose?

5. Contrast Lortie.'s discussion of technology with Tumin's.
6, Which of the authors seems to be most familiar with the teaching

profession?.Which seernS fo view it from an outside or neutral
-'tion? How/important is tt to be able to view teaching and the
ool objeofively as a soCial system? .

-COntrast Tumin's perspective of organizational intent with Hottleman's,

8 Compare and evaluate the ways Tumin and Lortie indicate that
sthools differ from other formal organizations:

9. Are Tumin's rules directed more at individual behavior or at
organizational phenomenon'? Would these rules apply equally well
to collue,brofessors? To self-employed business persons? To
corporation exkaives-7 ,

10. It seems obvious that the authors are suggesting or inferring that
schools need to be reorganized. That might mean decentralization,
reducing hierarchy, etc. Looking at your own school, what reform
or reorganizatton-would-contributeltoimplovement?



Part I II

.Schools and Teachers in ACtion

Part I of this book describes some characterisTrCs of schools as
social organizations and raises issues swrounding the complexity of
defining schools and comparing one school with another. In Part II

Dan Lortie, Melvin ,Tkrrhn, and Girard Hottleman use their own ap-
proaches in addressing teachers about schools as organizations, and
Roy Edelfelt and Ronald Corwin present their reflections on the three,
discussionS. The purpose of this section is to describe some possible
activities that might help participants explore the issues ih Parts; I and
II and test and apply concepts 'raised by the authors. A summarM of
the activities is followed by suggested procedures and other infor.
mation needed to carry out each exercise.

The instructor should select activities in the order that best suits
participant levels of awareness and the instructional purpose. Par-
ticipants or instructors will probably want to modify or add to the list of
activities offered.

Summary of Activities
Draw a School. An introductory exercise
Sch ols as Organizations. Reading about and djscussing schools.

3. Join Banks. Using a case study to apply what h_ been learned
out schools.
riting a Case Study. Relating an understanding ofschools as

organizations to personal experience. .

Up the Down Staircase. Applying what has been learned to a
feature length film.

Activity1

Draw a. School

The purpose Of this activity is to assist participants as fhty--'con-
tinue lo refine their understandings of schools. After reading Part I of
this volume, "Schools: A Kaleidoscopic View," participants are en-
couraged- to consider the schools where they are or have been
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employed and to illustrate gr ically the organizatiohs as they view
them. Consideration of the following steps may be helpful:

Draw the school you have been considering. (The instructor
should provide chart paper and marking pens.) Use pictures,
words or symbols if you like. Do not draw an organization.
chart. Do try to include what you feel are important elements
of the school organization. (10 minutes)
Show your drawing to others in the grotp. Explain'what the
drawing depicts. Group members may ask questions to help'
you*further define the characteristics of the school you have
,described. (Five-minutes for each participant),
Review the, drawings of each group member and compare*or
contrast the characteristics they have illustrated'. Consider
likenesses.and differences such as

-complexity of the organization
hierarchy
locus of power, autegity
communications systems
decision-rnakihg systems
gOals) autonomy
status
formal and informal procedures
rules and regulations
boundaries: who is inside, who is outside?
etc.*

Participants may proceed next to the reading of Part II. They will
have the opportunity to .relate their views of schools to thp views of
three authors. Dan Lortie,Melvin Thmin, ahd Girard Hottleman.

*A 115t of cooceors that mqy apply ,o_tne discussion is 000lOinOd in Volume I. page 47
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Activity 2

Schools as Organizatiorlp

Participants begin their readirig of Part II, "Schools as Organila-.
tions: Three Discussions with Commentary," with the understanding
that' schobls ate complex organizations- that can be viewed'. from
various vantage points, The papers cOntained in Fart II should pr oke

enthusiastic discussion.:
The instructor might employ a presentation and debate strategy

to capitalize oh the participants reactions to the papers. A description
of that strategy follows,

Divide participants into three,groups and ,pssign one paper
(Lorne, Tumin,,or Hottleman) to each group.
In'struct the'groups to read their papprs'and prepare a five
minute overview of the paper torthe whole grolip.
instruct the groups to develop a critique of the papers uirig
some questions such as the folloAing as a guide:

What.issues does the author want the reader to consider?
On which characteristics of schools as organizations does

the author focus?
With which points do you agree, disgree take issue.. feel ,

challenged?
How might teachers begin to utilize or apply Concepts

presented in the paper?
What cautions or advice would you give to another teacher

reading this paper?
Ask each group to present the overview of its paper to the
whole group, then open the session to discussion using the
above questions as a guide.
Have participants read papers they have not read,
Summarize the session and suggest that participants study
PALt 11:_Section 4, _I'Sorne_ Reflections on Issues Raised in the___

Three Discussions." Written by Roy Edelfelt and Ronald
Corwin, the artioleprovides yet another .viewpoint on the
Lortie Tumin, and Hottlernan papers. Additional questions for
discussion appear at the end of the article.
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Activity 3

John Banks: A Sequential Case Study

The intent of this case .study is to present an existing problem
situation and develop an explanation and analysis. based upon iden-
tifying relevant organizational characteristics and norms.

The analysis focuses, in part, on the positions of the major play-
ers in the organizational herarchy with additional empihasis given to
the phenomen% of conflict, power, authority,.and autonomy. The vul-
nerability of the school organization.based upon its environmental con:
text is also addressed.

The case selected for discussion here has been included for illus-
trative purposes. It is not necessarily-the only case that can be used,
and the reader may wish to find or wfite others that are more .ap-
propriate. (See Activity 4.) Nor is there any one correct interpThtation;
each analyst will, brio,g a personal perspective. What is important is
that in the process of reflecting on a case, abstract cOnc6pts,:- and
ideas take on additional dimensions of meaning and significance.

SUGGES'TIONS FOR USE OF CASE

"John Bank-s;' is a case study that gives the reader an excellent
opportUnity to identify characteristics Of organizations and ofganiza7
tiohal norms and to examine role conflicts and coping strategies.

The case -is sequential and contains three parts (A, B, and C)
which may be read and discussed separately. The sequential ap-
proach allows participants to consider small amounts of information at
a time. Some ways in which the case may be used are suggested be-
low. The-suggestions are followed by a copy Of the case study and by
an analysisof the case.

0_- B4nStwctGr g ht-bogi b by= revlemlngtho_ case_stu and _
analysis in order to plan its introduction to participants- and to a

plan the discussions that will follow each part of the case. If
possible, we suggest that discussions be in small groups of
3-12 people. Participants should know the case represents
one technique for applying the knowledge they ha7e been
acquiring. They should be encouraged to examlne John's
problem from an organizational and a personal point of view:

The following procedure is one way tp work through the case.
7

1. Distribute Part A. Read:discuss and identify thq possible
conflicts that might occur.
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2. Distribute Part B. (Ydu may wish to haVe.'particiriants read A
and B before beginning any discussion.) The following
questions might be posed: .

How would yoti describe tile problerii in this cate? What
organizational chafacteristics are contributing to it?

In what ways clauld this problem best be dealt With?'

What would-You do in this situation if you Were John? It
you were the principal? Why'?

What are the sources of pressure aCting On the
individuale and groups, in this case?.

What organizational norms are in play?

3. Distribbte Part C. Read and discuss, using the follbwing
questions as a guide:
Does your analysis of the situation change with the

additional rnformation? How?
Whet organizational characteristics are contributing to

the problem? =

---Wh-at strategies could John use4to cope with the
preblem? What wOuld you do now?

If "John" Banks had been' a woman rather:than a friv, .

'would-it have made any differencejn your analysis of the
case? If so, why?

4. Summarize the case.

Additional suggestions for the-use of the case would be to
have the participants role play conversations between the
teacher and the principal. 16 one case, the teacher could idle,
play an individual following Tumin's advice. In.,another.
situation the teacher could model his or her behavior upon the
suggestions of Hottlernan Paisiticipants could be asked ta
analyze the outcomes of both types of behatior.

To achiele some measure of closure, it wilt be imPortant to gen-
,eraffsz_e_about _the_ analysis of the.case_ Organizational characteristics

considered during the anal sis S1160515.............................. -
as the-following may assist in -umMarizing the case.

What parallels do you see, between thiscase'and the Terry
Trevors case presented in olume 1, and the film recommended
for this vqlume, Up the Do Staircase? For example, what is
the relative importance of t e bureaucracy and the community
as a source of control in e ch situation'? What are the maior
differences in the problè a of each case?

:What would you do if yo were in John Bank's place? If you were
a friend or colreague at advice would you give to him?
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THE CASE IN BRIEF
John Banks is a. sixth grade tedcher who is primarily Interested in

sOcial stUdies. He is in his second year of teaching and is untenured: In
his spare time John enjoys operating a small farm in the southern aim-
munity in which helives. After his first year of teaching, Jbhn decides to
concvntrate on strengthening and improving the social studies corn-
ponent of his next sixth grade class. He subsequently chooses to use
part of the Man: A Course of Study (MACOS). curriculum, but falls victim
to an unexpected result. The mother of one of his pupils complains to and

,threateht._Ms. Flowers, the school principal, regarding the content and
yalues-sfie perceives him`to be teaching: The_events that follow lend to
cbriffict between John and Ms. FloWers. Ms. Flowers "requests" that
john discontinue his use Of MACOS end stay within the Parameters of the

..:',.adOpted text. The local superintendent.. is campaigning for state superin-
-tendent of public instruction, John perceives Ms. Flowers to be evading
her professional responsibilities for,- among other reasons, political
expediency: Even though .she reminds him that he is on a year-to-year
contract And that compromises are sometimes necessary, John is deter-
mined not-to Comply without pursuing the matter further.

ohn Banks: Sixth Grade Teacher

-by Mark Newton

Part A

John Banks graduated summa cum laude from one of the -Big Ten-
universities in the Northeastern United States. He majored-in elementary
education and took an additional area of concentration in anthropology.
Jahn's desire: followin4, graduation, wad to return to his home state,
located well below the Mason-Dijon line_ He wanted to teach in or near a°
rural cOmmunity so:that he could build and operate a small farm in his
free timesomething he had always wanted to do.

John's collegiate recommendations were impeccable. His major .---
advisor in college, (who was also his supervising teacher diking his
student teaching experience) indica ed that . . : 'fJohn possesses -the

j5hi
raw qualities of a humanistic m r teacher and displays Many
attributes of effective.democratic le

During his senior year, John was interviewed at the university by '--------C-

recruters from a number or large southern schoot systems_ The
._



ecruiters were impressed with him ahd most Of them- reguested that
Credentials be sent to theirrespecti .e central offi6es_ But John really
preferre9ka sffiall school systeni in a44ral area.

Sinbe recruiters* from srhall s hoot sAtems in thd south did not
typically recruit at the university John aitended, John sent his/resume
and transcript to a number of,'sch systems in his home state: !tater
seVeral weeks he was invited to i r4terview with the superintendents of two
of the systems. Following the .nterviews,,he*was offered a position in

-.both -systems. John selected' eSnelbyville..schbot SyStem_because he
felt it to be most-consistent th his-personal-and peofessional needs and
*sires. His appointMentff Weyer, was tontigent upon his completing
two additidnal courses requ red-for elementary certification by his state.
John's intent was to cornplite the courses durihg the summer follOwing
his o raduation. . '

During ;he summer as hp worked toWerd coMpletion of the cOurtes
necessary for certiti,cat ri, John again met with Dr. Lazarus, the s
tendent. Also sitting/1i 0 were the principals of three of the eifmentary
schoole in the syst9i . a result of the meeting, John wag .officially
apppinted tO Magnol` Elementary School as a sixth grade teacher where
the principal would e-MS.ISara FloWers..She hadbeen Ofident at the

,

summer interview ndwaS very congenial:
Ms. Flowers is a native of 'the Shelbyville cornmuifity. A woman in

her, mid-fifties, e had been a teaCher injhe é1byville system for
twenty years b fore assOming a principathp. he is the only woman
administrator i the system. Her huspand is an, kecutive in Shelbyville's

., largest bank nd has recently served s a special budgetary advisor
_.

the governor
,Shelb ille is the .Cpunty

20,000 is noWn; etatewide:
voted dry in 1952 and rerriain
engage in small acreage cro
local in usfrial plants as se
elated ith the town's small

arren county_ The oopulati
tombblitical and social conservati

todaY.) Most of the reside ts are
ing while siMultaneously wrking in

ed production employees, o ,are asso-
esd sector.

he religious orientati the community is predom ately funda-
ist. A large segene of the city _and county 'pop ation attends
ht wing splintei A.Ahes that-have broken a ay from estab-
onservativ rntPfitFi denominafions.
e majority of teachers and -adminietrators the I schools are

radu tes of the ame reglernal university, located f rty miles away. John
. i. , ' ,Is part ot3f the fc ty.fivepercent who had not grad d from that univer-

and one/of 6 ve,- 'w who has not gra ated from an instate
ution.

. ...
John thoroughly rtioys his first year of ching. He is an automatic

. ,

.. ,hit With the youngsters, esPecially the, ol r boyshe is one of two
males idn a leaching,staft of 18. Such a dis oportionate ratio creates np

, .



real problems:for Johk He has established goc rapport with both his
colleagues anetVs. Flowers and has met with rn nimal peer criticism or
.advice,tegarding' innovative teaching methodologies and/or curriculum
materiels he eVeriments with during that first yeay.

At-times,- holifever, John feels' somewhat/ isolated from his .profes-
'sionai colleagues. Most of them belong tO variodss formal and in4ormal

groups defined by sex, Their gro6p,activities or concerns are often the
topicp' of their conversations in the .teacherS' lounge and in the halls.
Consequently, John often fin.ds'himself eitherdisinterested or unable to

relate.: He has howeVer, joined>the Shelbyville Teachers Association

(STA)--ip an- atternpt to establish professional male-friendships, but-at-
tends' meetings irregularly. Most of his spare time is spent working On a

,

small farm he has acquired.
The STA is a sehall group of teachqrs. It primarily red-resents the

junior and seniopfigh school levels. The members have the reputation in

, the school sysfem Fif being the mostFocat advocates for collective bar-

gaining a generally are the most liberal. Few elementary:-ticachers

belong. hnalso holds membership in his state's affiliate of the NEA. as

well N'A itself.
."1

John Banks: A Sixth Gra.cleTeacher Part B

The sumMer following his first. year Of 'teaching, John beginS
working toward a Master's degree at the nearby university, During that

tirnq he becomes acquainted with the ESEA Title Ill Materials Resourc
Center (MRC) and its holdings. The MRC is housed in the college
education,at, the university_ John's schdol system is located in the g
graphic region that is able to utilize materials and services of the MR

One afternoon, as John browses thrdugh some shelves at the RC,

he uncovers a complete upper elementary socia't studies curn ulum,
Man: A Course of Study (MACOS), that he studied° ahd respe ted as

an undergraduate_ -John had previously lequested that M OS be
ordered at the local level but had been told that the cost was ohibitive

in terms of-existing funds for curriculum materials_
The MACOS materials' at the MRC are still boxed and u used, John

is excitedly _aware that the entire curriailum is availabl for his use
through the regional MEC. - -

As the summer.passes, John begins developing curr-cula and toying
with ideas for his next sixth grade class. He feels that he is able to devote

more time to curriculum and instruction this year than e has during his
first year because he has learned the non-instructio l procedures and
mechanics unique to his school and systern during hi first year.
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John-has both a personal and ofessionaHnterest in anthropology
and histow- (ancisocial studies in eneral). He has an intense desireto
build a ttronger Social studi ci cement in his six1h grade classes. Con-,
sequently, John clecides thaf, a part of their study of othercultures, his
stUdents will study the Netsilik skimos, a unit in the MACOS curriculurh.-

. It iszJohn's intent to " ntroduse his youngsters -td- the Netsilik
Eskimos so thejf will und stand and appreciate people pf different
eultUres and thereby bet r understand themselves." _ John chooses
NACOS, not only becaus he is familiar with it or for its fine prbfessional
reputation, but also be ause its theme8 ;and content are drawn from ,
anthropol&jy; secial p chology, and biologyareas thatgreatly inter---
est him.,

Schbol openS i SepteMber.--In November, Jain's class begins to:
study the Netsilik skimos in depth. His students are .intrigued by and
enamored, with th curriculum materials, especially ttie movies that are
real ethnographi records .

Toward th mid-point of studying the Netsilik_Eskimos, Ms. Fl s
visits John's e assroom twice in a- one. week period. This occurrente -.

, seems tinusu I to John as Ms. Flowers has o y viSited bis class once
beforealm st a year ago, when he first began teaching.

One d , the following week, Ms. Rowers asks John to gtop by her
officp bef e leaving for the day. At that meeting she informs John that

- she has eceived a Serious complaint from. the mother of one of .his .3(pupils. eliature of the complaint concerns the content associated with
studyihg 'the Netsilik Eskimos-.

,

Flbwers indicates that the mother is irate because -Mr.-Banks
is teaching our children about wife swapping; he's teaching that wife
swa 'ping ie not a sin; and he's instilling other immoral .ideas in 'their
he- s." The mother (according to Ms. Flowers) further states that "If you

. Flowers) don't. see that he ceases this immediatelY, I'm going to
a semble all the parents of the students in the class and make sure they
now the kind of stuff that that man is teaching"

/ At first John is shocked at the accuSation levied agaihst him. He/.
f informs Ms: Flowers that the situation was an,"absurdity" and that it was
' "an example of What takes place when a parent doesn't visit the school

but makes assumptions from pits and pieces of information-relayed
her or the neighbor's children."
, Ms. Flowers aSks JOhn where there could possibly be an a oci--
ation between wife swapping and his.social studieS Linits. Furt r, she

tindicates;that when_she visited_ his cla-ss the previous week, sh frankly ,

had been impressed with this, student's -level of discOsSion" ncerning
the Eskimos and their obvious interest, but found nothing 1)- t of order-
regArding content. i

John answers by relating a situation that is 'part of the Netsilik
Eskimo unit. The situatien concerns the ill wife of one of the Eskimo
hunters. Due tO her illness, the wife is unable to ma e a long, afduous,
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and- cold journey to the -Minting areas which are rAes, away. Conse-
,cluentlY, the 'enter: through mutual agreement,'berrowS the physically

able wifeof one of his friends, His friend, therefore, agrees to care.for the
hunter-7-S ill wife until thejoujrney is-over.

Wives,in vie Netsilik culture play an important role relative to such

rneys. They Orepare foOci for the hunters after each day's hunt; main-
tain"the base canips as-the hunters move from hunt site to hunt site; skin

the felled game . and prepare it .for preservation; assist in carrying
-SupplieS; ahd provide needed body warmth to the hunters (typically their
husbahcfs) during the bitter cold nights'. Such*Pborrowing" arrangements
are common and necessary in the NetSilik Eskimo culture, .

John discusseswith Ms. FloWers how he feels that such true arrthro-
pological accounts grovide students with a basis fqr comparing, through
dismission and writing, different cultures, different human behavioral
patterns, and different.human relationships drawn from -the real world."
-He further (elates how MACOS has received- national redognition BS a
breakthrough ih the elementary social studies curriculum', that it has
been developed by the prestigious Jerome Bruner and his Harvaid asso-

'ciates; that4it has Oeen funded by both the Naticinal Science Foundation,

as well as the Eord Foundation; and that it is used and recomrnended by
many school systems across the country.

Ms. Flowers thanks John for his time and information and tells him .

she will give the-Matter-more_detailed consideration and meet with him
again soon. She indiaates that.her main concern is maintaining harmonY.

John Banks: SixthGrade Teachor: Part C

Two days later Ms. Flowers again asks John to stop by her office. At

the end of te day, he complieswith tne request,
Ms Flbwert tellS John she.has given their mutual conCern,consider-

.

able attentioe andwishesto make two points. She states: /'''

First, John this is a conservative Baptist ciornrnunity. Conseefuently, you
must be overly senSitive to the substantive cOntent you bring before your
classroom, Things that seem innocent and educational to you and me often
receive negative reactions,here:
Secondly, Dr. Lazarus is a prpttylgOod bet for the next state superintendent of
public iristruction and-heis eampaigning hard for it. I don:t think it would be
wise to stir up something locally- that coup hihder his chanceS of being

:etecteci

John asks Ms. Ric:Wets if she really-means that he should discon-
tinue the present study and any further study of the Netsilik Epkimos.'She
replies that she feels that il,would be best,.at least for the present time., if
"you don't use any bf the MACOS curribulum and stay within the pare-
meters qf the systern's adopted sixth grade social audies text;'



,
Johr( is angered at this "suggeStion'-' and;a:skt if hp.might conduct a

kparent awarenekis program regarding the entire sequence' of units in the
MACOS curriculan. He itirthqr asks Nis. Flow'ert if she it really'familiar .

, with ACOS. Hec only. responte ..is that "wb don't want a Kanawha,

c ri.
,Cou ty, West Virginia situation here."

, .

John -then becomed:overtly critical di what he perceives to be
ng He askt Ms:Fic4ers:

Are you telling me that i amlesaigted to the topics addressed in-a tex't that
... ,

Was adopted seven years ago: a text that I feel strkses blind acceptance, the
status quo, and cautiongimply bee-ease one -parent misunderstands one
smalltacet of art entire social studies cureiculum?
If that is, indeed, what you ere saying. then yoU ate evading your esponsibility. .to me as my principal. ,

-In response to that remark,tMS: Flow' Is. adds an additional caution
. fo the previous Mo. She states in alcurt to e: '.

I am net telling you you must slay within thet pica! areas of the adopted text. .
I am not telling you you may not utilize MACCIS, but I am ,reminding you that
you are still on a year-to-year cbotract. As you know, tenure is not considered

:. here until the fourth year. I su'Ogett you give some thought to that, JOhn.
I wantus to work in harmony with one another, with the central of fide, and the

'community_ You should realize that comprorpises are sometimes necessary...-
Tye been here all my life and. John, 1 .know .when those compromises are
necessary. This is one of those times. The parent who called me exerti a con-

. siderable amount bf Tnfluence with other parents. No matter how good
MACOS is, or how recognized its developers, that particular-mother will see
and hear Only what she wants to see and hear. That means trouble for, us all.
Additioeally. Dr. LazaruS haa worked long and hard he're. He deserves this
chance to go-to the capitol where he can do good for ail of us. He' sholildn't
have to wrestle with &potential problem like thietwith the election so close..

.John leaves Ms. Flowprs' office angered and confused: He needs
time to think througti his complete course of ectiont but one,thihg he is
sure .of an authority higher than his building ,principal will have -to
request his discontinuanae of Man.. A Course,of Stuilybefore he will con-
sider abandoning it in his classroorn.

1

John Banks: Sixth Grade Téadher
,

An Analysis by .Mgrk -Newton

The preceding case-study portrays a problem ignited Icty aparent of
one of John Bank's sixth grade pur3ils. Any analysis of the dase must
consider dohn Bahks, Ms. Flowers, and the organizational and commu-,

nitycharacteristics that bear on the events.' -

ORGANIC VS. RATIONAL MODEL

From the limited-smount ofa presenled, onels i;iard pressed to
-label Ma9nolia Elementary School as clearly -rational" or -organic- in
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natureor to studyit solely from on Of the twO perePectives. Certainly,
Illustrations of both models can be found in the school and/or school
System. However,- from the organizational Characteristics presented, it

appears that-Magnolia Elementary Schpol is operating in ways consist-
ent with the Organic model.

Several elements of an organib model-are evident. First, there-is not
necelf§arily a one-to-one relationship between authority (as vested in Ms.

Flowers) and expertise.
Expertise -implies know4-iow or requisite technical knowledge. Ms.

Flowers'authorlty is not debatable. Her title and role give legitimacy to
her aUthoritV. Hbwever, the'deg.ree to which she exercised administra-
tive expertise in dealing with the problem at hand is debatable: Keeping
the parent's complaiht from John for over a week while observing him,
failing to support him against a disgruntled parent, failing to discuss the
entire -situation and extenuating otrcumstances with John in deptli, and
threatening his future employment status in .the School system all cast
doubt on her administrative skill. Further, tier position as principal, may
have been a reward forloyalty or for years of service raiher than a result
Of administrative potential or expertise.

Secondly, Ms. FlOwers tries to employ compromise tO resolve
conflict, "You should realize that compromises are sometimes neces-

. ..=This is one of those times,- she infor JOhn. Also, consistent'
with organic.assumptions, survival needs are lientwhen Ms, Flowers
indicates she is attempting to avoid another ,"Kanawha County, West
Virginia situation" raTher than address the a demic freedom or curricu-
lar discretion of John Banks, or rea ny existing articulated goals/
objectives of the school's social studies cLariculum, or study the MACOS
curriculum in enough detaITTo determine its merit.ofdrawbacks relative
to the immediate internal and external social, political, moral, and educa-

tional milieus.
Additionally, in Ms, Flowers opin on, the maintenance of the status

quo, so that Dr. Lazarus could campa1gn Without tUrmoil at home, takes
precedence over other more-official oals. nispoints to the utilization of
situational supervision by Ms_ Fl _wers. The insulation and isolation,
initially enjoyed by John is diminished following the parent's complaint.

The -organic" nature 0I what is knOwn about Magnolia Elenentary
'School has been depicted in order- to;contrast it with the corresponding
"rational" characteristics: authoritY backed with corresponding level of

expertise, articulated and understood goals, and clbse coordination.
These chgracteristics ae not in evidence from the data presented_

. The ability to recognizejhe presence or absence of these and other ---
characteristics should prove fruitful f9r interpreting and understanding
organizational characteristics as well as for developing alternatives .for
dialing with identifiable prbblems. If one is inclined to bring about organi-
zational change or improvement and chooses to work witOn "the
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system," an understanding_ of and appreciation fdr organizatipnal-
characteristics will facilitate that endeavor,.

-1-11EAARC.HY
Other organizational variables can be idehtified by assessing the

positions of John Banks and Ms. Flowers in the Organizational hierarchy,
JOhntianks is emaloyed as a sixth grade teacher at Magnolia Elementary
Schooi.,The fact that tie iS an employee denotes that he is a subordinate
in a.hierarchY: Gonsequentiy, 2. formal .uperordirrate/subordinate rela
tionship exists between Ms;flowers and John. No matter what the
technical or piefessiohal expertise of Me FlowiEs (be- it,greater than,
equal tO, Or less,..than that ,of John banks) slie, by positien in the hiet%-
archy, possesses formal and official authority.- ...John's authority ia
restricted to the clasgroorn. )

Thi$ supefordinate/subordinate relatienship between Ms. FloWers
and :John appears to be dominative in natUre, supporting the often held:
contention that th'e. authority of school administrators over teachers is
primarily dominative.-, This dominance is, in part; a riSPonse to the

- necessity of mediating demands of local citizens. However,-John Banks .

dries not-perceive Ms. Flowers as a mediator of communitY demands. Re
sees her as-an administrator who fails to protect him from the demands (-
of an angry parent and who biases a high& 'premiueri onpublic relations
'and the political environment than on instructignal/curricUlar quality or
professional responsibility

sional judgment end political expediency. She opts for political expedk-
ency,. Sound professional judgrrient might lead .to a more indepth 'arid
objeotive assessment of the problem situation than is given by Ms.

, Flowers. Potential alternatives and their ramifications might be exployed
jointly by.John; Ms. Flowers ancLevehtually, Dr. Lazarus_ In all probabil-
ity, other.personnel, both internal and external to the school (including
the board), might be involved. This process, in Ms. Flowers opinion,
would be unpleasant and has the potential for severely hindering Dr.
Lazarus' chances of obtaining state level office. Additionally, Ms.
Flowers stand6- the chance of blemishing _both her and her husband's
professional and social standing in the community. Going the politically
expedienrroUte, then, seems to Ms. Flowers, the safest approach. '

.AUTHORITY
,Joihn, like most teachers, accebts the official authority of the princi-

ea.l in pupil-parent relations but questions the ight of a .principal to
dictate..matters related to curric i and i ruction. To JohnMs,_,
Flowers should function as a colleague,whoseSupervision of curriculum
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...-
and instruction is based on professional Competdhce, and who renders
cOnstructive criticism- rather than subtle mandates_ He fails to recognize'

or aacept some of the real, variables that- affect her administrative
dOmainmany qf -which relate directly or indirectly to the external
.political arena, and which rnPY /lave- ii-npact on the -school itself in the t

final andystS,
JOhn is reacting to what he has been socialized ideally to expect.

. -

The opbosite haS occurred. M. Flowers chooses not to protect -his
acadeMic freedom, or his autonomy. She chooses, ratherjo exercike
her authority over curricular matters in favor of the parent, Drr -Lazarus,

and perhapsperbelf. Some soCiological inVestigatiOns report that a
general Conflict in school organi-eations exists because teachers assume

. a profeSSional Sta!us While simultaneously functioning ab subordipates in
-the hlerarchy,'.This phenomenon appears consistent with thasituation in

the'case Stbdy.; .i, . ,. _
Even though A profesSionalJohn is almost powerlesS by virtue of -

.5 bis hierarchical position and the short period of time he has held `th
position. Copsequently, fromp hierarchical perspective John is respon-
ble for carrying out Mb. Flowers' policies or "suggestions" and, accor
.Ingly, is st,iitct to her evaluations of his professional competence. As a
teacher, he-W.:ifficially without legitimate power or authority outside the

il(T1Ciassr00 .t.The Maximum negative sanction, dismissal,-used primarily

with unt nured teachers, is a Potential consequence if tie Chooses non:

compliance as a viable alternative. Ms:Flowers-points! that out to John
When rie reminds him that he ts still on a "yeal-peo-year contract'?

.
. % .

POWER A---
/

Does John have any poWer at .all? If -so, what are the sources of his

power? Yes, Jbhn has power if he chooses to exerciseW. He has power

on the grounds that he considers himself to be a profe4sional and 0 be
one wl2o posSesses a sense of what iS professionally ethical and right.
However, he needs support, and the consequences of attemptihg to
secure it must be weighed. .

.Where might John find backing? One "elf inative for John .is to
-seocre legal assistance, and if necessary, take situation into a court

of law. A court would probably render a favorab e decision. But Ahat
would happen then? Would the end juslify the. meang? Would he be
employed in an environment Where he is relatively unwanted or psycho-
logically oMracized? Would he become ineffective or be forced into
ineffectiveness? Would he be able to make a difference?r Thq ultimate

question in spnsidering the merits and worth of taking_and.standing by a
position .is: When does it pay to fight the organization? Each individual
rhust answer the question for himor herself-.-- . As anottier alternative, possibly the Shelbyville Teachers Associ-
ation, or the state affiliate'of NEA can exert enoligh pressure to protect
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his .viewØoint if they are so inclined. For tenured teadhers,-the claim of
professicnal status offers some power-related advantages. Such status
typicallydenotes a_gertain. amount of 'collegial solidarity John, however,
feels-lather isoiated from the majority.of teaching staff at Magnolia, He is
one of only two males on the staff and indicates that he can't relata to the
teachers' lounge and hall conservations which, apparently, are often
unrelated to the professional normsof teaching. Aaditionally, from what
is presented about the comMunity, it is probably safe to assume that the
majority of the'eletnentary teachersin.the system are not alienated from

.*thq Cowriug-dty -to the degree mahy teachers are in many 'communities.
Most belong to out-of7school formal and informal groups and few belong
WI -the-local teachers organization. What effect would a -weak teachers'
organization have on John's situation? What gbout the fact that most of
the teachers belong to external groups defined by sex #nd that John Is
One of onlY twomales on the school's teaching gtaff?

Further, John's asSOciation with teachecs in other buildinbs is
miniMal. The case'study indicates that he spends most of his free time
developing his newly acquired farrri 41101 attends meetings of the

helbyvilleTeachers Association rather infrequently. Will this Inhibit his
c ances of obtaining collegial or Ordfessional support among his
c Ileagues systr, wide relative to the problem he faces?

If the Shelbyville Teachers Association is, indeed, a solid group of
the more liberal and vocal teachers in the system, some influence on Ms.
-Flowers and/or other apprepriaCe administratdrs will probably be-a real
possibility, int is mustered.

%

-RANK AND POSITION

From the data presented in the case study, what politions does
John hold and what are the circanstances around thosepositions? Three
positions are salient. John iS:

an untenured sixth grade teacher with slightly morethan,one
year of teaching experience;

a member, but inirequent attendee, of the Shelbyville Teachers'
Organization;

a member of the National Education As6ocialion (which inoludes
Membership in the state affiliate ) .

These positions probably do not offer John -much protection.
Howevk it is reasonable to speculate that, of- the three positions, merri-
bership in the Shelbyville Teachers' Organization could potentially-offer
the most protection.a a exert the greatest influence on the administra-
tido. The organization=m t howevercbe strong and persistent if it is to
be rof value to John. If it is weak its support may do him harm.
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oho is at a. farther power disadvantage becatise he ilasestabliShed
W COMMunity ties. He has livedin the Stieftwailleareifor fess than two-

y rs, Additionally, his collegiate socialization differs from themajority of'
his peers and Colleagues, both within and acmst-the system. The case
study indicates that onlya few of the system:s teachers poesess deg r4S
from outside the state..But John is not a complete alien, the state in
whi-ch he is teaching is his.home state.

7 Now consider Sara Flowers in a bit More detail.. Ms. FloWers holds
the bureaucratic pdsition of piincipal at one 'of, Shelbyville City School

stem's subunitSMagnolta _EleMentary School. As principal, she is
mediate superordinate. of 18 elementary teachers: This position -

utomatically plates her at e power advantage relatiVe to those
teachers, eapecially untenuredteachers like,John Banks.

As principal, Ms. Flowers is also responsible .for fulfilling official
policy as directed by the superintendent. Addititanally, sheis Most likely
constrained to meet certain informal or unofficial- expectation& of the
superintendent. Those-expectations could wdir include such ththgs as.
-aligning herself with his philosophical orientatip agreeing with or acting
On her, perceptions of his pit41s (Le, student control ye student
autonomy, or teacher cOntr vs teacher autonbrny, etc); assisting with
his campaign fbr chief st3t4 school officer by .exertinontluence where
possible and seeing to it,t.fat problems are not created at home.

Moreover, in her role as principal, Ms. Flowers is responsible for
maintaining a balance among, three criteria when..determining a conse-
quential course of action: professiOnal norms and standards dcommunity
desires, and sound financial managemerlt_ .

John Banks Would contend that there is no _balancethat .the
criteria of professional norms and standards has been prostituted for
community desires (in this case, the wish of one parent and the ler of
the influence of that parent on other parents). Nis. FlowerS, however,
might contend that she rs insuring the socialization of the young in a

- manner consigtent with commurTify norms and that John is alienated, toe
degree, from those norms. Further, she _has acted in a manner-that shp
feels would cause the least- amount of open conflict and will rnsure the
harmony she desires. t

What co6rses of actiop are open to Sara FlowerS'? She can take a
stand in behalf -of John's pratessional judgment and academic freedorn_
She- can attempt to control hirmthrough cooptation or coercion_ In the' ,
lonser run she can scheme to get rid of him. But, in dealing with the
immediate sitUation she does riot have the time to establish a legitimate
case for not renewing his contract Does she have other alternatives?

Ms_ Flowerz is in a power advantage in all areas. John I3anks is-at a
disadvantage_ As has been noted, she is the superordinate in the school
building hierarchy_ She is not faced with the insecurity of a year-to-year
contoct. Her position within the formal Rierarcpy is_ supported with over
ti.venty years of teaching in the-local system. She, in all probability, has
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stron collegial ties across the'system, as well as strong ties to-and
Within all 16els of the -community at larg4kAdditionalli, her, huSband
holds' a prestigious position in the business sebta arid has ties with the '

state.goverriment. (The superrntendent hopes to head in this direction.).
We arenot told how professipnally reSifiected Ms. Flowers is among

her peers and colleagues. We can only speculate that -,ehe has.asiumed.
he'r principalship Zaroubh one of three-means.: seniority combined with.
loyalty 'and meeting certification requirements for a prinCipalship;-

.- deinoriStrated adMinistratiwe arjtitude combined with acquiririg principal
certification: or she- waS dertified.as 4 principal and the school System
needed to demonstrate compliance with an affirmative- action plan-But,

-no matter how low!her esteem, it seems safe to assume that Ms. Rowers.
-_ still has a strong pewer basejrom whidh tolVerate.

It is/advantageous also to consider how Ms. Flowers defines her
functiorr. To do this it is important to look at those things she emphasizes.
Froryi her- demonStrated interest in the superintendent's campaign, her
desire to macntain harmony arid her 'concern about problems the influen-
tial parent could cause, it seems appropriate to inler that sphe defines her
function in terms of responsibilities to her superordinates and the corn-.
rnunity, An additional point to consider here is the fact that AU. Flowers is

° the only female principal in the 'System. Consequently, she may feel a
compelling_ pressure to proVe herself to her superintendent, thereby
further defining her function in terms of him. Little emphasis is given to
maintaining a c011egial tie to her teaching staffat least not to John. .

Because ki%. Flowers haS taught in the local community most of her
adult lifeand her huspand is a successful local banker, she has been and
atways.wilt be relatively-immobile as well as nonmobility 'oriented. Data
exist that suggest that maintenance of the status quo is characteristic of
less mobile adMinistrators. SuCh administrators are often oriented to the
values of the local community as opposed to their professional peers or a

fessional ideology. Ms. FlOWers idicates that her "main concern is to
ain _harmony---certainly a concern for the status quo, but nor

nee y an unconcern for progress. The religious and social values of
the comrnqy are exceedingly_ important guides relative to her course
of action in t itas_ituation. She is more oriented to the values of one
(apparently stroag), component of the community, than to a

profesSional ideology.

AUTONOMY
,

The situation, as-presented in the case study, deals largely with the
concepts of academic freedom, authority and expertise. The conflict that
arises is due in part to a threat to the amount of autonomy John Banks

assumes is his.
Autonomy is an important factor to Pe considered in this situation.

Autonomy is defined in terms of three implieq elements: insulation
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(isolation), discretion, and intergependence. Apparently, John teaches in

a self-cortitained classroom. Operating in this context removes him from
a great 'deal of peer. or -administrator- observation. Likewise, John is

,reiatively isolated. If he tedeived femedback from Ms. FloWers' one visit 10

his classrocim during his first year, we are not aware ont. Furt er, John
received only minimal advice from his peers during That time and he'
probably solicited the advice he received,

From the data presented,'it is probable that John is also colatively ,

interdependent Rather than relying on other school units in curricular
matters, he appears to seek out reSo,rces frorn other agencies--like the
Title III MRC.

Up to the point of conflict with Ms. Flowers, JChn either naively
assumes that he operates in a context that allows for a wide range of'
alternatives relative to instructional matters or he is so preoctupied with
endeavors such.as his farm trial he doesn't realize that he m= y actually

have few alternatives. Possibly, thequestiOn has hever been tested. John
banks assumes he Possesses a great deal of autonomy.

Even though isolated in his classroom, John interacts with and
teaches in front of a student audience. In reality, then, he works before a
public4hat is composed of mutual runnersyoungsters who carry home
bits and pieces of what goes on in school. Parents sometimes react
directly to those bits and pieces. This appears to be the case here.

John remains -"autonomous" until Ms. Flowers receives the corn-
plaint. At that time teacher autonomy and administrator autonomy over-
lap. Soon thereafter, she visits ,. his classroom, twice in one week and
eventually suggests that he delete all MACOS materials and topical,con-
siderations from his social studies lesson plans. In one-fell swoop John's

Ole of autonomy, academic freedom,,, professional- judgment, and
idealism have been squarely challenged. Indeed, he is not as insulated or
tsolated as he has assumed. He does not possess the discretional
latitude that he thoUght he possessed prior to being scrutinized by M.
Flowers. Following that confrontation the alternatives are clearly fixed
and understood. As was noted earlier, conflict "can be predicted when

. principals act as official superoi'dinates in instructional matters and fail
to protect their staffs from outside constituencies.

ENVIRONMENT
At least -two variables are important in an environmental analysis:

the geographical regiorr, and the specific community.
The fact that this situation occurs in the Nuth and in a rural, and

relatively small and fundamentalist community, is important. School
systems are unique and differ significantly in their vulnerability to the
publics,they serve as well as to other clients that can easily penetrate
their boundaries. They differ, tfien, according to the characteristics of the
communities they serve.
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seeks to reflect the values of the corn
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parents have a consequential irnpac

community institution. As such it
nity under the administratii of

Additional19, it is reavinable to
of Shelbyville provide ; focus fdr

ert pre'ssures and, demands from
, making the- sbhool a vulnerabl_

organization, especially in this partj ular .enviror~ital ,context.
. u

what about the possibility of the sch 61 hayinq a shaping effect on he
communityL-especially-this conimuni ?

The institutionalization of school iysternS in small comrhuniti s can-
be ascribed: Jo three factors: the hcnogeneity of the community, the
social and culturatintegration of the sthool and immediate environment, .

and the degrqettodYhich local citizOilareact(ve in school affairs. Data-to
support the first two of the foregoingttiree factors are evident th.the case
study, We are hot presented with da a regarding the active, interest-of
community members in the school, -W can only speculate tbat it is:more
than minimal, giventhe degree of caut on and concern evidenced by Ms,
Flowers, John, hovever, does. rem rk about the complaint lodged
against him being based on second-hind information rather thamdirect
observation br inquiry,

The fact . that, Shelbyville h3s pparently been voted dry on
numerous occasions; that most of the t' achers ere graduates of an insti-
tution only 40 Miles' away; that the reli' ious orientation of the cbrnmu-
nity is fundamentalist; that most of th
(and few of the total nurnber of junior an
not participate in the Shelbyville Teach
ation's small membership is considered
lective bargaining: that Shelbyville is lo
settingall .these considerations point

systerrrs elementary teachers
senibr high school teachers) do
rs AsSociation; that the Assdci-
liberal because it sUpports col-
ated in a smati, rural southerh
to assessjng Shelbyville as a

homogeneous, conservative cornrnunityi Its schools accurately:mirror
the community. Variables like auton my,. professional judgMent,
academic freedom, professional teaching norms and expertise are not a
priority administrative concernat -leas not et Magnolia ElementarV
School under the conditions at hand. In fact, such concerns may be
meaningless to adarge majdrity of the elementary teachers in the com-
munity; but not to John Banksrthe untenuted second year teacher,

COPING STRATEGIES

The outcome of the situation i-yet to be determined. No more is
known to the investigator at the ticrje of this writinq than has be n
presented. It appears, however, that 'Ohn Banks does not intend to c
ply passively with Ms. Flowers' "sug6estions.- We do not -know Ow
militant he is nor how militant he m: y\,become in the near fut0re.1 ut .
from what we do know we can specul , with some probable accuracy,
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that e Will not comply ;. nor will h totally -rebel. His ideal ,aheice. wil
prob, bly be to work actively (bu rudentl9) within the school system's
org nization to effect what he co siders to be sound 'change. We do not

kno , however, if that will be an _ption available t h
John's professional ce'reer in ShelbyVille will, o a large degree, be

dependent upop Dr. Lazards,L-sOmeone we kno little, about. We can
conjecture tharhe is a logicat'extension of varues

' What if the problem conflonts Dr. Lazarus p
might he react? What if thØ problem is containe
Dr, Lazarus wins and the- ituation is passed to
of successor is Dr. Lazarus likely to recomme
of successor is the board likely to employ?

What if Dr..kazarus loses the election ,
media picking up the local problem and s
these "'ifs- transpire, what will they me
Flowers; to the parent who initially complai

f the community_
Lorto the election? How
until after the election,

is suecessorl'What kind
d to the board? What kind

hat if he loses due to the f /
nsationhlizing 'it? If any 0ir

to' J 'hn Banks, to Sa a
ed or to parentS.of a s-irn ar..

persuasion? How vUlnerable is the school orgar7zation relative to/the,
environmental, context? If the Shelbyville schools, are community inStitu-,'-
tions, what potential do they have for shaping the Community itself? ; /

11 John Pushes his point and wins, will J'ip or should he stay in,
_Shelbyville? Does Ms. Flowers possess:enough legitimate authority and
a stong enougrcommunity power base to hinder John's lohg-tefrn con-
tinuanceirr the'school system?, I ,

What,do you predict the outcome(S) to be? Why?

-Activity.4

Writing a Case Study

Once participants have analyzed a case study or two they might
prtfit from writing case studies of their own. Writing case studies encour7
ages participants to become more aware of and to apply concepts they
Wave 'encountered elsewhere in the materials.

. A case study tells a story of an even.r.pr related events and
erripha'sizes ohe or `more important concepts which the writer wishes to
illUstrate. The reader is led to analyze the events, tO eStablish
relationshiPs among events and characters, and to Propose his or her
own ideas about what actions might influence or alter the case as it is
written, lh conjunction with this volume on scheols, participants. might



lop a. case dr
ng conceP
Informal or
Formal or
Power

..4. Authority
5. Respon
6. Prestig
7. Esteem/

8. Competence
9. Status'inconsi

10. Emulation

ool-retated event Which utilizes som

11. Delegation
12. Slippege
13. Autonomy/
14. StandardYzationi
15. D'rect pervi fon
16_ f1utüaf adju rnent

Schedulin
Reportin

19. SOcial nyironmenf
20. Copi g strategies

The cases May ti long or short; they ay describe a single eve
may become sequentiaj caSes.Aere. a s ries of events are desc rib _in

ierts as they unfold: ,e ase tiight als/bey.tritten as a letter to a nd
explaining a situation !'t, wh11 $ the author finds himself or her el
cur'rdrntly emb,oiled:Reifardletie of/format, tb/c case is likely te reJ lve
around a conflict or Pote l Coh li/ct situatio

Some cases may b ed by the participants for group di us-, ,..

siOn. Others might be distrjbuted ahd read independently. Which' ver
mode is chosen, the fdlowl questiontare likely to apply:

I

1. Who are the case Characters? What MotiVates their actions
2. What organizations are involved in the case? ;\
3_ What problem or problems are illustrated?
4. What circumstances gave rise to the situation?
5. How might the situation have been hancelled:by the characters .

6. What characteristics of ordAnizations are illustrated In the case?
Additional questions will be raised and addressed during reading and
grouf discussion,

1 1 3
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,Ac--iMty 5.

Up the'D wn Staircase

Up the-Down Staircase 16 a feature length film based an the best-
seller book b Bel Kaufman vihich can be used to.illustrata some of the

major,featur schools as anizations.
It is suggeste that a for ; discussing the details of the .film, alt

learners should cons ser liter ry 'merits arld limitations, The film does

tend to-e4ftgerate d s Ereot pe. The plot is sketchy and sometimes
moves slowly, and th racters are not well developed, for example,
the central character, Miss Barrett-, is never shown in any role other than

th role of teacher.
Nevertheless, the movie has spme merits as an instructional

deciice . it:dramatizes the dilemmas that teacherailand students face in

some multiracial, big-city schools which are plagued With disorder. It
demonstrateS the social distance between teachers and parents, and
betwexn teachers and students. It underscores the incompatibility
betvren bureaucracy !and-professiqn. It testifies to how professional
standards can interfere With personal relationships, It shows how the
parti&taristic values of parents clash with the universalism of teachers,

And, ultimately, the ,film is a tribute to some Of- the absurdities of
bureaucracy in education.

It Is suggested that discussion questions should be raised -before

the participants viefri the film. Here are some'suggestion6:

a Take not of 'the types of organizations being portrayed. Identi4
the kinds of confliCt portrayed by the various subcultures
depicte:in the film.

a Look for the characteristics of organizations that are in evidence
in Calvin Coplidge High School. Consider whether these charac-
teristi s are also evident in your school and if they-Are mani-
feste in the same ways, Or differently.

Obs rve the coPing strategies Miss Barrett and other teachers
use4nd consider their effectiveness,

Corisider how you might handle the situations ihwhich Sylvia
Barrett finds herself. Consider whether you would take the action,
she takes at the end of the film.

This Nal can be rentea through a Columbia Pictures distributor for apprcn-ately $0
per day. The book, up the Down Staircase (Prentice-Hall, .1964) is published in 113pol-back

by Avon BOOks, a Division of the Hearst Corp . Ne.4 Ycirk City A list Of other suggested films

ciontainegt in Volume l. See'Appendox 6: p 81.
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MAJOR CONCEPTS

Bureau racy
Hierar hy'of ContrOl

P wer
uthority
irect Supervision

ormity
Ritualistic Crinformity

ndardization (Order)
Custodial Organization -

Goal Displacement
ormal Organization

Professional Employees
Individual and the,Organization

Social Distance
Impeisonality
Alienation

Au onomy
Discretion (freedom)

OR FILM CHARACTERS

Miss Sylvia Barretta first year teacher at Calvin Coolidge
High School
Mr. Paul Barringer=aq-English teacher and collea
Barrett
Feronea delinquent student
Bea Schachteran experienced teacher and f iend of Miss
Barrett
J,J: McCabe administrative assistant at Qaiviji Coolidge
High Schodi

of Miss

THE FILM IN BRIEF

This film depicts an insider's view of a large metropolitan high
school and shows what happens as a dedicated neW teacher's ideal-'
ism begins to crumble in the face of a formidable bureau*_acy, lack of
communication, educationaljargon and trivia. .

As the film opens, Miss Sylvia Barrett approaches her first teach-
ing assignment at Calvin Coolidge High School, a large barren school
situated in a ghetto area of some large city. Upon entering the school,
she is met by tumultuous cOnfusion a$ a mass of anOnymous students
and teachers jostle one another in their rush through ,the crowded balk'

4004
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ways. As she makes her way to her classroom an administrator passes
and informs her abruptly that she ia going up the wrong stairway.

The followihg scenes successively introduce administrators,
clerks, a counselor a nurse, band other characters, each of whom
adds in one way or another to her frustration as she awakens to the
engulfing stranglehold that the bureaucracy has on the educational
process. In the classroom -Miss Barrett learns how the students'
apathy and their disdain for adult authority produces a constant fear of
complete disorder. But through it all, she is coached by an experi-
enced teacher, Bea, who gives her guidance anchencoufagement,

And yet, Miss Barrett also is learning something else: that be,
neath jt all there is reason for some hope. As she challenges her Stu-
dents iq class and learns to know them one by one, a few begin to
reach oth to her for attention and help.

The story unfolds in -a: series of. dramatic Ocidents. There is the/'
young st-udent with a s-chool girl crush on Mr. Barringer, a-handsome but
distant male teaCher_ Sheygites a love note to him. He responds only
mechanically by correcting the grammar, returning it to her without com-
ment on its substance. Finally.frustrated by.this teacher's apparent disin-
te'rest, the girl attempts suicide by jUmping frcim his classroOrn window
while he is away from school for an unauthorized reason.

In another encounter Miss Barrett's authority and her personal corn-
mitthent are repeatedly tested by Ferone, a delincititent boy whom Miss
Barrett tries to befriend without Much success, When ha finally qulls ,a
knife on her, She is forbad, to repoit him to the administration:an act
which will make her his permanent enemy.

Eventually Miss-Barrett gives Up and submits he resignation to the
schoel. authorities. BUt as ihe year wears on, she experiences some
minor Successes. For examplean alienated student becomes an active
participant in a school play and reveals to her that he has been the
anonyrnouS author of several notes pleading for her attention and lOve.

- As she ponders her first year, she decides tnat perhapsshe can 'be-,
come an effective teacher gfter all, despite the obstacieS She withdraws
her resignation as the fifm ends.

Up the Down StaircaseA Film Analysis

Ronald G. Corwin RoNi A. Edelfelt

, The viewer of Up the Down Staircase is struck By the priority the
School staff gives to order (standardization) and discipline (conformity).
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This custodial function repeatedly intrudes on instruction and interferes
with interpersonal relationships.- There are the ever present rules about
the window Shades,. library bboks, hall passes, locking desk drawers, and
the abuse a staircasesfaking attendance, announcing complicated

, schedules, filling out forms, and related chores nbt only 'consume the
,-. staff's time but are considered to he atiletst as important as carrying on

formal olassroom.4nstruction.
'There is a hierarchy of control. The teachers watch the studeinnts:

striving to maintain order in the classroom and hallways. Th
tration watches the teachers. The- police hold the school re-
sponsible for the transgressions of students in the commun ty A the
administration informs a teacher when "his- dr -her", stud as vio-
,lated a rule. 5everal Tmpersonal devices are employed te main in order:
The time cloOk is representative.)Even parent-teacher confer noes are
regulated by arbitrary time limits, and more generally by a o emonial
evening set aside for?this,purpose: Even on tfirs7-occasion, parents are
welcomed=by art.unsten voice over the loudspeaker instructing Wpm on
procedures. Perhaps most striking, however, is the commanding author-
ity of the bells. Teachers commands are ha match for the bells, which
disrupt discussions mid sentence to signal the next activity,The students
arepus moveckthrough their day as if on a factory conveyor belt.

i' The preoccupation wan order is starkly d amatized in the singular
reaction of Mr. Mc6abe (the assistant principa to the intelleatual excite:
ment generated in Miss Barrett's class: trj4 c,,I ss is too,ndisy. it is indeed
ironic that Mr'. Bester, the principal who visited the class, did_net convey
hiS favqhfible impressions to Miss Barrett until she forced the isSue with
her-decision to resign. This was one of, ,e- few instances in which the
superision Gould have been personalized.

- Indeed, even the crisis of life that occurred when a student attempt-
ed suicide provoked, only bureaucratid responses: forms to be filled out
by the teacher in chargb, a reforimand toi teacher for evading the rules,
and a librarian:a anxiety_,,,aLcilit the studeit s overdue library books, None
of the characters, including , compassionate Miss Marren, intended to
visit the-girl in the hospital or to console her parents.

The social distance between the school-and its clients is portrayed
in other ways as well: The teacher-parent conference, for example, cen-
lers on a universal issue that separates 'parents and teachers'every-
where: the parent wants the child's extenuating circumstances to be
taken into accOunt. This would mean bending the rules, and Miss Bar-
fett's training and her present cirCumstance diclate against such par-
ticultriSm, She is sympathetic, and one sendes the bind she feels, but it

. is 'clear that she will treat this child no differently than wrier children. He
, Will be measured against fixepl standards, and judged a failure.

Note that the parents are expected to come to the teacher's terri-
tory, the school. There is no indication that the teachers would, o.r.even
could, visit parents in their homes, Where they might be confronted with

- -
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more knowledge than perhaps they want to have, or could use, about thp
personal- circumstances of each child. This cial distance between
home and sChool comes into vivid focus in the aunts shouted at the
frightened teachers as they trudge through the ne' htorhood td'eatch a

ebus to their own neighbothoods_in_remote parts-of-thecity.
The film forcefully demonstrates the irrelevance of the schooi in th9

lives of many of the students. They are,expected to appreciate Englis
novels that are foreign to their circumstances, passively sit through
classes; tests, and ceremonial assemblies, and attend school:dances
with the punch bowl and Other symbols of middle-class decorum,

The corresponding disillusionment of the teachers iS aptly drawn es
well. Thus we see the satisfaction that aii experienced teacher takes in
her ability to get through her tlasses witho4incident and 'watt< saf y
through the neighborhood str ts to her bus. Wp see in Mr. Barring an
experienced, well-educated her who responds with mechanical im-

-persbnality and strained superiority when a bhild reaches out for affec-
:is tion. We see 'numerous instances of goal dispfacement:- eschool nurse

who, prevented f ram treating wounds, is reduced to ritualistically serv-
ing tea to the children who come to her with injuries; a counselor the
oneperson in the systeQ who is responsible for helping the students to
work out their personal problemswhose solejosponse to bureaucracy

, has been to sel up a filing system .filled with glib jargon-characterizing
'each child in a phrase or less.

The focus is Miss Batrett,. fighting this overriding, temptation to
adapt mechanically to the rituals of the system. She is struggling to re-,
_member why-she entered teaching. She sees the dehumanizing features
of the school for what theyiare as she tries to reach:an alienated and
violent young man, Ferone. AccuStomed to impersonal treatment from
other teachers, he interprets her expression of professional concern as a
personal, sexual overture. And, when he pulls a knife on her, she feels
compelled to reassert her authority by reporting him, thus sacrificing a
chance to negotiate with him on personal terms'.

All of the contrbl measures, the social distance, and thp alienation,
ribwever, cannot destroy,the fundamental autonomy Of islidents and
teachers irpthe syste-fri. Each group preserVes its own suM,Iture and
identity. In the classroom this often translates into the loneliness of
teaching one teacher pitted agbinst a class of students challenging

, that teacher's official authority at every opportunity. It- also can mean
ritualistic conformity and the opportunity to misusef freedom (discretion).
And thus a student almost dies because a teacher was not in his class-
room as he should have been. But it also means freedoni to innovate in a
class, to -make the Material meaningful to the students, and to convince
them for one's expertise and concern. It means an_ occasional opportu-
nity to overlook some rules, to let a student go to the bathroom without a
hall monitor, and to defend him against false accusations. Oufside of the
classroom the private relationships among the teachers form the basis of
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an informal organization which provides some support against both the
students and the administration.\-Thup, one teacher (Bea ,Schachter)
warns ano-ther of a planned visit frotn the prindipal With the ominous
signal "the ghost walks."

This last point highlights the pathosthat runs througirthe,film: Th
teachers are not uSing their informal streogth to combat the oppressive
bureaucracy. These professionaly trained adults, coping with awesome .

responsibilities, are reduced to rueful paws_,igan Overbearing and pim-
. less system_ They are not unitingblid striking out for imProved conditions

on behalf of the students, but instead are struggling to sgrviVe And one
by one, they have learned to survive by accepting, by conforming, by
adapting. This leaves nb one to push for reform, except an occasional
idealistic.newComer, like Miss Barrett. But it is clear that, having.given up
the option of reSigning kilss Barrett, too, must now learn to Curvive.

Pos script

In portraying teachers as often powerl individUals,eOciologists,
'such as thoce represented_in .this.volume, may startle many\ teachers
whq feel that they have taken substantial charge of their own\ profes-
sional destiny. But whether correct or not, sociological insights also
might pramptleachers to see more clearly the possibilities of neW modes
of action to influence the rights and privileges of the teaching profession
and tO irhprove the school as a,social system for students and teachers.

Teachers have had to work in situations where much is mandated,.
e.g., curriculum, personal and professional behavior, and conditions of
work. Much of the effort to improve teaching, and ultimately to improve
the quality of edueation has been externalinstituting new curricula
from without, legislating Of deareeing rikgher standarda for certification,
mandating college credits for continuing' licensing, and the like.

Were we still in an era -prior to the 1940's reliance on4his trickle-
. down approach might still be Ponvincingly_argued. But not,
day's teachers are no longer prepared in a feW years at a nr
Almost all have completed at" least four years of cbliege.,
study and specialization in teaching fields are major parts of t
tion of all teachers, and they have spent an extended- pe
student teaching in actual school situations. Many subscriber a rotes-
Slone! role conceptions. Theyrhave become assertive in proçessi I and
political matfers, and organized at locaLstate and natipnal levels.

ay! To-.
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And yet, thepeople with authority in education-,,--sOool adMintra-
teis, leaders in higher education, state departmeht foOictelsLithaveibeen
reluctant to have teachers take initiatiVe and powethapSNrtially as ,
a result of this attitude, many teachers exhibit 4 lose el and initiative
during the course -of their careecs. Teacher§ :aro restricted by the
present school organization in their assignr,FAt napow confines
of the classroom, Organizational problems beyii l're,dlaSsroomi even'

r

though they.may directly affect what,hapeensin theclasroom ;%re not
perceived or understood, As a consequenae, deciSions;..are net_ influ-
enced to any extent by teachers-For example, the grow:v*6f studens who,

constit4 a particular class a te4her must teach may be selefed by
sorneon6 in authority without any Oonsultation with the teacher, ,ttle stu-
dents, or the parents, The callecti 'en of students who make qpithe'class
may be completely incorhoatitflteTrnaking teaching almost ari iMpessible
task. The administrator may argue that there isn't lime. to Involve
teachers in scheduling students, Thus, an outside force makes detisions
about both thegrouping of students and how teachers spend their tit-fie
two deciSions obviously counterproduclive to good. education fOr

students. If teachers broaden the context of their concern and-learn to -
understand and difluence the larger context, there is the-clear pe6sibility
that the organization of which they are -a part can. be altered to serve
students better and to make teaching more satisfying. We hOpe teachers
will-consider themsilves in several roles as they study and analyze the
material presented, i.e., as employees of the school district, as members
of tea9her organizations, and as citizens of a community.,

Our intent is to help teachers see themselves as members of organi-
zations, ansi also to study -Organizations in a dispassionate way, The tatter
so that organizations, particularly the scheol, can be viewed objectively
as ari institution'(6:social system) that exists because of circumstances
both deliberate and fortuitous.

We are convinced that the school as an organization must change if
the learning of young people is to improve and personel circumstances
of teachers are not apt to change much unless the social systern of the
school is changed. Individual teachers and teachers collectively will,be
better eqUipped to alter the social system/organizaterr-of schoorif they
are aware of its dynamics, its norms, its power structure, etc. And if the
organization cannot easily be changed, teache,--s who understand what
they are a pert of will be better prepared to tiope with what exists or make
intelligent decisions about when to get out. Even the last two alternatives
change.the system because of the changed attitudes one assumes if one
stays, and/orlhe altered situation in the organization if one leaves.

The current organization of schools is not adequate either tà provide
quality edueation for students or to give teachers the kind of time,
prerogative, and professional stimulation necessary for a vital profes-
sion. In this respect, schools are no different than many other social
organizations. In fact, almost all organizations in our society are facing,
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-or are beinglorced to face, the prospect of change as increasingly more
people voice dissatisfaction with services and products, and demand a
greater voice in decision making.

As in the first volume, our attention in this volume has revolved
around schools as organiza'tions. Yet, we have repeatedly seen that
groups in the larger society, such as parents, government bodies and
teadher organizations always-must be taken into account. The third and
finalvolume of this series, to be published soon;)will concentrate on coth-
munity, state and national forces that shape sPhools and classrooms.
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Appendix

Instruc ional tAde, Goals, and ON ctives*

INSTRUCTI,GALMODE
The -instructional mode used during the-Corps Member Tiaining

Ingtitutewastirnportent in enSuring the effectiveness of the materials and
the favorable responses of participants. Suggestions for the mode and
tone of instRiction follow:

1. Instruction should occur in small groups. Ideally participants
should be organized in basic discussion groups of about ip

. members With ore instructor for eaeh groui5. Diversity-of
-background among group members with one, instructor is highly
,desirable, Instructors should be-flexible and vary the program to
Meet the demands of an evolving instructional process.

2. Instruction should give attention,-to the needs and interests of
participants. The backgrounds and levels of sophistication of
participants should be asseSsed prior to, or at the first meeting, so
that planning and grouping is responsive to the dive_rsity and heeds
of partiCipants.

3. lnStruotional expectations should be made public. Participants
should i'eceive statements of training'goals and objectives, how

'those goals and objectives will be achieved, and indicators of how
the participants will be evaluated.

4.- Instruction should provide for intensive involvement of participants.
Special effort should be madeto select,case studies, papers,
mignettes, readings, abstracts17and films-that are particularly suited
to participants who are preservice, or inservice teachers, Small
group discussicin should be planned la give-every darti nt an

:----_,active part in establishing a rationale, making choices an
-decisions, and testing principles and theories inherent in 1fferent
kinds of orgations.
Instruction sho-Nd capitalize on the temporary society created by
the group itself. Characteristics of the group, as illustrated in its
governance and its social and work problems, may be used for
analysis and-diagnosis, providing a real situation with which
individuals and groups can deal.

'Reprinted from volume one of thi.s series OVICorwin and Edelfell, Perspectives on
Organizations: Viewpoints for Teachers (Washington D C American Associffion_of
Colleges for Teacher Education, 19 76), pp. 810.
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6. Instruction should deal-with process problems and skills as part of
.'instructlon. Howfand why people behave in certain ways in an
organization Is part of4earning about organizations. As
appropriate, participants_should use-illustrations of their own

_behavior to analyze-why particular progress or achievement by a
--grOup' MIS had--ridt been made: '

7. Instruction should engage participants directly with problemS of
analPsis, diagnosis, and choice In part, this point reiterates
numbers 4 and 5.-In addition, participants should have instructors
and speakers interpret and discuss field experiences, role-playing
situations, and other experiences. In all bf these 'gctivities, the
purpose is to deal directly and personally with how effectively one
can work through a problem in a logical, rational way.-

8. Instruction should provide a variety of activities. Engaging the
interest of people in studying organizations is no1 easy. A v
of activities enriches the training session; for example, case
stUdies, film and vignette analysis, field-based study of various
organizations, independent study, readings,. and films which are

tappropriate for use in groups of various sizes.
9. Instruction should include close guidance;monitoring, and

evaluation of participants. The instructOrilprticipant, ratio should
allow some one-to-one contact, providing opportunities to discuss
how the goals of the program fit those of the individual and to
negotiate modifications when possible. Such modifications, of
course,-become a matter of record and provide some data for
program evaluation. The instructor's responsibility for eval ation is
continuous and should be done cooperatively with participa

10. Instruction should respect the status of all participant& Although
all participants(and instructors as well) are learners, eacn
participant presumably has a different status based on his or her
competence, experience, and power position. This is especially
true if a group contains both preservice and inservice teachers.
Each person's plac in the hierarchy should be recognized and.
respected.

We recognize that these 10 points are appropriate tostudV in any
field and all too often are unattainable for one or more reasons_ Yet, a
large part of the success of the Corps Member Training Institute was
attributable to 6 continuous effort to follow these principles. Each per--
son using this material for instructional purposes will need to A

how best to present the concepts based on ever-changing I

among the instructors skills, the learners' needs, and the administra-
,

tive support systems.

GOALS AND OBJ ECTIVES

The instructional setting described above and the materia ,on-
tained in Parts II and III of this book work together, enabling f, *ci-
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pants to achieve certain g ls and objectives. The goals and objec-
tive's are shared with partic pants so that everyone is aware of the
purpotes for stuaying organizations.

The overgil-goal of Perspectives on Organizations is to:
Develop an avpreness of the characteristics and functions o
organizations, and of how organizations and individuals
influence each other.

The program de§igned to help participants reach this goal in-
cludes instruction to:

Enable participants to identify problems that result from or are
aggravated by some characteristics of organizations.
Provide participant§ with gills, enabling them to analyze
organizations and organizational problems.
Build;participant intecest in continuing independent study of
organizations in the future.

When they have completed the program, participants should be
able to demonstrate (through analysis and discussion of organizations)
that they have:

An under§tanding of why it is important to study organizationS.
A knowledge of some of the complexities resulting from
membership in organizations.
The ability to- define organizationS, social-systemS,
bureaudracy, organization theory..
An awareness of approaches used to study orgini2ations.
An awareness of some key features of organizations.
An understanding of how the various functions of organizations
are coordinated.
An awareness Of models that are useful for analyzing
organizations.
The ability to classify organizations according to typology.
An understanding'of how the social environment might affect
the organization.

--A knowledge of strategies for coping in organizations_
These, and perhaps other objectives that participants will identify

for themselves, should be achieved as a study proceeds. Participants
and instructors will frequently want to refer back to these objectives to
assess progress. The Materials and activities designed to help achieve
the objectives are contained in each book in this series.
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